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TOPOLOGICAL q-EXPANSION
AND THE SUPERSYMMETRIC SIGMA MODEL
DANIEL BERWICK-EVANS
Abstract. The Hamiltonian and Lagrangian formalisms offer two perspectives on quan-
tum field theory. This paper sets up a framework to compare these approaches for the
supersymmetric sigma model. The goal is to use techniques from physics to construct
topological invariants. In brief, the Hamiltonian formalism studies positive energy rep-
resentations of super annuli. This leads to a model for elliptic cohomology at the Tate
curve over Z. The Lagrangian approach studies sections of line bundles over a moduli
stack of super tori. This leads to a model for ordinary cohomology valued in weak mod-
ular forms over C. Compatibility between the two formalisms is a field theory version
of the topological q-expansion principle. Combining these ingredients constructs a co-
homology theory admitting an orientation for string manifolds that is closely related to
Witten’s Dirac operator on loop space.
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1. Introduction
Since Witten and Segal’s groundbreaking papers [Wit87, Wit88, Seg88] there has been
a tantalizing yet elusive connection between elliptic cohomology and 2-dimensional field
theories. Just as the Dirac operator connects K-theory to supersymmetric quantum me-
chanics, the dream has been that a suitable geometric or analytic object would connect
elliptic cohomology to 2-dimensional supersymmetric sigma models. This paper makes
progress by providing a field-theoretic counterpart to Laures’ topological q-expansion prin-
ciple [Lau99]. The main construction is a differential cocycle model for elliptic cohomology
at the Tate curve based on positive energy representations of a category of super Euclidean
annuli. This is designed to be compatible with the differential cocycle model for TMF⊗ C
in [BE13]. Indeed, constructions from physics (e.g., a cutoff version of the supersymmetric
sigma model) produce differential cocycles in both theories that are suitably compatible.
This corresponds to the compatibility between the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian points of
view on 2-dimensional supersymmetric field theories.
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Throughout, M is a smooth, compact manifold without boundary. The topological
q-expansion principle is summarized by the commuting diagram
(1)
TMF(M) KTate(M)
HMF(M) HC(M)JqK[q−1].
evTate
⊗C
q−expand
Ch
The top horizontal map is Miller’s elliptic character [Mil89] that evaluates the universal
elliptic cohomology theory of topological modular forms (TMF) in a formal punctured
neighborhood of the Tate curve. The left vertical map is the Chern–Dold character of
TMF from tensoring over Z with C, followed by the identification TMF ⊗ C ∼= HMF with
the ordinary cohomology theory with coefficients in weak modular forms over C. We can
also identify elliptic cohomology at the Tate curve with ordinary K-theory with coefficients
in powers of q, KTate(M) ∼= K(M)JqK[q−1]. Then the right vertical arrow is induced by
the Chern character in K-theory, and the lower horizontal arrow is determined by the q-
expansion of weak modular forms.
This paper gives a field-theoretic counterpart to (1), with differential cocycle models
for all the cohomology theories with the exception of TMF. The players are (i) a category
of positive energy representations of constant super annuli in M , denoted Rep(sAnn0(M)),
(ii) a stack L˜2|10 (M) of constant super annuli with the same source and target super circle
in M ; and (iii) a super double loop stack stack L2|10 (M) of constant super tori in M . Then
the analog of (2) is
(2)
{
2|1−dimensional field
theories over M??
}
Rep(sAnn0(M))
O(L2|10 (M)) Ô(L˜2|10 (M)).
time evolution
partition
function
forget
character
The appropriate definition of a 2|1-dimensional field theory is still under active investigation,
and we take the preliminary definition of Stolz and Teichner [ST11] as a guide; see §1.4
below. In brief, the top dashed arrow is the value of a field theory on a category of super
annuli (the time-evolution operator), and the left dashed arrow is the value of a field theory
on super tori (the partition function). The right vertical arrow is a character map for
positive energy representations of super annuli. The lower horizontal arrow is induced by
the functor L˜2|10 (M) → L2|10 (M) that views a super annulus with the same source and
target super circle as a super torus in M . This connects with the diagram (1) as follows: (i)
the Grothendieck group of Rep(sAnn0(M)) is KTate(M), (ii) elements of O(L2|10 (M)) define
cocycles for HMF(M) and (iii) elements of Ô(L˜2|10 (M)) define cocycles for H(M ;C)JqK[q−1].
Connections between 2-dimensional field theories, representations of annuli, and elliptic
cohomology at the Tate curve have been understood in varying degrees for awhile. Early
on, Segal [Seg04, Seg88] described a relationship between representations of annuli and
Witten’s construction of the Witten genus. Using related ideas, Stolz and Teichner sketched
a map from their proposed elliptic objects to elliptic cohomology at the Tate curve [ST04,
Theorem 1.0.2], though a complete definition of these elliptic objects hasn’t yet been worked
out. In his thesis, Pokman Cheung [Che08] constructed a space of annular supersymmetric
field theories whose homotopy type is a representing space for KTate. Our construction
draws on the insights of these previous authors, particularly from Stolz and Teichner. We
describe the connection between our framework with the Stolz–Teichner program in §1.4.
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The main new feature below is a careful treatment of the character theory (or partition
functions) for smooth families of representations of super annuli. This builds on ideas of
Fei Han [Han08], who related the partition function of 1|1-Euclidean field theories with the
Chern character of a vector bundle with connection. In the 2|1-dimensional setting, this
type of geometry gives an evident relationship between the Chern character of KTate(M)
and cocycles in HMF(M): both define functions on closely related moduli stacks of super tori
over M . Furthermore, suitably compatible cocycles in KTate(M) and HMF(M) in (2) allow
one to deduce integrality and modularity properties of the relevant topological invariants.
This flavor of argument runs in complete parallel to a standard one in physics. To give a
sketch, the integrality of the Witten genus can be seen by viewing it as a class in KTate(pt)
(which corresponds to the Hamiltonian perspective on the supersymmetric sigma model),
and modularity follows from viewing it as an element of HMF(pt) (which comes from the
Lagrangian perspective). Playing these two points of view on quantum theory off each
other is an age-old tool in physics, with considerable mathematical depth. For example, the
physics proof of the Atiyah–Singer index theorem [AG83] is the assertion that the partition
function in 1|1-dimensional quantum mechanics is the same, whether one computes in either
the Hamiltonian or the Lagrangian framework. We explore this further in §1.3
When studied in families, there is a rub in the 2|1-dimensional case: partition functions
from the Hamiltonian and Lagrangian perspectives need not be equal on the nose. In terms
of the topology, for a family of string manifolds pi : X → M , we get classes [σ(X)] ∈
KTate(M) and [σH(X)] ∈ HMF(M) from the Ando–Hopkins–Rezk string orientation of
TMF [AHS01, AHR10] postcomposed with the maps TMF → KTate and TMF → HMF,
respectively. In our geometric context, these classes can be refined to cocycles which have a
field theoretic interpretation as in (2). In this model, typically the Chern character of σK(X)
does not equal the q-expansion of σH(X), e.g., as a differential form with values in CJqK[q−1].
However, a choice of string structure on pi : X → M specifies a smooth homotopy (or con-
cordance) between these two cocycles. This is an example of an anomaly in physics, and
the choice of string structure (which trivializes the anomaly) has homotopical meaning that
can be understood in terms of the diagram (1): it is the homotopy that witnesses the string
orientation as a map in the homotopy pullback. We explain the physical picture in greater
depth in §1.3.
These geometric ideas lead to a differential cocycle model for a cohomology theory
denoted KMF defined by the homotopy pullback in spectra,
KMF KTate
HMF HCJqK[q−1].
By the universal property, there is a map TMF→ KMF, but it is easy to verify that this is
not an equivalence: the coefficients are different, with
K•MF(pt) =
{
MF2nZ • = 2n
CJqK[q−1]/ZJqK[q−1] + MF2n • = 2n− 1,
i.e., in even degrees 2n the coefficients are integral modular forms of weight −n and in
odd degrees they are quotients of CJqK[q−1] by the image of ZJqK[q−1] and (complex) weak
modular forms under the q-expansion map (see §A.1 for our conventions regarding the
grading on MF). The odd coefficients are well-known receptacles for torsion invariants,
e.g., Laures’ f -invariant [Lau99] and Bunke and Naumann’s secondary invariants of string
manifolds [BN09]. In §8 we sketch how the Bunke–Naumann invariants are primary invari-
ants in KMF, coming from the composition MString → TMF → KMF where the first map
is the string orientation constructed by Ando–Hopkins–Strickland–Rezk [AHS01, AHR10].
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The string orientation of KMF can be thought of as a refinement of the string orienta-
tion of KTate, as constructed by Witten [Wit88]. Notably, in this refinement to KMF, the
underlying (Witten) genus is automatically an integral modular form.
The picture from (2) gives a physical interpretation for invariants coming from MString→
KMF, as we explain in §8. This both explains the modularity of the Witten genus within a
mathematical framework, and gives a first indication of how the torsion in TMF might be
related to 2-dimensional quantum field theories. However, as it stands the physical inter-
pretation doesn’t have a great deal of mathematical content; instead its purpose is to begin
development of a dictionary that connects the homotopical ideas to physical ones. The
end goal is to continue to use the geometry of supersymmetric sigma models to refine the
homotopical invariants further. Specifically, a robust understanding of the supersymmetric
sigma model might give an analytic construction of the string orientation of TMF.
As a warm-up example to this story, we construct differential K-theory from rep-
resentations of constant super paths in a manifold. This basically constructs Klonoff’s
model [Klo08] where cocycles are super vector bundles with super connection and an odd
degree differential form. This easier case both highlights the formal similarities with the con-
struction of KTate and allows us to translate operations on path categories into differential
geometry. For example, we show that dilating super paths implements the Bismut–Quillen
rescaling on super connections. In physics terminology, this dilation is the renormalization
group flow. This also makes sense for super annuli, giving a candidate generalization of
Bismut–Quillen rescaling in the 2-dimensional case where the geometry is less familiar.
1.1. Results I: Super annuli and elliptic cohomology at the Tate curve. The main
objects of study in this paper are super Euclidean annuli with maps to M
(3)
S
1|1
r
S
1|1
r
A
2|1
r M
in
out
φ
where S
1|1
r = R1|1/rZ are incoming and outgoing super circles of circumference r ∈ R>0,
and A
2|1
r = R2|1/rZ is an (infinite) super annulus with circumference r; see Figure 1.1. By
restricting to those super annuli whose maps to M are invariant under the rotation action
by the underlying (ordinary) annulus R2/rZ ⊂ R2|1/rZ one can assemble the data (3) into
the morphisms in a super Lie category denoted sAnn0(M) whose objects and morphisms
form finite-dimensional super manifolds. Such categories have a good notion of a smooth
representation (see §2.3), with the data being a vector bundle over the objects and maps
between vector bundles over morphisms. Motivated by unitary quantum field theories, an
orientation-reversing map on annuli naturally leads to a version of unitary representations
of sAnn0(M).
As is familiar in the case of loop group representations, it is important to restrict
attention to positive energy representations of sAnn0(M). The definition relies on a sub-
groupoid Rot(M) ⊂ sAnn0(M) of degenerate annuli that act on super circles by rotation.
The action by this subgroupoid decomposes any unitary representation into a direct sum
of weight spaces. A unitary representation then has positive energy if the weight spaces of
the Rot(M)-action are finite-dimensional with weight bounded below. Let Rep(sAnn0(M))
denote this category of positive energy representations.
Theorem 1.1. The Grothendieck group of Rep(sAnn0(M)) is KTate(M), the elliptic coho-
mology at the Tate curve of M .
Remark 1.2. The quotient defining the Grothendieck group of Rep(sAnn0(M)) can be iden-
tified with representations that tend to zero under the renormalization group flow; see §3.1.
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Figure 1. A rough picture of the infinite super annulus A
2|1
r with a pair
of embedded super circles S
1|1
r and a map to M .
Remark 1.3. Viewing the Tate curve as an infinite annulus, the category sAnn0(M) comes
from cutting (a super-version) of this curve into pieces and mapping these pieces to M .
To promote this construction to a differential cocycle model, we require a differential
form-valued Chern character. The character of a representation of sAnn0(M) is a function
on super annuli over M whose source and target super circles coincide, i.e., super annuli
that determine super tori in M . A rescaling of this character (akin to the rescaled super
connections of Quillen [Qui85] and Bismut [Bis85]) yields a function that is (1) invariant
under global dilations of the super annulus, (2) invariant under the super translation action
of the associated torus on itself, and (3) depends holomorphically on the modulus q = e2piiτ
of the super annulus. For finite-dimensional representations, this gives a rescaled partition
function
Z : Repfd(sAnn0(M))→ Ωevcl (M)⊗ C[q, q−1] ↪→ O(L˜2|10 (M))
where L˜2|10 (M) is a stack whose objects are super tori in M with a choice of embedded
super circle, and whose morphisms are global dilations and super translations of these
tori. Characters of arbitrary positive energy representations need not define a function
on L˜2|10 (M), but instead define a formal sum of such functions, giving a formal rescaled
partition function
Z : Rep(sAnn0(M))→ Ωevcl (M)⊗ CJqK[q−1] = Ô(L˜2|10 (M)).(4)
This furnishes the required differential form-valued Chern character to define a differential
cohomology theory. In §2.9 we give a general construction of differential Grothendieck groups
of the representation category of a super Lie category equipped with a specified character
map, which in this case is Z.
Theorem 1.4. The differential Grothendieck group of Rep(sAnn0(M)) with respect to the
character map (4) is the differential elliptic cohomology of M at the Tate curve.
Remark 1.5. A differential cocycle is a positive energy representation with an extra datum:
a smooth homotopy (or better, concordance) of its rescaled partition function. Physically,
this can be interpreted as a correction to the partition function from “higher energy” modes
that have been integrated out. In examples from geometry this correction is constructed by
a Cheeger–Chern–Simons form that interpolates between the character of a representation
where the eigenspaces of Rot(M) might be infinite-dimensional and a cutoff version where
the eigenspaces are finite-dimensional. We explain this in §3.1 and §8.
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1.2. Results II: Field theories and topological q-expansion. The remaining results
in the paper compare the above differential cocycle model for KTate with the one for
TMF ⊗ C developed in [BE13]. The latter model has as cocycles holomorphic sections
O(L2|10 (M);ω⊗n/2) where ω⊗n/2 is the nth tensor power of a line bundle closely related to
the square root of the Hodge bundle on the moduli stack of elliptic curves, and L2|10 (M) is a
stack whose objects are super tori with a constant map, φ : R2|1/Λ→M . Constant means
the map is invariant under the precomposition action of E2/Λ by translations. Morphisms
between these objects are super translations and dilations of super tori compatible with φ.
This differs from L˜2|10 (M) in that a specified meridian super circle isn’t part of the data.
As such there is a map that forgets this super circle, u : L˜2|10 (M) → L2|10 (M). Let ω˜⊗n/2
denote the pullback u∗ω⊗n/2 to L˜2|10 (M).
We obtain rescaled partition functions with values in ω˜⊗n/2 from positive energy rep-
resentations of sAnn0(M) valued in a category of modules over an algebra called the n-free
fermions, denoted Fern. These are a generalization of the Clifford algebras, and enjoy
many analogous properties. We form a category denoted Repn(sAnn0(M)) of such Fern-
linear representations. The category of trace class positive energy representations, denoted
RepnTC(sAnn0(M)) is the full subcategory of Rep
n(sAnn0(M)) for which the rescaled par-
tition function (4) takes values in sections of ω˜⊗n/2 (rather than formal sums of sections)
over L˜2|10 (M). For such representations, we can ask for a lift
RepnTC(sAnn0(M)) Γ(L˜2|10 (M); ω˜⊗n/2).
Γ(L2|10 (M);ω⊗n/2)
Z
u∗
If such a factorization exists it is unique and necessarily defines a holomorphic section
O(L2|10 (M);ω⊗n/2) ⊂ Γ(L2|10 (M);ω⊗n/2). We define a category of differential cocycles,
R̂epnMF(sAnn0(M)), gotten from Fern-linear positive energy representations whose rescaled
partition functions have such a (holomorphic) lift.
Theorem 1.6. The differential Grothendieck group of R̂ep2nMF(sAnn0(M)) gives a model for
K̂2nMF(M), the degree 2n differential KMF of M .
Remark 1.7. For n odd, the Fern-linear representations also provide cocycles. The map is
surjective when M = pt, but fails to be surjective generally. This is in complete analogy to
how finite-dimensional Clifford module bundles map to Kn(M), but the map isn’t surjective
in general, e.g., there is no finite-dimensional Clifford module bundle representative for the
generator of K˜1(S1) ∼= Z.
Using similar ideas to Freed and Lott’s [FL10] construction of a pushforward in differ-
ential K-theory, we construct a differential string orientation for KMF.
Theorem 1.8. A geometric family of rational string manifolds X → M with fiber dimen-
sion 2d determines a differential cocycle
σ̂(X) ∈ K̂−2dMF (M).
When M = pt, σ̂(X) ∈ K̂−2dMF (pt) = MF−2dZ is the Witten genus of X as an integral modular
form.
We interpret σ̂(X) as a cutoff version of the supersymmetric sigma model. When M =
pt, our methods also give an odd variant of this differential orientation where σ̂(X) ∈
K̂oddMF (pt) is a version of the Bunke–Naumann secondary invariant of the Witten genus.
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1.3. Motivation from physics. There are two basic approaches in physics that construct
a quantum theory out of a classical one. One follows the Lagrangian (or path integral) for-
malism, which computes expectation values of observables as a (usually ill-defined) integral
over a space of fields. The second approach is the Hamiltonian (or canonical) formalism,
which looks to construct a space of states with an action by various operators, e.g., a repre-
sentation of the Poincare´ group of the relevant dimension (which includes a time-evolution
operator), and creation and annihilation operators associated to particles. In the physics
literature these approaches are widely assumed to be equivalent, e.g., see Zee [Zee03, I.8]
for some discussion.
The local index theorem can be viewed as giving a mathematically precise relationship
between these approaches in the context of 1|1-dimensional quantum mechanics [Wit82,
AG83, Wit88]. The fields for the classical theory are super paths γ : R1|1 → X in a Riemann-
ian manifold X, and the action generalizes the usual energy of the path; e.g., see [Fre99].
One can then apply either the Hamiltonian or Lagrangian formalisms to obtain a quantum
theory. An important quantum observable is the partition function, which counts the dif-
ference between the fermionic and bosonic states. In the Hamiltonian approach, the space
of states consists of sections of the spinor bundle, and the time-evolution operator is e−t /D
2
where /D is the Dirac operator. In this approach, the partition function is the super trace
of e−t /D
2
. By the McKean–Singer formula,
sTr(e−t /D
2
) = Ind( /D)
this is the index of /D. In the Lagrangian approach, physical reasoning argues that the path
integral that calculates the partition function can be reduced to a ζ-regularized determinant
for a family of operators over a moduli space of constant super loops R1|1/Z → X. This
is a version of 1-loop quantization, because this determinant calculates the contribution
from 1-loop Feynman diagrams in a perturbative expansion around these constant super
loops. This constructs the Aˆ-form of X, which can be viewed as a function on the moduli
space of constant super loops in X. The assertion that the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian
computations of the partition function agree is the local index theorem,
Z 3 sTr(e−t /D2) = (2pii)n/2
∫
X
Aˆ(X) ∈ C.(5)
The Hamiltonian computation on the left hand side is necessarily an integer, whereas La-
grangian computation on the right hand side a priori is a complex number. The equality
shows that the Aˆ-genus of a spin manifold is in fact an integer. A version of this works in
families, considering a kind of fiberwise sigma model for a proper submersion pi : X → M
with spin structures on the fibers. Then we get an equality of differential forms, coming
from a (limit of) the Chern character of Bismut’s super connection for a family of Dirac
operators on the left hand side and the fiberwise integral of the Aˆ-form on the right hand
side; see §4.6.
Witten generalized this story from physics to the 2|1-dimensional sigma model. The
fields in this classical field theory are super annuli γ : R2|1/rZ → X in a Riemannian
manifold X. The classical action is a super-generalization of the one for which critical points
are harmonic maps of ordinary annuli to M . Very roughly, this is 1|1-dimensional mechanics
with target LM , the free loop space of M . Applying a version of Hamiltonian quantization,
Witten constructed a space of states and a time-evolution operator. By analogy, he referred
to these as the spinor bundle on loop space $LX and the Dirac operator on loop space, /DLX ,
respectively. Decomposing the space of states according to the S1-action on loop space by
loop rotation, the partition function sTr(e−t /D
2
LX ) can be written as a power series in q. The
coefficient of qn counts the difference between fermionic and bosonic states in the space of
states on which the S1-action is by the nth power of the basic representation. This power
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series with integer coefficients is the Witten genus of X, which (continuing the analogy) is
the index of the Dirac operator on loop space.
If we apply the Lagrangian formalism to the 2|1-dimensional sigma model, physical
reasoning again argues that the partition function comes from a ζ-regularized determinant
for a family of operators over a moduli space of constant super tori, R2|1/Λ→ X. However,
in this case there is an anomaly, meaning the analog of Aˆ(X) is a twisted class that can’t
necessarily be integrated on this moduli stack [BE13]. In a bit more detail, the ζ-regularized
determinant defines a section of a line bundle over the moduli stack of constant super tori
in X. Trivializing this line bundle requires a trivialization of p1(TX), i.e., a rational string
structure. With such a rational string structure set, the ζ-regularized determinant can be
identified with a function on the moduli stack of constant super tori in X. The analog of (5)
is the equality
ZJqK 3 sTr(e−t /D2LX ) = (2pii)n/2 ∫
X
Wit(X) ∈ MF−d(6)
where d = dim(X) and Wit(X) ∈ H0MF(X) is a characteristic class called the Witten class of
X (see §8). As before, the left hand side is the computation of the partition function in the
Hamiltonian framework, whereas the right hand side is the computation in the Lagrangian
framework. The left side is a power series in q with integer coefficients, and the right hand
side is a weak modular form over C. So for these to be equal, they both must be integral
modular forms. This is the argument Witten employs in [Wit88] to assert the modularity of
the Witten genus. To summarize, the Hamiltonian approach leads one to expect integrality,
whereas the Lagrangian approach leads to expect modularity. This philosophy is now old-
hat in the string theory literature; e.g., see [Dij99, §1.1] for an overview.
However, relatively unstudied in the physics literature is the failure of the families
version of (6). In this case, we compare a Chern character of a Bismut super connection on
the left hand side with a fiberwise integral of the Witten class on the right hand side. if the
first Pontryagin class of the vertical tangent bundle is zero, the difference between the two
sides is an exact form, but is not necessarily. A choice of 3-form H with dH = p1(T (X/M))
presents the difference as d of a specific form. This is the extra data that is required to
construct the string orientation of KMF analytically. Its physical relevance is the choice of
trivializing anomalies in families.
Broadly stated, the goal of this paper is to put the above physical ideas in direct contact
with algebraic topology. This requires we understand families of supersymmetric sigma
models parametrized by a smooth manifold in the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian frameworks.
The Lagrangian picture has been worked out in [BE13, BE16]. In brief, the constructions
take place over a stack of constant super tori in M . These are maps,
R2|1/Λ→ (R2|1/Λ)/E2 ∼= R0|1 →M(7)
that are invariant under the translation action of E2 on a super torus, or equivalently, maps
that factor through a super point. These can also be viewed as energy zero maps, i.e., the
parametrizing space for perturbative constructions such as the 1-loop partition function
described above.
This paper starts work on the Hamiltonian picture. For a family of supersymmetric
sigma models parametrized by M , the Hamiltonian formalism can be expected to produce
an M -family of representations of super annuli. This is a geometric (or bordism) description
of the time-evolution operator in 2-dimensional field theories due to Segal [Seg04]. It can
be made mathematically precise in several distinct ways. The most complete definition
to date takes the annular subcategory of Stolz and Teichner’s 2|1-dimensional Euclidean
bordism category [ST11]. We follow a somewhat different approach, incorporating a few
simplifications suggested both directly and indirectly by Witten’s picture. Before explaining
these ingredients, we overview Stolz and Teichner’s framework.
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1.4. Relation to the Stolz–Teichner program. For a smooth manifold M , Stolz and
Teichner have defined a bordism category denoted 2|1-EBord(M) whose objects are closed,
collared, 1|1-dimensional super manifolds with a map to M , and whose morphisms are
compact, collared, 2|1-dimensional super Euclidean manifolds with a map to M . Disjoint
union of bordisms gives a symmetric monoidal structure. To incorporate isometries of super
manifolds, both the objects and morphisms of 2|1-EBord(M) are regarded as symmetric
monoidal stacks on the site of super manifolds.
For a target category Vect of topological vector spaces, they form a category of 2|1-
dimensional super Euclidean field theories,
2|1-EFT(M) := Fun⊗(2|1-EBord(M),Vect).
To incorporate a notion of degree, there is a version of the above functors with values in
modules over the free fermion algebra Fern (see §7.3). Call this category of field theo-
ries 2|1-EFTn(M). Stolz and Teichner’s main main conjecture is the existence of a higher-
categorical refinement of 2|1-EFTn(M) incorporating a fully-extended bordism category and
a delooping of Vect such that there is a natural ring isomorphism
TMFn(M) ∼= 2|1-EFTn(M) (conjectural).(8)
The 1-categorical version of 2|1-EBord(M) is already a very intricate object [ST11]. Surely
some level of intricacy is necessary if one wishes to recover a deep object like TMF. How-
ever, the complexity of 2|1-EFTn(M) has been difficult to characterize in terms of standard
geometric or topological objects, which has made progress on (8) difficult. With an eye to-
ward the topological q-expansion principle (1), we extract simpler pieces from 2|1-EFTn(X)
that are characterized using mild elaborations of standard geometric tools. Our choices
in these simplifications are informed by the ingredients that go into Witten’s construction
of the Witten genus. The hope is a simplified model will make it easier to nail down a
higher-categorical refinement leading to a cocycle model for TMF as in (8).
The first simplification restricts the maps of bordisms (in our case, super annuli) to M .
Indeed, all of Witten’s analysis uses a stand-in for the free loop space consisting of an
infinite-dimensional normal bundle over the finite-dimensional space of constant loops.
See also the related construction of Bott and Taubes [BT89]. This suggests we consider
infinite-dimensional representations of a suitable finite-dimensional category of constant su-
per annuli. With the pre-existing construction of TMF⊗C [BE13] in terms of the constant
maps (7), we take the simplest possible option, namely maps from super annuli to M
R2|1/Z→ (R2|1/Z)/E2 ∼= R0|1 →M
that are invariant under precomposition with the translational E2-action on R2|1/Z. As
desired, this moduli space of annuli over M is finite-dimensional. A more technical (but
equally important) point is that gluing constant super annuli can be arranged without
choosing collars. So, for example, the objects we consider are constant super circles in M ,
whereas in the Stolz–Teichner framework objects are super circles together with the germ
of a super annulus in M . Following the usual story of bordism categories, gluing collared
manifolds is only defined up to isomorphism, resulting in a non-strict composition law.
However, in the category of constant super annuli composition is strict.
The second simplification follows Witten’s suggestion in the second paragraph of the
introduction to [Wit88]:
the topological conjecture in question would follow from certain simple (con-
jectured) properties of the supersymmetric nonlinear sigma model. . . A cut-
off version of the nonlinear sigma model would be adequate.
An example of a cutoff in index theory is the passage from a family of Dirac operators (acting
on infinite-dimensional vector spaces) to a (finite-dimensional) index bundle; see §3.1. For
the 2|1-dimensional supersymmetric sigma model, a cutoff sigma model extracts the analog
of an index bundle for each weight space of the S1-action that rotates annuli. We explain
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this in greater detail in §8. The important point is that the resulting representation of super
annuli is a (finite-type) positive energy representation: weight spaces for the S1-action are
finite-dimensional with weight bounded below. This exactly mimics the definition of positive
energy loop group representations (which are expected to appear in equivariant refinements
of KTate [And00]). We restrict attention to representations of super annuli of this form.
In families these cutoffs initially introduce a couple issues, but these turn out to be
features rather than bugs. First, it is important to identify the theories resulting from
different choices of cutoff. This identification is a version of the Grothendieck construction,
as we explain in §3.1. Second, a choice of cutoff in a family can affect the value of the
partition function. In our formalism it is important to remember this change in the partition
function. A positive energy representation of super annuli together with the data of a
modification to the partition function is precisely a Hopkins–Singer style differential cocycle.
Now we explain how our approach compares to Stolz and Teichner’s. To guarantee
the existence of cutoffs, we restrict to even degree (see Lemma 4.13); in Remark 1.10 we
describe some approaches to the odd case. We obtain a version of (1),
(9)
2|1-EFT2n(M) Rep2n(sAnn0(M))
O(L2|10 (M);ω⊗2n/2) O(L˜2|10 (M)).
⇒ η
restrict + cutoff
restrict
+
rescale
(forget)∗
rescaled
partition
function
The left vertical arrow restricts a Stolz–Teichner field theory to a subcategory of super tori
(viewed as bordisms from the empty set to itself) and rescales these partition functions in
the same manner as in (4). This gives a section of a line bundle over the moduli stack of
super tori. The upper horizontal arrow restricts to a subcategory of annuli and chooses a
cutoff, extracting a positive energy representation of super annuli. The vertical arrow on
the right is the rescaled partition function (4). The lower horizontal map is the pullback
along the forgetful functor L˜2|10 (M)→ L2|10 (M) that forgets a chosen embedded super circle
in a super torus.
The squiggly arrow in (9) is intended to emphasize that there are choices of cutoff
involved in extracting a (finite-type) positive energy representation from a field theory.
This choice means that we cannot expect the diagram to commute strictly; instead, there is
a concordance η between the character of the positive energy representation of super annuli
and the partition function of the input field theory. However, we sketch in §3.1 how the
induced map to the Grothendieck group of the representation category is independent of
these choices.
Remark 1.9. A more straightforward comparison between the definitions in this paper and
Stolz–Teichner field theories is the warm-up example concerning super paths and K-theory.
A bordism category 1|1-EBord(M) analogous to 2|1-EBord(M) as sketched above gives a
definition of 1|1-Euclidean field theories over M , denoted 1|1-EFT(M). There is an elegant
relationship between a classifying space of 1|1-Euclidean field theories over M = pt and the
representing space BO×Z for real K-theory [HST10]. However, as yet concordance classes
of the category 1|1-EFT(M) of 1|1-Euclidean field theories over M have not been calculated.
Some good evidence for a relationship to K-theory is Dumitrescu’s super parallel transport
map [Dum12] from super vector bundles with super connection to 1|1-EFT(M). However,
issues regarding collars have made a complete characterization difficult. In our setup, the
category of representations of constant super paths in M are super vector bundles with
super connection on the nose. From this category it is straightforward to build K(M), e.g.,
the usual Grothendieck group applied to finite-dimensional representations. A downside of
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these constant super paths is that they don’t connect with extended objects in M coming
from K-theory, such as the Bismut–Chern character. Fei Han [Han08] has related this loop
space lift of the Chern character to partition functions for 1|1-EFT(M).
Remark 1.10. There are several approaches to the odd cohomological degree in (9). One is
to abandon cutoffs and work with infinite-dimensional objects. Although more technical,
this doesn’t seem unreasonable, especially if we insist on a finite-dimensional category of
(constant) super annuli in M . An option involving finite-dimensional representations of
super annuli is to study degree 2n field theories over M × R with compact support in the
R-direction. Then the suspension isomorphisms in KTate and TMF ⊗ C identify such an
object with a class of degree 2n − 1. Yet another possibility is to work with families of
automorphisms of representations of annuli, which is analogous to studying odd K-theory
in terms of (smooth) maps into the (infinite) unitary group. In this paper our focus is on
the even degree case, though our methods also lead to partial results in the odd case.
1.5. Terminology. Throughout, M will denote a smooth, compact, oriented manifold.
Unless stated otherwise, all vector spaces and vector bundles are “super,” though sometimes
we include this adjective for emphasis. We use ⊗ to denote the graded tensor product. We
frequently use the functor of points when dealing with super manifolds, and reserve the
letter S for a test super manifold. We refer to Appendix A for a bit more background on
these (and other) ingredients.
1.6. Outline. The next section, §2, introduces some minor twists on standard background
material. This develops the framework in which we can make sense out of smooth represen-
tations of super paths and super annuli. Sections 3 and 5 construct the (non-differential)
models for K-theory and elliptic cohomology at the Tate curve, respectively, out of cate-
gories of these representations. These constructions are a bit more straightforward than
the differential versions and can be read with §2 alone as background. Sections 4 and 6
construct the differential refinements K̂ and K̂Tate, which amounts to understanding the
appropriate character theory for representations of constant super paths and constant su-
per annuli. Section 7 constructs the differential version of KMF, which refines this character
theory for super annuli even further to take values in a differential model for HMF. Finally,
in §8 we discuss the string orientation of KMF and its relation to the supersymmetric sigma
model. The parts of §8 regarding the orientation (but not its physical interpretation) can
be read independent of the rest of the paper.
1.7. Acknowledgements. I thank Ralph Cohen, Kevin Costello, Chris Douglas, Mike
Freedman, Owen Gwilliam, Vesna Stojanoska, Stephan Stolz, Peter Teichner, and Arnav
Tripathy for helpful conversations. Lastly, I am appreciative of the well-timed encourage-
ment from Matt Ando and Gerd Laures.
2. Super Lie categories, representations, and Grothendieck groups
This section overviews the framework in which we define the main objects of study. First
we introduce super Lie categories and their unitary representations. These are modest
generalizations of standard ideas in the theory of Lie groupoids for which [Mac05] is a
reference. Second, for super Lie categories natural in manifold parameter, we define a
differential Grothendieck group of the representation category with respect to a character
map. This definition is intended to mimic Hopkins–Singer differential cocycles [HS05].
2.1. Internal categories and super Lie categories. We follow [Mac78, MII.1] as a
reference for internal categories. Our thinking is also deeply influenced by Stolz and Teich-
ner [ST11, §2.2] in their approach to smooth field theories.
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Definition 2.1. A category object in E or an internal category denoted C = {C1 ⇒ C0} is
a pair of objects C0 and C1 in E and arrows in E
s, t : C1 → C0 u : C0 → C1 c : C1 ×C0 C1 → C1
with the notation standing for source, target, unit and composition, respectively. We further
require that these data satisfy the usual axioms for a category, namely, the equalities
s ◦ u = idC0 = t ◦ u
specify the source and target of identity arrows, the commutative diagram
C0 ×C0 C1 C1 ×C0 C1 C1 ×C0 C0
C1
u× idC1
p2
idC1 × u
c
p1
specifies the source and target of the composition, and the commutative diagrams
C1 C1 ×C0 C1 C1
C0 C1 C0
p1 p2
t c s
t s
C1 ×C0 C1 ×C0 C1 C1 ×C0 C1
C1 ×C0 C1 C1
c× idC1
idC1 × c c
c
require that identity arrows act as the identity and that composition is associative.
In the above definition we require that the fibered products exist in E. This can be
relaxed using categories internal to presheaves on E, as we discuss in §2.2.
Definition 2.2. An internal functor F : C → D between internal categories consists of
morphisms F0 : C0 → D0 and F1 : C1 → D1 in E such that the diagrams commute:
C1 C0 C1
D1 D0 D1
s u
s u
F1 F0 F1
C1 C0 C1
D1 D0 D1
t u
t u
F1 F0 F1
C1 ×C0 C1 D1 ×D0 D1
C1 D1.
F1 × F1
cD
F1
cC
Definition 2.3. An internal natural transformation η : F ⇒ G between internal functors
is a morphism in E, η : C0 → D1 satisfying
C0
D1 D0D0
η
st
F0G0
C1 D1 ×D0 D1
D1 ×D0 D1 D1.
G1 × η ◦ s
η ◦ t× F1 cD
cD
Definition 2.4. A Lie category is a category internal to manifolds, and a super Lie category
is a category internal to super manifolds.
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This generalizes the standard notion of a (super) Lie groupoid, which is a category
internal to (super) manifolds in which all arrows are invertible, with a smooth inversion
map included as part of the data.
Example 2.5. A (super) Lie category with a single object is a unital (super) semigroup.
Example 2.6. Consider a manifold M with an R-action. This determines an action
groupoid M//R = {M × R ⇒ M} whose source map is the projection and target map
is the action map. Composition comes from the group structure on R. Restricting to
M × R≥0 ⊂ M × R the action by a semigroup defines a Lie category, {M × R≥0 ⇒ M}.
More generally, for a Lie group G acting on a manifold M , we get a Lie groupoid M//G.
Restriction of the action to a submanifold of G containing the identity element and that is
closed under multiplication (but not necessarily inversion) defines a Lie category.
Definition 2.7. A smooth functor is an internal functor between Lie categories or super
Lie categories.
Example 2.8. Let G and H be semigroups, M a manifold with a G-action and N a
manifold with an H-action. Then a smooth functor M//G → N//H is a homomorphism
G→ H of semigroups and an equivariant map M → N with respect to this homomorphism.
Example 2.9. Every super manifold has a canonical Z/2-action generated by the parity
involution on its sheaf of functions, acting by +1 on even functions and −1 on odd functions.
Furthermore, any map between super manifolds is equivariant for this Z/2-action. This gives
a parity endofunctor PC : C→ C for any super Lie category C that applies the parity functor
to source, target, unit, and composition of C.
Definition 2.10. A smooth natural transformation is an internal natural transformation
between smooth functors.
Remark 2.11. There is a 2-functor from the strict 2-category of super Lie categories, smooth
functors and smooth natural transformations to a bicategory defined by Stolz and Teich-
ner whose objects are weak category objects internal to stacks on the site of super mani-
folds [ST11]. On objects, this 2-functor identifies a super Lie category with its correspond-
ing category internal to smooth stacks, which amounts to viewing the object and morphism
super manifolds as (representable) stacks. Using this 2-functor, the super Lie categories
considered below of constant super paths and super annuli in a manifold can be viewed as
smooth subcategories of Stolz and Teichner’s super Euclidean bordism categories.
2.2. Generalized, reduced, and conjugate Lie categories. For objects S,C ∈ E, let
C(S) denote the set of maps S → C, i.e., identify C with the (representable) presheaf
C : Eop → Set. Similarly, for a category C internal to E, let C(S) denote the small category
whose objects are C0(S) and morphisms are C1(S). Hence, an internal category gives
a category object in presheaves on E. By the usual Yoneda argument, C is completely
determined by this category object in presheaves. Similarly, smooth functors between super
Lie categories coincide with functors between the category objects in presheaves.
The functor of points is a standard way of performing constructions in super manifolds,
so we often use this perspective when analyzing super Lie categories and smooth functors.
In some cases we will encounter category objects in presheaves on super manifolds that are
not representable. These presheaves are sometimes called generalized objects.
Definition 2.12. A generalized super Lie category is a category object in presheaves on
super manifolds.
There is a faithful functor from manifolds to super manifolds, where we take the usual
smooth functions on a manifold as the structure sheaf (purely in even degree). We often
abuse notation, letting M denote both a manifold and the associated super manifold. There
is also a functor from super manifolds to manifolds called the reduced manifold functor that
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on objects takes the quotient of the structure sheaf of a super manifold by the ideal generated
by nilpotent elements. For a super manifold S, let Sred denote this reduced manifold, and
observe that the quotient map gives a morphism of super manifolds Sred ↪→ S, where we
have identified the manifold Sred with a super manifold.
These functors can also be applied to super Lie categories.
Definition 2.13. The super Lie category associated to a Lie category C regards the data
defining C as super manifolds and maps of super manifolds; in particular, it views the
object and morphism manifolds of C as super manifolds. The reduced Lie category of a
super Lie category C, denoted Cred applies the reduced manifold functor to a Lie category.
In particular, it has as objects (C0)red and as morphisms (C1)red.
Finally, there is a complex conjugation endofunctor on the category of super manifolds
N 7→ N that reverses the complex structure on sheaves of functions, i.e., N has the same
real sheaf of functions but complex numbers act by precomposing with complex conjugation.
Definition 2.14. A real structure on N is an isomorphism of super manifolds rN : N → N
such that rN ◦ rN = idN and rN ◦ rN = idN .
Example 2.15. For a super manifold N whose sheaf of Z/2-graded algebras is the exterior
bundle of a complex vector bundle E, i.e., C∞(N) = Γ(Nred,Λ•E∗), a real structure on E
induces a real structure on N .
Example 2.16. In particular, an ordinary manifold regarded as a super manifold has a
real structure coming from complex conjugation on its complex valued functions.
See [DM99] pages 92-94 and [HST10] page 37 for more background on real super man-
ifolds. These ideas carry over to super Lie categories immediately.
Definition 2.17. For a super Lie category C, let C denote the super Lie category gotten
by applying the conjugation functor to C. In particular, the object and morphism super
manifolds are C0 and C1. A real structure on a super Lie category is a functor rC : C → C
and natural isomorphisms rC ◦ rC ∼= idC.
Example 2.18. Any super Lie category that comes from an ordinary Lie category has a
canonical real structure.
2.3. Representations of super Lie categories. There is an evident super manifold gen-
eralization of the standard definition of a representation of a Lie groupoid [Mac05]. For
V → N a super vector bundle over a super manifold, consider the super vector bundle of
invertible maps, Hom(p∗1V, p
∗
2V )
× → N × N , between fibers for p1, p2 : N × N → N the
projections. The frame groupoid has N as its super manifold of objects, and (roughly) for
a pair of points x, y ∈ N the morphisms are invertible linear maps Vx → Vy between the
fibers of V . The source of such a morphism is x and the target is y. We’ll make this precise
after a technical remark on vector bundles over super manifolds.
Remark 2.19. In the category of super manifolds there are some subtleties regarding vector
bundles and maps between vector bundles. The basic point is that a vector bundle over a
super manifold is a module over is structure sheaf, and this module is typically different
than a would-be set of maps from the base super manifold into a candidate total space of
the vector bundle. The usual intuition applies, however, provided we work with the functor
of points: an S-point of a vector bundle V over N is a map f : S → N and an element of the
pullback module associated to V . We continue to use much of the standard notation and
terminology for vector bundles. For example, Γ(V ) denotes the C∞(N)-module associated
with a vector bundle V over N , and V → N denotes the natural transformation between the
S-points of V and the S-points of N . With this in mind, we make the following definition.
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Definition 2.20. For V → N a super vector bundle, the frame groupoid is a generalized
super Lie category,
GL(V ) :=
 Hom(p∗1V, p∗2V )×pi1 ↓↓ pi2
N

where Hom(p∗1V, p
∗
2V )
× are invertible vector bundle maps, and pi1, pi2 are the two composi-
tions Hom(p∗1V, p
∗
2V )
× → N×N ⇒ N of projections. Composition in GL(V ) is composition
of maps of vector bundles.
Definition 2.21. A representation of a super Lie groupoid G is a smooth functor G →
GL(V ) for V → G0 a super vector bundle over the objects of G.
Example 2.22. When M = pt and V is a trivial bundle, GL(V ) is the one-object groupoid
associated to the group GL(V ). For a Lie group G, a representation of the associated single-
object Lie groupoid G = {G⇒ pt} on GL(V ) is the same as a homomorphism G→ GL(V ),
recovering the usual definition of a representation.
There is an obvious generalization to a representation of a super Lie category taking
values in arbitrary linear maps between fibers.
Definition 2.23. For V → M a super vector bundle, define a generalized Lie category
called the frame category by
End(V ) :=
 Hom(p∗1V, p∗2V )pi1 ↓↓ pi2
M

where pi1 and pi2 are the projection Hom(p
∗
1V, p
∗
2V ) → M × M postcomposed with the
projections p1 or p2 to M . Composition comes from composition of vector bundle maps.
Definition 2.24. A representation of a super Lie category C is a super vector bundle
V → C0 and a smooth functor C → End(V ). An isomorphism between representations ρ
and ρ′ is an isomorphism of vector bundles V → V ′ over C0 that induces an isomorphism
of super Lie categories End(V )→ End(V ′) and makes the following diagram commute
C
End(V ′).
End(V )
ρ′
ρ
2.4. Super adjoints. To phase the definition of a unitary representation, we require a
super-generalization of the adjoint of a linear map between Hilbert spaces. We now attend
to the various sign issues involved, replicating pages 89-91 of [DEF+99].
A ∗-structure on a super algebra A over C is an involutive C-antilinear isomorphism
(−)∗ : A→ Aop satisfying
(ab)∗ = (−1)p(a)p(b)b∗a∗.(10)
A super hermitian form on a complex super vector space H is a map 〈−,−〉 : H ⊗H → C
of real super vector spaces that is C-antilinear in the first variable, C linear in the second,
and
〈x, y〉 = (−1)p(x)p(y)〈y, x〉.(11)
It follows that 〈x, x〉 is real if x is even, purely imaginary if x is odd, and 〈x, y〉 = 0 when
x and y are of different parities. We call 〈−,−〉 positive if 〈x, x〉 > 0 for x even and
−i〈x, x〉 > 0 for x odd. From this we extract an ordinary positive-definite inner product
(−,−) : H⊗H → C first by writing H = H0⊕H1 as a direct sum of even and odd subspaces,
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and then setting (x, y) = 0 if x and y are of opposite parity, (x, y) = 〈x, y〉 for x and y both
even, and (x, y) = −i〈x, y〉 for x and y both odd. We call (H, 〈−,−〉) a super Hilbert space
if H ∼= H0 ⊕H1 is complete with respect to the (ordinary) inner product (−,−) inherited
from 〈−,−〉.
As the above discussion shows, the difference between super hermitian forms and ordi-
nary hermitian forms on Z/2-graded vector spaces is slight. As such, we adopt the following
terminology.
Definition 2.25. A super hermitian vector space is a super vector space equipped with
a super hermitian pairing 〈−,−〉 as in (11). A Z/2-graded hermitian vector space is a
hermitian pairing (−,−) on a Z/2-graded vector space so that the odd and even subspaces
are orthogonal.
The super adjoint of a hermitian form preserving linear map a : H → H ′ is defined by
〈x, ay〉H′ = (−1)p(x)p(y)〈a∗x, y〉H .(12)
In finite dimensions this completely determines a∗. There are the usual caveats in infinite
dimensions which can be addressed in the standard way by translating back to usual Hilbert
spaces as above. Indeed, under this translation the super adjoint compares with the usual
adjoint (−)† on the inner product spaces (H, (−,−)H) and (H ′, (−,−)H′) as
a∗ =
{
a† a even
ia† a odd.(13)
For a, b ∈ End(H), we have (ab)∗ = (−1)p(a)p(b)b∗a∗, so that (−)∗ defines a star structure
on the super algebra End(H). We also get a contravariant functor from the category of
super Hilbert spaces to itself. Note that the endofunctor ((−)∗)∗ is the parity involution on
End(H) that is the identity on even operators and −1 on odd operators.
Super adjoints have a straightforward generalization to the frame category of a hermit-
ian super vector bundle V → N . Let End(V ) denote the frame category with the conjugate
complex structure on the base super manifold and on the module defining V .
Definition 2.26. Let V → N be a hermitian super vector bundle. Define the super adjoint
(−)∗ : End(V )→ End(V )op as the fiberwise super adjoint on morphisms,
(−)∗ : Hom(p∗1V, p∗2V )→ Hom(p∗2V , p∗1V ),
using the pullback hermitian form on p∗1V and p
∗
2V . By inspection, this restricts to a smooth
functor (−)∗ : GL(V )→ GL(V )op on the frame groupoid.
2.5. Unitary representations of super Lie categories. A unitary representation of a
Lie group G is a homomorphism ρ : G → GL(V ) such that for all g ∈ G, ρ(g)∗ = ρ(g−1).
Repackaged, this is a commutative diagram
G GL(V )
Gop GL(V )op
ρ
(−)−1
ρop
(−)∗
where Gop denotes the opposite super Lie group. This standard definition is for a real Lie
group, so below for super manifolds we’ll need to use care when reversing complex structures.
With this in mind, there is a straightforward generalization to super Lie groupoids, using
the super adjoint on the frame groupoid defined above.
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Definition 2.27. Let G = {G1 ⇒ G0} be a super Lie groupoid with real structure rG : G→
G and V → G0 be a vector bundle with hermitian metric. A unitary representation of a
super Lie groupoid is a functor ρ : G→ GL(V ) that makes the diagram commute
G GL(V )
G
op GL(V )op
ρ
(−)−1 ◦ rG
ρop
(−)∗
where (−)−1 is the inversion on the Lie groupoid.
Super Lie categories do not have the data of an inversion functor, so to define a notion
of unitary representation we require a choice of functor σ : C→ Cop.
Definition 2.28. A anti-involution of a super Lie category is a functor σ : C → Cop such
that σ ◦ σ¯op = PC and σ¯op ◦ σ = PC for P the parity automorphism on super Lie categories
from Example 2.9.
Definition 2.29. Let C = {C1 ⇒ C0} be a super Lie category and V → C0 be a vector
bundle with hermitian metric, and σ an anti-involution of C. A unitary representation
on End(V ) has as data functors σ : C → Cop and ρ : C → End(V ) that make the diagram
commute
C End(V )
C
op End(V )op
ρ
σ
ρop
(−)∗
When σ is fixed, we use the notation Rep(C) to denote the category of unitary represen-
tations of C and their isomorphisms. The direct sum and tensor product of vector bundles
endow Rep(C) with a pair of monoidal structures, denoted ⊕ and ⊗.
2.6. Representations valued in A-modules. For a Lie category C, a bundle of algebras
A → C is an algebra bundle (in the usual sense) A → C0 and an isomorphism of algebra
bundles, s∗A→ t∗A over C1 compatible with composition and units.
Remark 2.30. A more general (and conceivably more interesting) theory arises from asking
for Morita equivalences between s∗A and t∗A over C1 rather than algebra isomorphisms.
However, in our examples of interest the above suffices.
Definition 2.31. Fix an algebra bundle A → C. A representation of C in A-modules is
a smooth functor C → End(V ) together with a fiberwise A-action on V → C0 such that
the maps s∗V → t∗V are A-linear using the specified isomorphism s∗A → t∗A. Such a
representation in A-modules is unitary with respect to a super hermitian form on V when
the underlying representation C→ End(V ) is unitary, and the A-action is self-adjoint : any
section of the bundle A over C0 defines a super self-adjoint endomorphism of V in the sense
of (12).
Let RepA(C) denote the category of unitary representations of C in A-modules.
2.7. Characters of representations of super Lie categories. Let C×1 ⊂ C1 denote the
sub-presheaf of invertible morphisms in C. Define the inertia groupoid Λ(C) of a super Lie
category C as a generalized super Lie groupoid whose objects are endomorphisms of objects
in C, i.e., the equalizer of the source and target maps,
Λ(C)0 := Eq (s, t : C1 ⇒ C0)
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and whose morphisms are the fibered product
Λ(C)1 := Eq
(
s, t : C×1 ⇒ C0
)×C0 Eq (s, t : C1 ⇒ C0)
consisting of an automorphism and an endomorphism of the same object. The source
map is the obvious projection, and the target map conjugates the endomorphism by the
automorphism.
Remark 2.32. In the examples of interest below, the equalizers and fibered products above
turn out to be representable so that Λ(C) is an honest super Lie groupoid rather than just
a generalized one. Explicitly, the inertia groupoid will consist of closed super paths (i.e.,
super loops) and closed super annuli (i.e., super tori).
Remark 2.33. A bit more succinctly (but less concretely) we have
Λ(C) := Fun×(pt//N,C)
where pt//N is the free Lie category on a single object and non-identity morphism, and
Fun×(pt//N,C) denotes the (generalized) super Lie groupoid whose objects are smooth func-
tors and morphisms are smooth natural isomorphisms.
There is a variant of the inertia category that we’ll need below that restricts further to
non-identity endomorphisms in C. This shows up in our examples of interest as a restriction
to super loops and super tori with strictly positive volume. With this in mind, we define
the nondegenerate inertia groupoid Λnd(C) ⊂ Λ(C) as the full subcategory with objects
Λnd(C)0 := Eq
(
s, t : (C1 \ C×1 )⇒ C0
)
where nd stands for nondegenerate and C1\C×1 consists of the sub presheaf of non-invertible
morphisms. We again regard Λnd(C) as a generalized super Lie category: its objects and
morphisms need not be representable.
A representation of C defines sections of the endomorphism bundles
ρ|Λ(C)0 ∈ Γ(Λ(C)0,Hom(s∗V, t∗V ) ∼= Γ(Λ(C)0,End(s∗V ))
where s and t are the restriction of the source and target of C to Λ(C)0, and V → C0 is
the vector bundle defining the representation. Here we emphasize that End(V ) denotes the
usual endomorphism bundle of a vector bundle (not the frame category).
Definition 2.34. When it is defined, the character of a representation of a super Lie cate-
gory is the super trace sTr(ρ|Λ(C)0) of the section of the endomorphism bundle determined
by the restriction of ρ to Λ(C)0. By the cyclic property of the trace, this is invariant under
the conjugation action by automorphisms in C, so descends to a function on the inertia
groupoid
sTr(ρ|Λ(C)0) ∈ C∞(Λ(C)).
Furthermore, characters of isomorphic representations are equal, so the character is a functor
Rep(C)→ C∞(Λ(C))
viewing the target as a discrete category. When the context is clear, we will also call
the restriction of sTr(ρ|Λ(C)0) to the nondegenerate inertia groupoid the character of the
representation.
Example 2.35. When C = {G ⇒ pt} is the Lie groupoid associated to a Lie group, a
representation of C is the same as a representation of G. The inertia groupoid is the adjoint
quotient, Λ(pt//G) ∼= G//G, and the character of a representation ρ of C reduces to the
usual character as a smooth function on G invariant under conjugation. Note in this case
Λnd(pt//G) is the empty groupoid.
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The restriction of an A-linear representation to (ΛC)0 gives a section of the bundle of
A-linear endomorphisms, EndA(V ). To obtain a character, we need a super trace on this
bundle, meaning a bundle map from EndA(V ) to a line bundle ω over ΛC that vanishes on
commutators.
Definition 2.36. For a choice of super trace on EndA(V ), the character of a representation
of C in A-modules is the supertrace of its restriction to (ΛC)0. By the definition of a super
trace, this descends to a section of a line bundle ω on ΛC. When the context is clear, we
will often call the restriction of this section to Λnd(C) the character.
In our applications, characters will often take values in a subalgebra of C∞(Λnd(C)).
Typically this comes from characters taking values in functions on a groupoid G with the
same objects as Λnd(C), but more morphisms.
Definition 2.37. Fix a super Lie category C and an algebra Ω with an injective map
i : Ω ↪→ C∞(ΛndC). Representations of C in A-modules have Ω-valued characters if there is
a map χ making the diagram commute
RepA(C) Γ(Λnd(C);ω)
Ω
χ
i
where the lower horizontal arrow is the character map on RepA(C). In this case, we also
say that RepA(C) has an Ω-valued character theory.
2.8. Super Lie categories that are natural in a manifold parameter. Let C : Mfld→
LieCat be a functor from manifolds to (the 1-category of) super Lie categories, i.e., for each
smooth manifold M , C(M) is a super Lie category, a smooth map f : M →M ′ determines
a smooth functor C(f) : C(M)→ C(M ′) and these compose strictly, C(f ◦ g) = C(f) ◦ C(g).
On categories of representations, this yields pullback functors
f∗ : Rep(C(M ′))→ Rep(C(M)).
Hence, the assignment M 7→ Rep(C(M)) (viewing the target as a groupoid) is a prestack.
Furthermore, using that f : M → M ′ induces a smooth functor C(f), we obtain smooth
functors between inertia categories
Λ(C(M))→ Λ(C(M ′))
and hence the character map χ : Rep(C(M))→ C∞(Λ(C(M))) can be promoted to a mor-
phism of prestacks where the target is a discrete prestack, i.e., a presheaf.
We observe that an algebra bundle on C(pt) can be pulled back to an algebra bundle
over C(M), resulting in a prestack M 7→ RepA(C(M)) of representations valued in A-
modules. A choice of super trace over C(pt) valued in a line ω over Λ(C(pt)) results in a
super trace valued in the pullback of ω to Λ(C(M)).
In our examples of interest, the categories RepA(C(M)) turn out to have a character
theory with more symmetry that is also natural in M in the sense of a presheaf of algebras,
leading to the following refinement of Definition 2.37. In the following, suppose we have
fixed a bundle of algebras A→ C(pt) with a super trace on A-modules (as described above).
Definition 2.38. Let Ω: Mfldop → Alg be a presheaf of algebras, C a prestack of Lie
categories, and i : Ω→ C∞(ΛC(−)) a morphism of presheaves of algebras. Representations
of C(M) in A-modules have Ω-valued characters if there is a morphism χ of prestacks making
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the diagram commute
RepA(C(M)) Γ(Λnd(C(M));ω)
Ω(M)
χ
i
where the lower horizontal arrow is the character map on RepA(C(M)).
2.9. Grothendieck groups of representations. When the assignment M 7→ Rep(C(M))
is a stack, concordance classes of representations provide a set-valued topological invariant
of M (see §A.7). The operations of direct sum ⊕ and parity reversal Π can be used to turn
this into a group-valued invariant via a Grothendieck group.
Definition 2.39 (Grothendieck group). Let F(Rep(C(M)) denote the free abelian group on
concordance classes of representations of C(M). Define Z(Rep(C(M))) to be the subgroup
generated by elements of the form
ρ+ ρ′ − (ρ⊕ ρ′) ρ⊕Πρ.(14)
Then the Grothendieck group of Rep(C(M)) is
K(Rep(C(M)) := F(Rep(C(M))/Z(Rep(C(M)).
The tensor product of representations endows this Grothendieck group with a ring structure.
For representations with an Ω-valued character theory, there is a differential refinement
of K(Rep(C(M))) that mimics the definition of Hopkins–Singer differential cocycles [HS05].
This requires one fix a natural character map
χ : Rep(C(−))→ Ω(−).(15)
Definition 2.40 (Differential cocycles and concordance). Given a character map χ as
in (15), the prestack of differential cocycles is
R̂ep(C)(M) := {ρ ∈ Rep(C(M)), α ∈ Ω(M × R), | i∗0α = χ(ρ)}.
Define the character of a differential cocycle to be α1 = i
∗
1α (the target of the concordance
α), and let χ̂ : R̂ep(C)(M)→ Ω(M) be the character map.
A differential concordance is a concordance (ρ˜, α˜) ∈ R̂ep(C)(M×R) for ρ˜ ∈ Rep(C(M×
R)) and α˜ ∈ Ω(M×R2) with the property that that i∗1α˜ = p∗α1 is the constant concordance
for i1 : M×R×{1} ↪→M×R2 the inclusion, p : M×R→M the projection, and α1 ∈ Ω(M).
Note that the source and target of a differential concordance are differential cocycles
with the same character. Using direct sum ⊕ and parity reversal Π, we define a differential
Grothendieck group.
Definition 2.41 (Differential Grothendieck group). Suppose Rep(C(−)) and Ω(−) are
stacks, and we are given a character map (15). Let F(R̂ep(C(M))) denote the free abelian
group on differential concordance classes. Define Z(R̂ep(C(M)) to be the subgroup gener-
ated by elements of the form
(ρ, α) + (ρ′, α′)− (ρ⊕ ρ′, α+ α′) (ρ⊕Πρ, 0).
Then the differential Grothendieck group of Rep(C(M)) is
K(R̂ep(C(M))) := F(R̂ep(C(M)))/Z(R̂ep(C(M))).
If the character map χ sends tensor products of representations to products of characters,
this differential Grothendieck group has the structure of a ring with product (ρ, α)·(ρ′, α′) =
(ρ⊗ ρ′, αα′).
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We can extend the character map χ̂ additively to F(R̂ep(C(M))). By basic properties
of the super trace, Z(R̂ep(C(M))) contains differential cocycles in the kernel of χ. Hence,
we get a well-defined map
χ̂ : K(R̂ep(C(M)))→ Ω(M) [ρ, α] 7→ i∗1α.
3. Super path representations, Quillen super connections and K-theory
In this section, we study a super Lie category sP0(M) of constant super Euclidean paths
in M . Orientation reversal on super paths leads to a definition of a unitary representation
of sP0(M). The key computation is the following.
Theorem 3.1. The category RepCln(sP0(M)) of finite-dimensional Cln-linear unitary rep-
resentations of sP0(M) is equivalent to hermitian super vector bundles with self-adjoint
fiberwise Cln-action and Cln-linear unitary Quillen super connection on M . This equiva-
lence is natural in M .
The correspondence is explicit, with the representation of sP0(M) associated to a super
connection A given by the super semigroup action
ρ : R1|1≥0 × Ω•(M ;V )→ Ω•(M ;V ) ρ(t, θ) = e−tA
2+θA
on Ω•(M ;V ). Unitarity of the super connection then corresponds to unitarity of A, and
Clifford linearity of the representation corresponds to a Clifford action on V and Clifford
linearity of A. The following is an easy consequence.
Corollary 3.2. The Grothendieck group of Rep(sP0(M)) is the K-theory of M .
3.1. Motivation: effective supersymmetric mechanics and K-theory. Before jump-
ing into our model for K-theory, we explain how one might arrive at these constructions
from applying methods of effective field theory to 1|1-dimensional supersymmetric quan-
tum mechanics. The main ideas are: (1) choosing a cutoff in quantum mechanics leads to a
finite-dimensional space of states, and (2) underlying a supersymmetric quantum mechan-
ical system there is a K-theory class that can be computed in terms of a choice of cutoff,
but is independent of the choice. This follows ideas of Kitaev [Kit09], while also leveraging
the standard supersymmetric cancellation argument.
For now we will be vague about our precise notion of 1|1-dimensional field theory, and
instead work with a prototypical example: an even-dimensional compact spin manifold
determines a quantum mechanical system whose space of states is sections of the spinor
bundle Γ($+⊕ $−), and whose time evolution operator is exp(−t /D2) for /D the self-adjoint,
odd Dirac operator.
The λ-eigenspace of /D2 consists of the energy λ states, Vλ ⊂ Γ($+ ⊕ $−). A cutoff
theory considers (the linear span of) states with energy less than a chosen λ ∈ R>0, giving
a subspace V<λ ⊂ Γ($+ ⊕ $−). Since M is compact, this subspace of states is finite-
dimensional. The restriction of the time-evolution operator to V<λ gives a finite-dimensional
quantum system, which is a cutoff theory.
The difference between spaces of states for cutoffs λ and λ′ is the addition of a finite-
dimensional vector space V[λ,λ′) ⊂ Γ($+ ⊕ $−) on which /D is invertible. Since /D is odd, its
invertibility gives an isomorphism V ev[λ,λ′) → V odd[λ,λ′) between the even and odd subspaces of
V[λ,λ′). In particular, varying the cutoff amounts to taking a direct sum V<λ⊕V[λ,λ′) ∼= V<λ′
with a vector space of super dimension zero. Using the standard identification between Z/2-
graded vector bundles and virtual vector bundles, this operation is the familiar stabilization
in K-theory. Therefore, the original quantum theory determines an underlying K-theory
class that can be represented by any cutoff theory, and varying the cutoff ranges through
these representatives.
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The above ideas can also be applied in families. For example, from a bundle of spin
manifolds with base M , the fiberwise spinor bundle and Dirac operator determine an M -
family of state spaces and time-evolution operators. If there is a λ > 0 not in the spectrum
of the square of any Dirac operator in the family, then λ gives a cutoff and an associated
family of effective field theories. Different cutoffs will differ by a vector bundle on which
the Dirac operators are invertible, and hence there is a single underlying K-theory class for
any family of effective theories extracted from the initial data. In fact, (see Lemma 4.13)
any family of Dirac operators has a finite-dimensional subbundle of the fiberwise spinors
containing the kernel of the family of Dirac operators. We think of this subbundle as defining
a family of cutoff theories over M . Going the other way, if V = W ⊕ΠW then the identity
map from W to piW defines an invertible odd linear map that can be incorporated as the
degree zero part of a super connection, allowing us to regard this subspace (possible after
a deformation) as coming from a different choice of cutoff.
The ethos of effective field theory is that one never need work directly with the infinite-
dimensional objects. Instead we analyze finite-dimensional cutoff versions and relations
between different cutoffs that modify the space of states by stabilization. We formalize
these ideas via representations of super paths in M . Such a representation determines a
vector bundle over M , and we think of the fiber at each point in M as a (finite-dimensional)
state space of a quantum system. The super path representation also determines a (super)
time-evolution operator on each vector space, which is the analog of the cutoff of exp(−t /D2)
from above. The reason to take super paths rather than all paths is exactly the existence
of the odd square root of the generator of time-evolution, which is crucial for identifying
different choices of cutoff as different representatives of the same class in K-theory.
These ideas will carry over directly to the 2|1-dimensional case, where at each weight
of an S1-action from rotating annuli we choose a cutoff.
3.2. Super Euclidean paths. Define the 1|1-dimensional super (Euclidean) translation
group E1|1 to be the super manifold R1|1 endowed with the multiplication
(t, θ) · (t′, θ′) = (t+ t′ + θθ′, θ + θ′), (t, θ), (t′, θ′) ∈ R1|1(S),(16)
There is an obvious left action of super translations E1|1 on R1|1.
An S-family of super Euclidean paths in M is an S-point (t, θ) ∈ R1|1≥0(S) and a map
γ : S × R1|1 →M . The source super point of this super path is the composition
S × R0|1 ι→ S × R1|1 γ→M
where ι is determined by the standard inclusion R0|1 ↪→ R1|1. The target super point of the
super path is
S × R0|1 ι→ S × R1|1 Tt,θ−→ S × R1|1 γ→M
where Tt,θ is the translation action on S×R1|1 by the given S-point (t, θ) ∈ R1|1≥0(S). A super
path is constant if the map γ is invariant under the precomposition action of E1 < E1|1.
Definition 3.3. The presheaf of super paths in M , denoted sP(M), is the presheaf whose
value at S is the set of pairs (t, θ) ∈ R1|1≥0(S) and γ : S×R1|1 →M . The presheaf of constant
super paths in M , denoted sP0(M), is the sub-presheaf where γ is a constant super path.
The source and target super points of a super path give morphisms of presheaves
s, t : sP(M)⇒ SMfld(R0|1,M) and s, t : sP0(M)⇒ SMfld(R0|1,M).
Lemma 3.4. The presheaf of constant super paths in M is representable, sP0(M)
∼→ R1|1≥0×
SMfld(R0|1,M), with the isomorphism determined by the super length map sP0(M)→ R1|1≥0
and the source super point map, s : sP0(M)→ SMfld(R0|1,M).
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Proof. An E1-invariant map γ : S × R1|1 →M can be identified with the composition
γ : S × R1|1 pr→ S × R1|1/E1 ∼= S × R0|1 γ0→M.
Hence, we can identity a constant super path with an S-point (t, θ) ∈ R1|1≥0 and an S-point
γ0 ∈ SMfld(R0|1,M)(S). Since pr◦ ι = idS×R0|1 , γ0 is the source super point as claimed. 
Remark 3.5. Below we will denote an S-point of SMfld(R0|1,M) by the pair (x, ψ). Some-
what loosely, x : S → M is an ordinary S-point of M , and ψ ∈ Γ(S, x∗ΠTM) is a section
of the pullback odd tangent bundle. More precisely, x corresponds to a super algebra map
x∗ : C∞(M) → C∞(S) and ψ is an odd derivation ψ∗ : C∞(M) → C∞(S) with respect
to x∗. Then x∗ + θψ∗ : C∞(M) → C∞(S)[θ] ∼= C∞(S × R0|1) determines a map of super
manifolds x+ θψ : S × R0|1 →M .
3.3. An orientation-reversing automorphism. There is an orientation-reversing auto-
morphism of R1|1 given by
or : R1|1 → R1|1 (t, θ) 7→ (−t, iθ) (t, θ) ∈ R1|1(S).
We explain how to promote or to an orientation-reversing action on super paths that ex-
changes the source and target super points. Suppose we are given an input super path
determined by (t, θ) ∈ R1|1≥0(S) and γ : S × R1|1 → M . Applying or to S × R1|1, we get a
new pair of inclusions
S × R0|1 S × R1|1 M.
ι
T−t,iθ ◦ ι
γ ◦ or−1
To turn this data into a super path in the sense of the previous subsection, we translate
S × R1|1 by Tt,−iθ and get
S × R0|1 S × R1|1 M
Tt,−iθ ◦ ι
ι
γ ◦ or−1 ◦ T−1t,−iθ
We observe the super length of this new super path is (t,−iθ) ∈ R1|1≥0(S).
Definition 3.6. Define the time-reversal automorphism sP(M) → sP(M) by the map on
S-points
(t, θ, γ) 7→ (t,−iθ, γ ◦ or−1 ◦ T−1t,−iθ), (t, θ) ∈ R1|1≥0(S), γ : S × R1|1 →M.
The following is a simple calculation.
Lemma 3.7. The restriction of the time-reversal automorphism to sP0(M) is determined
by the formula
(t, θ, x, ψ) 7→ (t,−iθ, x+ θψ,−iψ) (t, θ) ∈ R1|1≥0(S), (x, ψ) ∈ SMfld(R0|1,M)(S).
under the isomorphism sP0(M) ∼= R1|1≥0 × SMfld(R0|1,M).
3.4. The super Lie category of constant super paths. Consider a pair of super paths
S × R0|1 S × R1|1 M
S × R0|1 S × R1|1 M
Tt,θ ◦ ι
ι
γ
Tt′,θ′ ◦ ι
ι
γ′
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for which the target super point of the first super path is the same as the source super
point of the second, i.e., γ ◦ Tt,θ ◦ ι = γ′ ◦ ι, or equivalently, γ ◦ ι = T−1t,θ ◦ γ′ ◦ ι. For such
paths to have a smooth concatenation, we require an equality of maps S × R1|1 → M in
a neighborhood of these candidate gluing points. Explicitly, we translate the second super
path by Tt,θ to get
S × R0|1 S × R1|1 M
Tt,θ ◦ Tt′,θ′ ◦ ι
Tt,θ ◦ ι γ′ ◦ T−1t,θ
and we require that γ and γ′ ◦ T−1t,θ agree when restricted to S × (t− , t+ )1|1 ⊂ S ×R1|1
where (t− , t+ )1|1 is the restriction of the structure sheaf of R1|1 to (t− , t+ ) ⊂ R. If
this is the case, the concatenation is
S × R0|1 S × R1|1 M
Tt+t′+θθ′,θ+θ′ ◦ ι
ι
γ′ ∗ γ
where Tt,θ ◦ Tt′,θ′ = Tt+t′+θθ′,θ+θ′ and γ′ ∗ γ is the map whose restriction to (−∞, t+ )1|1
is γ and whose restriction to (t− ,∞)1|1 is γ′ ◦ T−1t,θ .
Concatenation is only defined for super paths that agree in a neighborhood of a gluing
point, so this only determines a partially defined composition on {sP(M)⇒ SMfld(R0|1,M)}.
It takes some work to promote this to an honest category of super paths, e.g., the use of
collars in [ST11]. However, for constant super paths concatenation is always defined. In-
deed, when γ and γ′ ◦T−1t,θ factor through S×R0|1, if γ ◦ ι = T−1t,θ ◦γ′ ◦ ι : S×R0|1 →M then
γ = γ′ ◦ T−1t,θ : S ×R1|1 →M . In particular, these super paths agree on S × (t− , t+ )1|1,
and we have that γ′ ∗ γ = γ.
Definition 3.8. Define the category of constant super paths in M as
sP0(M) :=
 sP0(M)↓↓
SMfld(R0|1,M)
 ∼=
 R1|1≥0 × SMfld(R0|1,M)↓↓
SMfld(R0|1,M)
 ,
where objects are S-families of super points in M , and morphisms are constant super paths
in M . The source and target maps take the source and target super point of a constant
super path. Explicitly, the source map is the projection and the target map on S-points is
target(t, θ, x, ψ) = (x+ θψ, ψ) (t, θ) ∈ R1|1≥0(S), (x, ψ) ∈ SMfld(R0|1,M)(S).
The unit section picks out the constant super path associated with (0, 0) ∈ R1|1≥0. Composi-
tion is concatenation of constant super paths, which is determined by the restriction of the
group structure (16) to R1|1≥0 ⊂ R1|1.
Lemma 3.9. The time-reversal map extends to a smooth functor or : sP0(M)→ sP0(M)op
whose map on morphisms is the one from Lemma 3.7, and whose map on objects is
SMfld(R0|1,M)→ SMfld(R0|1,M) (x, ψ) 7→ (x,−iψ), (x, ψ) ∈ SMfld(R0|1,M)(S).(17)
Proof. The definition of or0 along with Lemma 3.7 shows that or is compatible with source
and target maps, since
source(t,−iθ, x+ θψ,−iψ) = (x+ θψ),
target(t,−iθ, x+ θψ,−iψ) = (x+ θψ + (−iθ)(−iψ),−iψ) = (x,−iψ).
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We observe that R1|1≥0 → (R1|1≥0)op given by (t, θ) 7→ (t,−iθ) is a homomorphism of super
semigroups. This implies that or is compatible with units and composition, and so defines
a functor. 
3.5. Unitary and Clifford linear representations of sP0(M). Complex conjugation on
C∞(SMfld(R0|1,M)) and C∞(R1|1≥0) come from natural isomorphisms
C∞(SMfld(R0|1,M)) ∼= C∞(ΠTM) ∼= Ω•(M) = Ω•(M ;C) ∼= Ω•(M ;R)⊗R C.
C∞(R1|1≥0) ∼= C∞(R≥0)[θ] ∼= (C∞(R≥0;R)⊗R C)[θ].
This defines a real structure r : sP0(M)→ sP0(M), and we consider the composite
σ : sP0(M)
or→ sP0(M)op r→ sP0(M)op.
By inspection, σ defines an anti-involution of sP0(M).
Definition 3.10. A unitary representation of sP0(M) is a unitary representation with
respect to the functor σ in the sense of Definition 2.29.
Now we turn to Clifford linear representations.
Definition 3.11. Let Cln → pt = Ob(sP0(pt)) be the trivial algebra bundle with fiber Cln,
and take the identity algebra isomorphism s∗Cln ∼= t∗Cln over Mor(sP0(pt)) ∼= R1|1≥0, where
we use that s = t is the projection. We also let Cln denote the pullback of this algebra
bundle and algebra isomorphisms to sP0(M).
We observe that the notion of a self-adjoint Clifford module (e.g., [BGV92]) coincides
with the notion of a self-adjoint Cln-module from §2.6: when translating the condition to
ordinary inner product spaces, the action by the generators of the Clifford algebra is through
skew-adjoint operators.
Definition 3.12. A Clifford-linear representation of sP0(M) is a unitary representation
in self-adjoint Cln-modules, Hom(ClnV, ClnV ) using the (identity) isomorphisms between
algebra bundles s∗Cln → t∗Cln specified above. Let RepCln(sP0(M)) =: Repn(sP0(M))
denote the category of Cln-linear representations.
The Morita equivalences Cl(2n) ' C and Cl(2n + 1) ' Cl(1) give equivalences of
categories,
Rep2n(sP0(M)) ' Rep0(sP0(M)) = Rep(sP0(M)) Rep2n+1(sP0(M)) ' Rep1(sP0(M)),
with explicit functors gotten by tensoring a vector bundle over M on which a representation
is defined with a bimodule implementing the Morita equivalence.
3.6. The proof of Theorem 3.1. In the next few lemmas we characterize unitary repre-
sentations of sP0(M).
Lemma 3.13. A representation of sP0(M) is determined by a super semigroup representa-
tion ρ(t, θ) : R1|1≥0 → End(Ω•(M ;V )) for V →M a super vector bundle, with the additional
condition that
ρ(t, θ)(f · v) = (f + θdf)ρ(t, θ)(v) v ∈ Ω•(M ;V ), f ∈ Ω•(M),
for the Ω•(M)-module structure on Ω•(M ;V ). An isomorphism between representations of
sP0(M) is determined by an element of Ω
•(M ; Hom(V,W ))× that intertwines the semigroup
representations of R1|1≥0.
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Proof. Let V ′ → SMfld(R0|1,M) be a super vector bundle and ρ be a representation on
End(V ′). Trivializing this bundle along the odd fibers of the projection SMfld(R0|1,M) ∼=
ΠTM →M is an isomorphism
Γ(SMfld(R0|1,M);V ′) ∼= Ω•(M ; i∗V ′).
for i : M ↪→ SMfld(R0|1,M) the canonical inclusion of the reduced manifold. Let V = i∗V ′
denote the resulting super vector bundle over M . The pullback along the source map
s = p2 : R1|1≥0 × SMfld(R0|1,M)→ SMfld(R0|1,M) specifies an isomorphism
Γ(Mor(sP0(M)); s
∗V ′) = Γ(R1|1≥0 × SMfld(R0|1,M), s∗V ′) ∼= C∞(R1|1≥0)⊗ Ω•(M ;V ),
where the right hand side has the obvious C∞(Mor(sP0(M)) ∼= C∞(R1|1≥0)⊗Ω•(M)-module
structure. We similarly obtain an isomorphism
Γ(Mor(sP0(M)); t
∗V ′) = Γ(R1|1≥0 × SMfld(R0|1,M); t∗V ′) ∼= C∞(R1|1≥0)⊗ Ω•(M ;V ),
as vector spaces, but the C∞(R1|1≥0) ⊗ Ω•(M)-module structure is twisted by the algebra
automorphism
C∞(R1|1≥0)⊗ Ω•(M)→ C∞(R1|1≥0)⊗ Ω•(M), g(t, θ) 7→ g(t, θ), f 7→ f + θdf,
for g ∈ C∞(R1|1≥0) and f ∈ Ω•(M) ∼= C∞(SMfld(R0|1,M)).
With the above identifications in place, a representation ρ is a map of C∞(R1|1≥0) ⊗
Ω•(M)-modules,
C∞(R1|1≥0)⊗ Ω•(M ;V )→ C∞(R1|1≥0)⊗ Ω•(M ;V ),
where the target has the aforementioned twisted Ω•(M)-module structure. Explicitly, v ∈
C∞(R1|1≥0)⊗ Ω•(M ;V ), g ∈ C∞(R1|1≥0), and f ∈ Ω•(M), we have
ρ(g · v) = gρ(v), ρ(f · v) = (f + θdf)ρ(v).(18)
The crucial point is that ρ is linear over C∞(R1|1≥0), so determines a map between (trivial)
vector bundles on R1|1≥0 with fiber Ω•(M ;V ). In this repackaging, ρ is a function ρ(t, θ)
on R1|1≥0 with values in module maps Ω•(M ;V ) → Ω•(M ;V ). This function must also
satisfy the second condition in (18) and be compatible with composition,
ρ(t, θ) ◦ ρ(t′, θ′) = ρ(t+ t′ + θθ′, θ + θ′).
Compatibility with composition shows we get a semigroup representation ρ(t, θ) : R1|1≥0 →
End(Ω•(M ;V )). The second condition in (18) is the additional condition in the statement
of the lemma.
As for isomorphisms of representations, by definition these are isomorphisms of super
vector bundles V ′ → W ′ over SMfld(R0|1,M) compatible with the representations. With
our identifications on modules of sections in place, this is an isomorphism of Ω•(M)-modules
Ω•(M ;V )→ Ω•(M ;W )
for W = i∗W ′. But being Ω•(M)-linear means this is equivalent data to a section of the
bundle of fiberwise maps, i.e., an invertible element of Ω•(M ; Hom(V,W )) as claimed. 
Lemma 3.14. The semigroup representation from Lemma 3.13 (and hence a representation
of sP0(M)) is determined by the formula
ρ(t, θ) = e−tA
2+θA
where A is a super connection viewed as an odd derivation, A : Ω•(M ;V ) → Ω•(M ;V )
over Ω•(M). Isomorphisms between representations of sP0(M) are in bijection with super
connection preserving isomorphisms of super vector bundles.
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Proof of Lemma 3.14. We start by restricting ρ to the subspace
(Λ(sP0(M)))0 = R≥0 × SMfld(R0|1,M) ⊂ R1|1≥0 × SMfld(R0|1,M) = (sP0(M))0
on which source and target maps are both the projection to SMfld(R0|1,M). By the pre-
vious lemma, this restriction of ρ is determined by a semigroup representation of R≥0 on
Ω•(M ;V ) that is Ω•(M)-linear, i.e., a section of the endomorphism bundle, Ω(M ; End(V )).
By the existence and uniqueness of solutions to ordinary differential equations we obtain a
generator H,
ρ(t, 0) = e−tH , H ∈ Ω•(M,End(V )), t ∈ R≥0.
Returning to the representation on the whole of R1|1≥0 × SMfld(R0|1,M), we have
ρ(t, θ) = e−tH(1 + θA),
where A is an odd linear map, and we have used that (t, θ) = (t, 0) · (0, θ) in the semigroup
R1|1≥0. Compatibility with composition further demands that
e−tH(1 + θA)e−t
′H(1 + θ′A) = e−(t+t
′+θθ′)H(1 + (θ + θ′)A)
which is equivalent to A2 = H. Therefore A completely determines the representation by
the formula
exp(−tA2 + θA) ∈ Γ(R1|1≥0 × SMfld(R0|1,M),Hom(s∗V, t∗V )).
By the previous lemma and the fact that e−tH = e−tA
2
is a section of the endomorphism
bundle, we have
(1 + θA)e−tA
2
(fv) = e−tA
2+θA(fv) = (f + θdf)e−tA
2+θAv = f(1 + θA)e−tA
2
v + θdfe−tA
2
v.
where the middle equality is required by the definition of a representation, and the outer
equalities use e−tA
2+θA = (1 + θA)e−tA2 and θ2 = 0. Setting t = 0 and reading off the
equation associated with the component of θ, we find that a representation requires A
satisfy a graded Leibiniz rule. Hence a representation both determines and is determined
by a super connection A.
Finally, we observe a super vector bundle isomorphism ϕ ∈ Ω•(M ; Hom(V,W ))× is
compatible with the representations ρ and ρ′ associated with super connections A and A′
if and only if ϕ(A) = A′. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. It remains to identify unitary representations with unitary super
connections. So promote the super vector bundle V → M of the previous lemmas to a
super hermitian vector bundle; we will identify this with its associated Z/2-graded vector
bundle with (ordinary) hermitian form; see §2.4 for this translation.
From Definition 3.10, a representation ρ is unitary if the composition ρop ◦ σ is equal
to the adjoint representation (−)∗ ◦ ρ. Let ideg denote the operator on differential forms
f 7→ ideg(f) = ikf for f ∈ Ωk(M) ⊂ C∞(SMfld(R0|1,M)). Using the characterization of
representations afforded by Lemma 3.14, a unitary representation satisfies
ideg(e−tA
2+iθA) = e−ti
deg(A2)+iθideg(A) = (e−tA
2+θA)∗ = et(A
∗)2+θA∗
This uses Lemma 3.7 and properties of the super adjoint (10). This equality holds if and
only if the super connection satisfies
i(ideg(A)) = A∗.(19)
as an equality of odd linear maps A : Ω•(M ;V ) → Ω•(M ;V ). We can write a super con-
nection as
A =
∑
j
A(j), A(j) : Ω•(M ;V )→ Ω•+k(M ;V )(20)
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where the terms in the sum have differential form degree j. Then we calculate
i(ideg(A)) = i(A(0) + iA(1) + i2A(2) + i3A(3) + i4A(4) + . . . )
= iA(0)− A(1)− iA(2) + A(3) + iA(4) + . . .
By the characterization of the super adjoint (13) in terms of ordinary adjoints, we have
A∗ = iA(0)† + A(1)† + iA(2)† + A(3)† + iA(4)† + . . .
Then for (19) to hold, we require
A(j)† = A(j) j = 0, 3 mod 4 A(j)† = −A(j), j = 1, 2 mod 4.(21)
But (21) is the definition of a unitary super connection [BGV92]. 
Proposition 3.15. A Clifford linear unitary representation of sP0(M) is a bundle of Cln-
modules over M together with a Cln-linear unitary super connection.
Proof. A Clifford-linear representation determines an ordinary representation on V by for-
getting the Cln-action, so by Theorem 3.1, this representation can be described as a super
vector bundle with unitary super connection. Then being Cln-linear requires that V carry
a fiberwise Clifford action and
e−tA
2+θAclv = clve
−tA2+θA
for clv the action by a generator v ∈ Cln of the Clifford algebra. But this is equivalent to
demanding that A be Clifford linear. 
3.7. Grothendieck groups of representations. The following is an immediate corollary
to Theorem 3.1; it implies that concordance of representations is an equivalence relation.
Corollary 3.16. The prestack M 7→ Repn(sP0(M)) is a stack.
Now we compute Grothendieck groups of representations of super paths.
Proof of Corollary 3.2. By Theorem 3.1, a concordance class of a unitary representation of
sP0(M) is the concordance class of a unitary super connection on a super vector bundle.
Since the space of unitary super connections is affine, the set of concordance classes is the
same as isomorphism classes of super vector bundles. The quotient of the free abelian
group on super vector bundles by the subgroup generated by (14) is exactly the K-theory
of M . 
Proposition 3.17. There is a natural map from Repn(sP0(M)) to K
n(M) that is surjective
when n is even or M = pt.
Proof. The degree zero part of a Clifford linear super connection is an easy example of
a Clifford linear Fredholm operator, giving the claimed map. In even degrees the map is
surjective, e.g., using the Morita equivalence Cl(2n) ' C and Bott periodicity. However,
in odd degrees this map is typically not surjective (e.g., it fails to see the generator of
K˜1(S1) ∼= Z). When M = pt, the claimed surjection is the Atiyah–Bott–Shapiro map. 
4. Rescaled partition functions and differential K-theory
In this section we study the character theory of Rep(sP0(M)). A priori, this takes
values in functions on the inertia groupoid of sP0(M), which consists of constant super
paths in M that start and end at the same super point. The algebra of functions on this
stack is the wrong one from the perspective of differential K-theory, e.g., it includes all
differential forms, not just closed ones. This requires we refine the character theory. We
construct a rescaled partition function,
Z : Repn(sP0(M))→ Γ(L1|10 (M);ω⊗n/2) ∼=
{
Ωevcl (M) n even
Ωoddcl (M) n odd
(22)
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that takes values is sections of a line bundle over a constant super loop stack, L1|10 (M). This
constant super loop stack has objects R1|1/rZ → R0|1 → M and morphisms come from
precomposition with super rotations and dilations of super loops. This stack was studied
in [BE13] where sections were computed as (22). Applying the machinery of differential
Grothendieck groups to (22), we obtain the following.
Theorem 4.1. The differential Grothendieck group of Rep(sP0(M)) for the character the-
ory (22) is the differential K-theory of M .
The rescaled partition function makes use of a Bismut–Quillen rescaling of super con-
nections. Geometrically, this rescaling comes from dilating the super length of a super path.
Physically, this is the renormalization group (RG). When M = pt, the usual trace is auto-
matically invariant under the RG action by the supersymmetric cancelation argument, e.g.,
see [BGV92]. In families this need not be the case. However, the rescaled partition function
is a systematic way of extracting a RG-invariant function from a family of representations.
We give a partial result for the odd cohomological degree.
Proposition 4.2. The differential cocycles R̂epn(sP0(M)) with respect to the character
theory (22) map to K̂n(M), the nth differential K-theory group of M . This map is a
surjection when n is even or when M = pt.
We finish the section by explaining how Freed and Lott’s analytic orientation in differ-
ential K-theory [FL10, §3, §7] gives a 1|1-dimensional version of our Theorem 1.8. Their
construction can be interpreted as choosing cutoffs for a family of Dirac operators as in §3.1,
and then choosing eta forms that mediate between the Chern character of Bismut super con-
nection of this family and the cutoff super connection, as described in the next subsection
below. In brief, to a family of spin manifolds pi : X →M , they construct a differential cocy-
cle in R̂ep(sP0(M)). This can be interpreted as defining a cutoff version of supersymmetric
quantum mechanics in families.
4.1. Motivation: partition functions in effective field theory. In this section we
study how partition functions of 1|1-dimensional field theories behave under cutoffs. For
this, it is important to consider 1-parameter families of field theories that interpolate be-
tween different choices of cutoff. These arise from the action of the renormalization group
flow on field theories, which we introduce by way of a basic example.
Consider a quantum mechanical system given by the spinors Γ($+ ⊕ $−) of an even-
dimensional Riemannian manifold with time-evolution operator exp(−t /D2). The renormal-
ization group (RG) flow dilates time by µ2 ∈ R>0, modifying the time-evolution operator
as e−t /D
2 7→ e−tµ2 /D2 , or equivalently, replacing /D by µ /D.
Now consider a pair of cutoff theories (in the sense of §3.1) with state spaces V<λ and
V<λ′ ⊂ Γ($+ ⊕ $−) with V<λ ⊕ V[λ,λ′) ∼= V<λ′ . We get time-evolution operators on these
finite-dimensional state spaces by restricting exp(−t /D2). On V[λ,λ′) (where /D is invertible)
the time evolution operator approaches the zero operator in the limit µ → ∞ of the RG-
flow. This gives a homotopy (meaning, a 1-parameter family of field theories) interpolating
between the cutoff theory with state space V<λ and the cutoff theory with state space V<λ′ .
To relate observables in this pair of cutoff theories, the idea from Wilsonian effective field
theory is to study how they behave under the renormalization group flow, then taking µ→
∞. This procedure is sometimes called “integrating out” the higher energy contribution.
The observable of interest in our case is the partition function. This is the super trace of
the time-evolution operator. The super symmetric cancellation argument shows that this
quantity is in fact invariant under the renormalization group flow: it is the index of the
Dirac operator /D.
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However, in families the situation isn’t quite as simple. By the work of Fei Han [Han08],
the partition function in the case of finite-dimensional state spaces is the differential form-
valued Chern character of a super connection. For vector bundles V<λ and V<λ′ with
V<λ ⊕ V[λ′,λ) ∼= V<λ′ and an invertible super connection on V[λ,λ′), the difference in the
Chern character is measured by a Chern–Simons form
η :=
∫ ∞
0
Tr
(
dAµ
dµ
e−(A
µ)2
)
ds,(23)
where Aµ = A<λ ⊕Aµ[λ′,λ) is a 1-parameter family of super connections with A<λ the given
super connection on V<λ and on V[λ′,λ) we take
Aµ[λ′,λ) = µA[λ′,λ)(0) + A[λ′,λ)(1) + µ
−1A[λ′,λ)(2) + . . . µ−j+1A[λ′,λ)(j).(24)
for A[λ′,λ)(i) : Ω•(M ;V ) → Ω•+i(M ;V ) the degree i piece of the given super connection.
Under the equivalence afforded by Theorem 3.1, the renormalization group action on rep-
resentations of super paths coincides exactly with (24). Hence, a Chern–Simons form mea-
sures the difference in families of partition functions gotten from different choices of cutoff,
and the Chern—Simons form itself is constructed using the renormalization group flow.
Conversely, given a bundle W ⊕ ΠW with ordinary connection ∇, we can form a super
connection A0 +∇ where A0 is the identity map W → ΠW , viewed as an odd linear map.
The form (23) is identically zero for this, meaning that such families of finite-dimensional
state spaces can be removed without any affect on the partition function.
There is an infinite-dimensional version of this as well, relating the Chern character of
a family of Dirac operators to the Chern character of a cutoff. The easiest version takes as
input a family of Dirac operators over M whose fiberwise kernel is a vector bundle on M
(though this assumption can be dropped; see Lemma 4.13). Then there is a Bismut–Cheeger
eta form [BC89] that measures the difference between the Chern character of the family of
Dirac operators (as defined by Bismut [Bis85], see also [BGV92, Chapter 9]) and the Chern
character of the index bundle. The formula for this eta form is essentially the same as 23.
With the above ideas in mind, if we want our cutoff theory to remember the true value
of the partition function (before cutting off) we need the extra data of an eta form (30).
As we’ll see below, the data of a representation of sP0(M) and such an eta form is exactly
a differential K-theory cocycle.
4.2. Dilation of super paths and Bismut–Quillen rescaling of super connections.
There is a dilation action on R1|1,
(t, θ) 7→ (µ2t, µθ), (t, θ) ∈ R1|1(S), µ ∈ R>0(S)
that descends to an action on E1|1 through group homomorphisms. We promote this to a
functor on constant super paths, which is the renormalization group (RG) action. Below,
R>0 is the discrete super Lie category associated with the manifold R>0.
Definition 4.3. Define a functor RG: R>0 × sP0(M)→ sP0(M) whose value on S-points
of objects and morphisms is
(µ, x, ψ) 7→ (x, µ−1ψ), (µ, t, θ, x, ψ) 7→ (µ2t, µθ, x, µ−1ψ)
where µ ∈ R>0(S), (t, θ) ∈ R1|1≥0(S), and (x, ψ) ∈ SMfld(R0|1,M)(S).
We observe that the diagram commutes,
R>0 × R>0 × sP0(M) R>0 × sP0(M)
R>0 × sP0(M) sP0(M),
idR>0 × RG
m× idsP0(M) RG
RG
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where m : R>0 × R>0 → R>0 is multiplication. Hence, RG defines a strict R>0-action
on sP0(M). Let RGµ be the restriction of RG to the subcategory {µ} × sP0(M), so
RGµ : sP0(M)→ sP0(M) and RGµ ◦ RGλ = RGµλ.
Precomposing a representation with RGµ leads to an R>0-action on representations.
We characterize it in terms of an action on super connections, using Theorem 3.1.
Lemma 4.4. The action of RGµ on a Cln-linear representation of sP0(M) associated with
a super connection A is precisely the Bismut–Quillen rescaling [BGV92, Chapter 9] by µ,
A
RGµ7→ µA(0) + A(1) + µ−1A(2) + . . . µ−j+1A(j),
for A(i) : Ω•(M ;V )→ Ω•+i(M ;V ) the degree i piece of the super connection.
Proof. The action on the semigroup representation is
exp(−tA2 + θA) RGµ7→ exp
(
− µ2t(A(0) + µ−1A(1) + · · ·+ µ−jA(j))2
+ µθ(A(0) + µ−1A(1) + · · ·+ µ−jA(j))
)
.
In terms of the super connection this R>0-action is the claimed Bismut–Quillen rescaling.

4.3. The inertia groupoid and the constant super loop stack. Following Defin-
tion 2.34, characters of representations of sP0(M) are functions on the inertia groupoid, Λ(sP0(M)).
Lemma 4.5. The inerita groupoid Λ(sP0(M)) is the discrete groupoid,
{R≥0 × SMfld(R0|1,M)⇒ R≥0 × SMfld(R0|1,M)},
and the nondegenerate inertia groupoid is the subgroupoid with objects R>0×SMfld(R0|1,M)} ⊂
R≥0 × SMfld(R0|1,M)}.
Proof. The inertia groupoid of sP0(M) has as objects those super paths with the same start
and endpoint, so by the description in Lemma 3.9,
Λ(sP0(M))0 = R≥0 × SMfld(R0|1,M).
Morphisms of Λ(sP0(M)) are invertible super paths with the same start and endpoint, but
the only such path is the identity path. Hence, Λ(sP0(M)) is a discrete groupoid with
objects as above. The nondegenerate inertia groupoid is the subgroupoid corresponding to
noninvertible endomorphisms, and these are precisely the super paths with strictly positive
super length t > 0, giving the claimed description. 
We take a moment to spell out the inertia groupoid explicitly in terms of the geometry
of super paths in M . An S-point of the objects is a map
φ : S × R1|1 pr→ S × R0|1 →M
with the same source and target super point, which is equivalent to invariance of the map φ
under the Z-action generated by the family of translations t ∈ R≥0(S) that act on S×R1|1.
This means that the map above descends to the quotient,
(S × R1|1)/tZ→ S × R0|1 →M.(25)
In the inertia groupoid, there are no non-identity isomorphisms between these super circles.
However, there are interesting super Euclidean isometries (see §A.4) between super
circles coming from super rotations and a Z/2-action on the odd line bundle. These sym-
metries are determined by S-points of E1|1 o Z/2. The renormalization group also acts by
dilation, which combines with the super Euclidean group to give maps between super circles
for S-points of E1|1 oR×. We will ask that our (rescaled) partition functions are invariant
under these additional symmetries, leading to the following definition.
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Definition 4.6. Define the stack of constant super loops in M , denoted L1|10 (M), as the
super Lie groupoid,
L1|10 (M) :=
 (E1|1 oR× × R>0)/Z× SMfld(R0|1,M))↓↓
R>0 × SMfld(R0|1,M))
 ,
where the quotient (E1|1 oR× × R>0)/Z comes from the Z-action generated by
(s, η, µ, t) 7→ (s+ t, η, µ, t) (s, η) ∈ E1|1(S), µ ∈ R×(S), t ∈ R>0(S).
The source map for the groupoid is the projection, and the target map comes from an E1|1o
R×-action. On SMfld(R0|1,M) this action it is through the homomorphism E1|1 o R× →
E0|1oR× and then the precomposition action on SMfld(R0|1,M). The E1|1oR×-action on
R>0 is through the homomorphism E1|1 oR× → R× followed by the dilation action,
R× × R>0 → R>0, (µ, s) 7→ µ2s.
We observe that an S-point of objects of L1|10 (M) gives a family of super circles with a
map to M as in (25). An S-point of morphisms gives a commuting triangle
(S × R1|1)/tZ (S′ × R1|1)/t′Z
M
∼=
φ φ′(26)
where the horizontal arrow is determined by an S-point of E1|1 o R× which acts on the
family of super tori by super translations and global dilations.
There is an odd line bundle ω1/2 → L1|10 (M) coming from the functor L1|10 (M) →
pt//Z/2 that sends all objects to pt, and to a morphism assigns {±1} ∼= Z/2 according to
whether the morphism preserves or reverses the orientation of the odd line bundle over the
family of super circles. A bit more explicitly, this functor is induced by the homomorphism
E1|1 oR× → R× → {±1}.
and then ω1/2 is the pullback of the odd line bundle over pt//Z/2. Let ω⊗n/2 = (ω1/2)⊗n.
Lemma 4.7. There are natural isomorphisms of vector spaces
Ωevcl (M)
∼→ Γ(L1|10 (M);ω⊗2n/2), Ωoddcl (M) ∼→ Γ(L1|10 (M);ω⊗(2n+1)/2)
given by f 7→ tj/2 ⊗ f ∈ C∞(R>0 × SMfld(R0|1,M)) for f ∈ Ωjcl(M). The graded multipli-
cation of sections agrees with the graded multiplication on differential forms.
Proof. We identify functions on L1|10 (M) with elements of C∞(R>0 × SMfld(R0|1,M)) ∼=
C∞(R>0)⊗Ω•(M) invariant under the E1|1oR×-action. The E1|1-action factors through the
standard E0|1-action generated by the de Rham differential on Ω•(M) ∼= C∞(SMfld(R0|1,M))
so the differential form components of invariant function must be closed.
The R×-action on f ∈ Ωk(M) is by f 7→ µ−nf , and on R>0 is by t 7→ µ2t where t is
the standard coordinate. The action by −1 ∈ R× therefore demands that the differential
form component be even or odd, depending on the parity of n. For a function F to define
a section, we further require that F be invariant under the action of µ ∈ R>0(S) ⊂ R×(S).
These invariant functions are generated by tj/2 ⊗ f with f ∈ Ωjcl(M), as claimed. 
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4.4. The rescaled partition function of a Cln-linear representation. The character
of a Clifford linear representation of sP0(M) is the Clifford super trace (see §A.6) applied
to the endomorphism of Clifford modules gotten by restriction of the representation to the
objects of the non-degenerate inertia groupoid, Ob(Λnd(sP0(M))).
Lemma 4.8. The character of a Clifford linear representation of sP0(M) associated with
a super connection A is
sTrCln(e
−tA2) ∈ C∞(Λnd(sP0(M)) ∼= C∞(R>0 × SMfld(R0|1,M)),
as a function on the nondegenerate inertia groupoid.
Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 3.14, Proposition 3.15, and the definition of the
Clifford super trace. 
The character sTrCln(e
−tA2) is automatically invariant under super loop rotation; this
corresponds to the Chern character being a closed form. However, it is typically not au-
tomatically invariant under super loop dilation, so does not descend to a function on the
stack L1|10 (M). This can be repaired by applying a rescaling of super loops from §4.2, which
translates into a Bismut–Quillen rescaling of the super connection.
Consider the composition
R>0 × SMfld(R0|1,M)→ R>0 × R>0 × SMfld(R0|1,M) RG→ R>0 × SMfld(R0|1,M)(27)
where the first arrow is determined by t 7→ (1/t, t) for t a coordinate on R>0, and RG
denotes the restriction of the functor RG to the subset
R>0 × SMfld(R0|1,M) = Ob(Λ(sP0(M))) ⊂ Mor(sP0(M)) = R1|1≥0 × SMfld(R0|1,M).
Definition 4.9. For a representation ρ, consider the pullback of the section of the endo-
morphism bundle determined by ρ along the composition (27). Define the rescaled partition
function Z(ρ) as the Clifford super trace of this pullback,
Z(ρ) ∈ C∞(R>0 × SMfld(R0|1,M)).
At a fixed t ∈ R>0 we observe that the value of Z(ρ) is sTrCln((ρ ◦RG1/t)(t)), i.e., it is the
super trace on super paths of length t of the image of ρ under the renormalization group
flow by 1/t.
Remark 4.10. A rescaling of the Chern character is also built into Bismut’s definition for
a family of Dirac operators [Bis85]. See [BGV92, Ch. 9], especially §9.1 which treats the
finite-dimensional case.
Lemma 4.11. For a Cln-linear representation ρ, the function Z(ρ) descends to a section of
ω⊗n/2 over the stack L1|10 (M) and so defines a map Z : Repn(sP0(M))→ Γ(L1|10 (M);ω⊗n/2).
Proof. By Lemma 4.4 and the definition of the Clifford super trace (see §A.6), we have
sTrCln
exp
−t
∑
j
(1/t)(−j+1)/2Ak
2

 = sTr
Γ exp
−
∑
j
tj/2Ak)
2


as functions on C∞(R>0×SMfld(R0|1,M)), where Γ is the chirality operator on the Clifford
algebra. When n is even (respectively odd), Γ is even (respectively odd). The super trace
of an odd endomorphism is zero, and so the super trace above takes values in even or odd
forms according to the parity of n.
By Lemma 4.7, the factors of t in the expression for the rescaled partition function are
precisely the ones required so that Z(ρ) descends to a section of ω⊗n/2 on the constant
super loop stack L1|10 (M). 
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For the sake of being explicit, when n = 0 we get
Z(ρ) = sTr
exp
−(∑
k
tn/2Ak
)2 7→ sTr(exp(−A2)) ∈ Ωevcl (M).
where the map applies the isomorphism in Lemma 4.7 on functions. This is the usual Chern
character of the super connection A. When n = 1, we get
Z(ρ) = sTr
Γ exp
−(∑
k
tn/2Ak
)2 7→ sTr(Γ exp(−A2)) ∈ Ωoddcl (M)
where the map applies the isomorphism in Lemma 4.7 for sections of ω1/2. This agrees
with the differential form representative of the odd Chern character of a Cl1-linear super
connection as constructed by Quillen [Qui85, §5]. Computations in the other cases can be
reduced to the ones above.
To promote the map Z to a refinement of the character theory of sP0(M), we make the
following definition.
Definition 4.12. Define the injective algebra map i : Γ(L1|10 (M);ω⊗n/2)→ C∞(Λ(sP0(M)))
by
t⊗ 1 7→ t⊗ 1, 1⊗ f 7→ t(−k+1)/2 ⊗ f, t ∈ C∞(R>0), f ∈ Ωkcl(M).
By inspection, this makes the diagram commute,
Repn(sP0(M)) C
∞(Λ(sP0(M)))
Γ(L1|10 (M);ω⊗n/2)
Z
i
and hence representations of sP0(M) have a C
∞(L1|10 (M))-valued character theory.
4.5. Differential grothendieck groups of representations.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. We spell out differential concordance classes with respect to the
C∞(L1|10 (M))-characters in the sense of Definition 2.40. We start with the collection of
pairs
R̂ep(sP0(M)) = {ρ ∈ Rep(sP0(M)), α ∈ C∞(L1|10 (M × R)) | i∗0α = Z(ρ)}.
By Theorem 3.1, ρ is equivalent to a unitary super connection A, and by Lemma 4.7, we
identify α with a closed, even differential form α ∈ Ωevcl (M × R). By Proposition 4.11, the
restriction of α to M × {0} is the Chern form of A,
i∗0α = sTr(e
−A2) ∈ Ωevcl (M).
So hereafter we make the identification
R̂ep(sP0(M)) = {A unitary super connection, α ∈ Ωevcl (M × R) | sTr(e−A
2
) = i∗0α}
We similarly identify the data of a differential concordance (ρ˜, α˜) (see Definition 2.40)
with (A˜, α˜) for a unitary super connection A˜ on a bundle over M×R, and α˜ ∈ Ω•cl(M×R2).
First we consider the quotient by differential concordances where A˜ is the constant concor-
dance, meaning the bundle and super connection on M×R pullback from M . This restricted
equivalence relation is precisely the one from Definition A.5. We computed equivalence
classes in Lemma A.7, finding them to be determined by the integral
β =
∫
M×I/M
α, [β] ∈ Ωodd(M)/dΩev(M).
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As such, for this part of the equivalence relation we have (A, α) ∼ (A, α′) if α and α′ define
the same equivalence class β ∈ Ωodd(M)/dΩev(M) using the formula above. This allows us
to work with pairs (A, β) for the remainder of the proof.
For an arbitrary differential concordance (without a restriction on A˜), by Stokes theorem
the fiberwise integral of α˜ ∈ Ωevcl (M×R2) ∼= C∞(L1|10 (M×R2)) along M×I2 →M satisfies
d
∫
M×I2/M
α˜ =
∫
M×I/M
α′ −
∫
M×I/M
α+
∫
M×I/M
sTr(e−A˜
2
).(28)
The third term is exactly the Chern–Simons form for the super connection A˜,
d
∫
M×I/M
sTr(e−A˜
2
) = sTr(e−A
2
1)− sTr(e−A20) = dCS(A1,A0)
Using that the left hand side is exact and any pair of super connections are concordant,
from Equation 28 we find that the relation of differential concordance is exactly
(A, β) ∼ (A′, β′) ⇐⇒ CS(A,A′) + β′ = β ∈ Ωodd(M)/dΩev(M).
Then the differential Grothendieck group (Definition 2.39) is the free abelian group on these
equivalence classes modulo subgroup generated by
(A, β) + (A′, β′)− (A⊕ A′, β + β′), (A⊕ΠA, 0),
where ΠA is the super connection A on the parity reversed super vector bundle. But this is
precisely the presentation of differential K-theory given by Klonoff [Klo08, Proposition 4.64]
(see §A.9).
The Chern character is multiplicative, so we get a ring structure on the differential
Grothendieck group from Definition 2.41. By inspection, this agrees with the ring structure
defined in [Klo08, pg 49]. 
Proof of Proposition 4.2. This is the differential version of Proposition 3.15. Objects in
R̂epn(sP0(M)) are finite-dimensional Clifford module bundles over M with a Clifford linear
super connection, together with a concordance of closed forms whose source is the Chern
character of this Clifford-linear super connection. But these give maps to Kn(M) and to
Ω
ev/odd
cl (M) with a compatible homotopy, and so define classes in K̂
n(M) (in the sense
of Hopkins–Singer differential K-theory) by the universal property. That this map is a
surjection in the even degrees follows from Theorem 4.1 and the fact that Cl(2n) is Morita
equivalent to C. 
4.6. The Freed–Lott analytic orientation and a cutoff version of supersymmetric
quantum mechanics. We now explain how Freed and Lott’s differential analytic push-
forward [FL10] gives the K-theory variant of Theorem 1.8, namely a differential cocycle
in R̂ep(sP0(M)) for a family pi : X → M of spin manifolds. This requires a few back-
ground results in index theory, which we review first. The original reference is [Bis85]; see
also [BGV92, Chapter 9] for a more expansive discussion or [FL10, §3] for a condensed one.
Let pi : X → M be a proper submersion of relative dimension d, or equivalently,
pi : X → M is a smooth fiber bundle with compact fibers of dimension d. Let T (X/M) =
ker(dpi) ⊂ TX denote the vertical tangent bundle. A spin structure on pi is a spin struc-
ture on T (X/M). A Riemannian structure on pi is a metric on T (X/M) and a horizontal
distribution H(X/M) on X. This permits the construction of a Levi-Civita connection on
the fibers of pi [Bis85, Definition 1.6]. When pi has a spin and Riemannian structure, we
call pi : X →M a geometric family of spin manifolds.
Let E → X be a real vector bundle with metric and compatible connection ∇E on a
geometric family of spin manifolds. We can form the fiberwise Dirac operator on pi twisted
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by E, denoted /D. This is the degree zero part of the Bismut super connection,
Aµ := µ /D +∇H + 1
4µ
c(T )
where ∇H is the unitary connection on the fiberwise spinors coming from the horizontal
distribution H(X/M) ⊂ TX, and c(T ) is Clifford multiplication by the curvature 2-form of
the horizontal distribution. Then Bismut showed
Ch( /D) := lim
µ→0
sTr(e−A
2
µ) = (2pii)d/2
∫
X/M
Aˆ(X/M) ∧ Ch(∇E) ∈ Ω•cl(M)(29)
where Aˆ(X/M) is the Aˆ-form of the vertical bundle. The above is a lift of the Chern
character of pi![E] ∈ K−d(X) to a differential form, where pi! is the K-theory pushforward.1
To extract a finite-dimensional (or cutoff) version of the family of Dirac operators,
naively one could take the kernel of /D itself. However, this kernel might not be a vec-
tor bundle on M : the dimension can jump. Freed and Lott use a lemma of Mischenko–
Fomenko [MF79] to get around this problem; we summarize their construction as follows,
combining their Lemma 7.11 with their Equations 7.23 and 7.24.
Lemma 4.13 (Mischenko–Fomenko, Freed–Lott). Given a proper family of geometric spin
manifolds X → M over a compact base and a vector bundle E → X with connection,
there is a finite-dimensional smooth subbundle V of the E-twisted fiberwise spinor bundle
that contains the fiberwise kernel of the twisted Dirac operator. Moreoever, V has a super
connection A whose degree zero piece is the restriction of the fiberwise Dirac operator to V
and there is a class η ∈ Ωodd(X)/dΩev(X) with
dη = Ch( /D)− Ch(A)(30)
where Ch( /D) is the Chern character of Bismut’s super connection (29).
Now, for a geometric family of spin manifolds pi : X →M with even fiber dimension 2d
and an associated family of Dirac operators /D, we apply Lemma 4.13 to get
( /D, $X/M ) (A, V, η).(31)
This yields a finite-dimensional vector bundle V → M with super connection A and η ∈
Ωodd(X)/dΩev(X) such that
dη = Ch( /D)− Ch(A).
Identifying η with its associated concordance, define
α̂(X) :=
(
V,A, η
)
∈ R̂ep(sP0(M))→ K̂(M).
Remark 4.14. We think of α̂(X) as cutoff version of supersymmetric quantum mechanics
in the fibers pi : X →M . Indeed, Lemma 4.13 finds a subbundle containing the energy zero
states, so defines a cutoff energy λ that might vary with M . Then the form η remembers
the contribution to the partition function from the higher energy states.
5. Positive energy representations of super annuli
In this section we introduce the super Lie category of constant super Euclidean annuli
inM , denoted sAnn0(M). Orientation reversal of super annuli leads to a definition of unitary
representations of this category. There is a subgroupoid Rot(M) ⊂ sAnn0(M) consisting of
“thin” annuli, which act on super circles by rotation. Decomposing a unitary representation
using this circle action leads to a definition of positive energy representations of sAnn0(M).
In parallel to the situation in K-theory, the first key computation in analyzing this category
of representations is a characterization in terms of more familiar geometric quantities. This
is the main result of the section.
1This is the complexification of the KO-pushforward.
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Theorem 5.1. The category of positive energy unitary representations of sAnn0(M) is
equivalent to the category whose objects are Z-graded (possibly infinite-dimensional) super
hermitian vector bundles V →M , and each homogenous piece for the Z-grading is a finite-
dimensional super vector bundle Vk → M with super connection Ak. Morphisms in the
category are isomorphisms (V,A) → (V ′,A′) of super vector bundles compatible with the
Z-gradings and super connections.
The correspondence is as explicit as in §3 for K-theory. Given geometric data as above,
we obtain a representation of super annuli on the vector bundle V :=
⊕
k Vk is determined
by the semigroup representation
H2|1 × Ω•(M ;V )→ Ω•(M ;V ) ρ(τ, τ¯ , θ) =
⊕
k
e2piikτe−2im(τ)A
2
k+θA
where H2|1 ⊂ R2|1 is the (super) closed upper half plane. As before, unitarity of the repre-
sentation corresponds to unitarity of the connections. With this result in hand, identifying
the Grothendieck group of Rep(sAnn0(M)) with KTate(M) (proving Theorem 1.1) follows
directly.
The motivation from field theories runs in parallel to §3, with the new feature that we
chose cutoffs for each weight space of the Rot(M)-action. This corresponds to a choice of
cutoff for each power in q. As before, any choice of cutoff defines the same underlying class
in KTate(M) simply by applying the argument for K-theory to each power of q.
5.1. Super Euclidean annuli in M . Define the 2|1-dimensional super (Euclidean) trans-
lation group, denoted E2|1, to be the super manifold R2|1 equipped with the multiplication
(z, z¯, η) · (z′, z¯′, η′) = (z + z′, z¯ + z¯′ + iηη′, η + η′), (z, z¯, η), (z′, z¯, η′) ∈ R2|1(S).(32)
See §A.2 and §A.4 for an explanation of the complex coordinate notation above.
Before defining super annuli, we observe some features of the 2|1-dimensional super
Euclidean model geometry. There is a standard inclusion ι : R1|1 ↪→ R2|1 generalizing the
inclusion R ⊂ C ∼= R2. In terms of S-points, this is
R1|1(S) 3 (t, θ) ι7→ (t, t¯, θ) ∈ R2|1(S)(33)
where t¯ uses the real structure on R1|1. Post-composition of ι by left translation by (τ, τ¯ , θ) ∈
E2|1(S) gives a different embedding
R1|1(S) ι↪→ R2|1(S) Tτ,τ¯,θ−→ R2|1(S) (t, θ) 7→ (t+ τ, t¯+ τ¯ + iθη, θ + η).(34)
Below, we will restrict to those embeddings gotten by positive translations (τ, τ¯ , θ) ∈ H2|1(S)
where H2|1 ⊂ R2|1 is the super manifold gotten by restriction of the structure sheaf of R2|1
to the closed upper half plane, H ⊂ C ∼= R2 ⊂ R2|1. We observe that this standard
embedding ι : R1|1 ↪→ R2|1 does not induce a homomorphism of super Lie groups from E1|1
to E2|1, in contrast to the non-super case. However, restricting (33) to η = 0 gives a
homomorphism E ↪→ E2|1. For a fixed choice of r ∈ R>0(S) ⊂ E(S), this homomorphism
determines a Z-action on S × R2|1 that on S-points is
(z, z¯, θ) 7→ (z + r, z¯ + r¯, θ),(35)
where r¯ uses the real structure on R>0.
Definition 5.2. For a choice of r ∈ R>0(S), define the infinite super annulus with cir-
cumference r as the quotient A
2|1
r := (S × R2|1)/rZ for Z-action generated by (35). Let
S
1|1
r := (S × R1|1)/rZ be the super circle of circumference r.
Since the E-action (35) on R2|1 commutes with the E2|1-action by super translations,
(33) and (34) descend to maps into the infinite super annulus with circumference r
S1|1r
ι
↪→ A2|1r
Tτ,τ¯,θ◦ι←↩ S1|1r
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that we call the standard embedding of a super circle and the embedding of a super circle at
(τ, τ¯ , θ). Because of the Z-quotient, the translation Tτ,τ¯ ,θ is determined by a section of the
bundle (S × H2|1)/rZ → S where the Z-action is (35). Equivalently, we have (r, τ, τ¯ , θ) ∈
((R>0 ×H2|1)/Z)(S) for the Z-action
(r, τ, τ¯ , θ) 7→ (r, τ + nr, τ¯ + nr¯, θ) r ∈ R>0(S), (τ, τ¯ , θ) ∈ H2|1(S).
Definition 5.3. A super annulus in M is the data (r, τ, τ¯ , θ, γ) where (r, τ, τ¯ , θ) ∈ ((R>0×
H2|1)/Z)(S) is called the super modulus and determines A2|1r = (S×R2|1)/rZ together with
a pair of embedded super circles, and
γ : A2|1r →M
is a map. The source and target super circles in M are the compositions
S1|1r
ι
↪→ A2|1r γ→M S1|1r
Tτ,τ¯,θ◦ι
↪→ A2|1r γ→M.
A constant super annulus in M is one for which the map γ is invariant under the precom-
position action by S-points of E2 < E2|1 on A2|1r .
Definition 5.4. The presheaf of super annuli in M , denoted sAnn(M) is the presheaf
whose value at S is the set of pairs (r, τ, τ¯ , θ) ∈ ((R>0 × H2|1)/Z)(S) and γ : A2|1r → M .
The presheaf of constant super annuli in M , denoted sAnn0(M), is the sub-presheaf where
γ is a constant super annulus in M .
Lemma 5.5. The presheaf of constant super annuli in M is represented by the super man-
ifold sAnn0(M) ∼= (R>0 × H2|1)/Z × SMfld(R0|1,M). The source and target super circles
determine morphisms of presheaves sAnn0(M)⇒ R>0 × SMfld(R0|1,M).
Proof. An E2-invariant map γ : A2|1r →M can be identified with the composition
γ : A2|1r = (S × R2|1)/rZ pr→ S × R0|1 γ0→M.
Hence, we can identity a constant super path with an S-point (r, τ, τ¯ , θ) ∈ (R>0 ×H2|1)/Z
and an S-point γ0 ∈ SMfld(R0|1,M)(S).
The source and target super circles are given by r ∈ R>0(S) and a map with a factor-
ization,
S1|1r → A1|1r → S × R0|1 →M,
and so are determined by r ∈ R>0(S) and S × R0|1 →M , as claimed. 
5.2. An orientation-reversing map. There is an anti-homomorphism
or : E2|1 → (E2|1)op (z, z¯, η) 7→ (z¯, z,−iη),(36)
where E2|1 has the conjugate group structure. This descends to a map of super annuli
or : A2|1r → A¯2|1r .
In a similar fashion to the 1|1-dimensional case, we promote or to an orientation-reversing
map on super annuli that exchanges the source and target super circles. Given a super
annulus determined by (r, τ, τ¯ , θ) ∈ ((R>0 × H2|1)/Z)(S) and γ : (S × R2|1)/rZ → M ,
applying or gives a new pair of inclusions and a map to M ,
S
1|1
r A
2|1
r
M
ι
Tτ¯ ,τ,−iθ ◦ ι
γ¯ ◦ or−1
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where (r, τ¯ , τ,−iθ) ∈ (R>0 × E2|1)/Z(S), and we use real structures on R>0 and R1|1 to
identify R>0 ∼= R>0 and S1|1r ∼= S1|1r , respectively. To turn this data into a super annulus,
we translate (S × R2|1)/rZ by T−τ¯ ,−τ,−iθ, and we get
S
1|1
r A
2|1
r
M
T−τ¯ ,−τ,iθ ◦ ι
ι
γ¯ ◦ or−1 ◦ T−1−τ¯ ,−τ,iθ
Then the new super annulus has modulus (r,−τ¯ ,−τ, iθ) ∈ ((R>0 ×H2|1)/Z)(S).
Definition 5.6. Define the orientation-reversal map sAnn(M) → sAnn(M) that on S-
points is
(r, τ, τ¯ , θ, γ) 7→ (r,−τ¯ ,−τ, iθ, γ¯ ◦ or−1 ◦ T−1−τ¯ ,−τ,iθ),
for (r, τ, τ¯ , θ) ∈ ((R>0 ×H2|1)/Z)(S) and γ : (S × R2|1)/rZ→M .
Specializing to constant super annuli, we observe the following.
Lemma 5.7. The restriction of the time-reversal map to constant super annuli, sAnn0(M)→
sAnn0(M), is determined on S-points by the formula
(r, τ, τ¯ , θ, x, ψ) 7→ (r,−τ¯ ,−τ, iθ, x¯+ θψ¯, iψ¯)(37)
for (r, τ, τ¯ , θ) ∈ ((R>0×H2|1)/Z)(S) and (x, ψ) ∈ SMfld(R0|1,M)(S), using the isomorphism
sAnn0(M) ∼= (R>0 ×H2|1)/Z× SMfld(R0|1,M).
5.3. The super Lie category of constant super annuli. Concatenation of super annuli
works in an identical fashion to super paths, as in §3.4. In brief, for a pair of super annuli
in M of the same circumference r ∈ R>0(S),
S
1|1
r A
2|1
r M
S
1|1
r A
2|1
r M
Tτ,τ¯ ,θ ◦ ι
ι γ
Tτ ′,τ¯ ′,θ′ ◦ ι
ι
γ′
and if γ and T−1τ,τ¯ ,θ ◦ γ′ agree in a neighborhood of the image of ι, the concatenation is
(38) S
1|1
r A
2|1
r M
Tτ+τ ′+iθθ′,θ+θ′ ◦ ι
ι
γ′ ∗ γ
where γ′ ∗ γ is the map whose restriction to the appropriate open submanifolds of A2|1r
agrees with γ and T−1τ,τ¯ ,θ ◦ γ′.
Below we only need to consider concatenation of constant super annuli. In this case, a
pair of super annuli can be concatenated provided that their source and target super circles
match, i.e., Tτ,τ¯ ,θ ◦ γ ◦ ι = γ ◦ ι, with no additional condition. When this is the case, the
concatenation is determined by (38) with γ′ ∗ γ = γ.
Definition 5.8. Define the category of constant super annuli in M as
sAnn0(M) :=
 sAnn0(M)↓↓
R>0 × SMfld(R0|1,M)
 ∼=
 (R>0 ×H2|1)/Z× SMfld(R0|1,M)↓↓
R>0 × SMfld(R0|1,M)
 ,
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where morphisms are constant super annuli in M . The source and target maps take the
source and target super circle of a constant super annulus as in Lemma 5.5. Composition
is concatenation of constant super annuli, and the unit section picks out the constant super
annulus associated with (r, 0, 0, 0) ∈ (R>0 ×H2|1)/Z.
Lemma 5.9. Let σ0 : R>0 × SMfld(R0|1,M) → R>0 × SMfld(R0|1,M) be the map deter-
mined by (17) composed with the real structure on R>0 × SMfld(R0|1,M). Together with
the time-reversal map from Lemma 5.7, this defines an anti-involution σ : sAnn0(M) →
sAnn0(M)
op
.
Proof. By the same argument as in the 1|1-dimensional case, the description in Lemma 5.7
shows that σ1 and σ0 have the claimed compatibility with source, target and unit maps.
Compatibility with composition and units follows from (36) being a homomorphism. This
proves σ is a functor. Lemma 5.7 and (17) show that σ ◦ σ¯ and σ¯ ◦ σ are both equal to the
parity automorphism. 
5.4. Positive energy representations of super annuli.
Definition 5.10. A unitary representation of sAnn0(M) is a unitary representation (in the
sense of Definition 2.29) with respect to the functor σ in Lemma 5.9.
Definition 5.11. Define the rotation subgroupoid Rot(M) ⊂ sAnn0(M) as
Rot(M) :=
 (R>0 × E)/Z×M↓↓
R>0 ×M
 ⊂
 (R>0 ×H2|1)/Z× SMfld(R0|1,M)↓↓
R>0 × SMfld(R0|1,M)
 .
Geometrically, Rot(M) is the groupoid whose objects are ordinary (not super) metrized
circles with a constant map to M , and whose morphisms are rotations of those circles. Any
representation of sAnn0(M) can be restricted to Rot(M), and this gives an action by these
circle groups on the fibers of a vector bundle over R>0 ×M . We observe that Rot(M) is a
(non-super) Lie groupoid, so has a real structure and an inversion functor. This gives an
unambiguous meaning to unitary representations of Rot(M) without any additional choices.
It turns out to be compatible with the restriction of unitary representation of sAnn0(M).
Lemma 5.12. The restriction of σ to Rot(M) coincides with the real structure composed
with the inversion functor Rot(M)→ Rot(M)op.
Proof. The restriction of the action (z, z¯, θ)→ (−z¯,−z,−iθ) to E ↪→ H2|1 is t 7→ −t, which
is exactly inversion on E composed with conjugation. This descends to fiberwise inversion
on the family of circles (R>0×E)/Z. Since the source and target maps are both projections,
this coincides with inversion on the groupoid composed with conjugation. 
Corollary 5.13. The restriction of a unitary representation of sAnn0(M) to Rot(M) de-
termines a unitary representation of the circles groups E/rZ on the fibers of the hermitian
super vector bundle V → R>0 ×M . This decomposes V into an orthogonal sum of weight
spaces, i.e., vector bundles V (k)→ R>0 ×M on which the action is by e2piikt/r.
Definition 5.14. A positive energy representation of sAnn0(M) is a unitary representation
whose restriction to Rot(M) has finite dimensional weight spaces Vk with weight bounded
below, Vk = {0} for k  0.
5.5. The proof of Theorem 5.1. We are now in a place to give a geometric characteri-
zation of positive energy representations of sAnn0(M). We start be repackaging a represen-
tation in terms of maps between modules over Ω•(M) with specified properties.
Lemma 5.15. A representation ρ of sAnn0(M) is determined by a representation of the
super Lie category {(R>0 × H2|1)/Z ⇒ R>0} on the trivial bundle over R>0 with fiber
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C∞(R>0)⊗ Ω•(M ;V ) for V → M a super vector bundle, satisfing the additional compati-
bility
ρ(r, τ, τ¯ , θ)(f · v) = (f + θdf)ρ(r, τ, τ¯ , θ)(v)
v ∈ Ω•(M ;V ), f ∈ Ω•(M),
with respect to the Ω•(M)-module structure on Ω•(M ;V ). In particular, for each r ∈ R>0,
a representation of sAnn0(M) determines a representation of the super semigroup H2|1/rZ
with the above property.
An isomorphism between representations of sAnn0(M) is determined by a section of the
trivial bundle over R>0 with fiber Ω•(M ; Hom(V,W ))× that intertwines the representations
of {(R>0 ×H2|1)/Z⇒ R>0}.
Proof. Let V ′ → R>0 × SMfld(R0|1,M) be a super vector bundle and ρ a representation
on End(V ′). Trivializing this bundle along the fibers of R>0 × SMfld(R0|1,M) → M is an
isomorphism
Γ(Ob(sAnn0(M));V
′) = Γ(R>0 × SMfld(R0|1,M);V ′) ∼= C∞(R>0)⊗ Ω•(M ; i∗V ′).
for i : M → R>0 × SMfld(R0|1,M) determined by 1 ∈ R>0 and the canonical inclusion of
the reduced manifold into SMfld(R0|1,M). Let V = i∗V ′ denote the resulting super vector
bundle over M . Then pulling this isomorphism back along the source map in sAnn0(M)
(which is the projection) we get an isomorphism
Γ(Mor(sAnn0(M)); s
∗V ′) ∼= C∞((R>0 ×H2|1)/Z)⊗ Ω•(M ;V ),
where the right hand side has the obvious C∞((R>0×H2|1)/Z)⊗Ω•(M)-module structure.
The C∞((R>0 × H2|1)/Z) ⊗ Ω•(M)-module Γ(Mor(sAnn0(M)); t∗V ) associated with the
target is twisted by the algebra isomorphism
C∞((R>0 ×H2|1)/Z)⊗ Ω•(M) → C∞((R>0 ×H2|1)/Z)⊗ Ω•(M),(39)
g(r, τ, τ¯ , θ) 7→ g(r, τ, τ¯ , θ), g ∈ C∞((R>0 ×H2|1)/Z) f 7→ f + θdf f ∈ Ω•(M).
With the identifications above in place, a representation ρ is a map of C∞((R>0 ×
H2|1)/Z)⊗ Ω•(M)-modules,
C∞((R>0 ×H2|1)/Z)⊗ Ω•(M ;V )→ C∞((R>0 ×H2|1)/Z)⊗ Ω•(M ;V ),
with the standard module structure on the source, and the twisted module structure on
the target. From (39), the map is linear over C∞((R>0 ×H2|1)/Z) and so defines a vector
bundle map over (R>0 × H2|1)/Z between the pullbacks of the trivial bundle over R>0
with fiber Ω•(M ;V ) along the source and target maps in {(R>0 × H2|1)/Z ⇒ R>0}. This
gives a function ρ(r, τ, τ¯ , θ) on (R>0×H2|1)/Z valued in endomorphisms of the vector space
Ω•(M ;V ) satisfying the remaining half of (39) regarding the Ω•(M)-module structure, and
compatibility with composition,
ρ(r, τ, τ¯ , θ) ◦ ρ(r, τ ′, τ¯ ′, θ′) = ρ(r, τ + τ ′, τ¯ + τ¯ ′ + iθθ′, θ + θ′).
The statement involving isomorphisms of representations follows from identical arguments
to the 1|1-dimensional case. This proves the lemma. 
Lemma 5.16. For a positive energy representation ρ : sAnn0(M)→ End(V ), the Z-grading
by weight space of the Rot(M)-action on the restriction of V to R>0 × M extends to a
Z-grading on Ω•(R>0 × SMfld(R0|1,M);V ). Furthermore, the representation respects this
grading, meaning that the section of Hom(s∗V, t∗V ) associated with ρ is a map of Z-graded
vector spaces.
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Proof. The Z-grading on the representation comes from the fiberwise action of
sRot(M) :=
 (R>0 × E)/Z× SMfld(R0|1,M)↓↓
R>0 × SMfld(R0|1,M)
 ⊂ sAnn0(M)
that has Rot(M) ⊂ sRot(M) as its reduced subgroupoid.
The first part of the claim is that the Rot(M)-action on the restriction to R>0 ×M
determines the sRot(M)-action on the bundle over R>0×SMfld(R0|1,M). Using the descrip-
tions of Γ(Mor(sAnn0(M)); s
∗V ′) and Γ(Mor(sAnn0(M)); t∗V ′) from the previous lemma as
C∞((R>0 × H2|1)/Z) ⊗ Ω•(M ;V ) with a pair of C∞((R>0 × H2|1)/Z) ⊗ Ω•(M)-module
structures, the linear map associated with the representation ρ restricted to the subspace
C∞((R>0 × E)/Z) ⊗ Ω•(M ;V ) is a Ω•(M)-module map. The positive energy condition
concerns the further restriction to C∞((R>0 × E)/Z) ⊗ Ω0(M ;V ), but by virtue of be-
ing a Ω•(M)-module map this completely determines the representation on the subspace
C∞((R>0 × E)/Z)⊗ Ω•(M ;V ). Concretely, this is simply the extension of a Z-grading on
sections Ω0(M ;V ) to a Z-grading on Ω•(M ;V ).
The second claim is that the Z-grading determined by the sRot(M)-action commutes
with the semigroup action. This follows from sRot(M) being a central subgroupoid of
sAnn0(M), meaning for R an S-point of the space of morphisms of Rot(M) and A an S-
point of the space of morphisms of sAnn0(M), ρ(R)◦ρ(A)◦ρ(R)−1 = ρ(A). This means that
the representation restricts to each finite-dimensional weight space of the sRot(M)-action,
and is determined by these restrictions. 
We adopt the notation q = e2piiτ , q¯ = e−2piiτ¯ , and im(τ) = τ−τ¯2i .
Lemma 5.17. For a finite-dimensional representation of sAnn0(M) on which the Rot(M)-
action has the fixed weight k ∈ Z, the representation takes the form
ρ(r, τ, τ¯ , θ) = qL0 q¯L¯0(1 + θA) = qk/re−2im(τ)A
2+θA
where A is a super connection, L0 − L¯0 = k/r and 2piL¯0 = A2. Isomorphisms between
representations with this fixed weight are in bijection with super connection preserving iso-
morphisms of super vector bundles.
Proof. On restriction to the subspace (R>0 ×H)/Z× SMfld(R0|1,M) ⊂ (R>0 ×H2|1)/Z×
SMfld(R0|1,M) and by Lemma 5.16, we obtain a representation of {(R>0×H)/Z⇒ R>0} on
End(Ω•(M ;V )), where the self-maps of Ω•(M ;V ) are Ω•(M)-module maps. This means the
representation takes values in sections of Ω•(M ; End(V )). By the existence and uniqueness
of solutions to differential equations we have
ρ(r, τ, τ¯ , 0) = qL0 q¯L¯0 ,
for bundle endomorphisms L0, L¯0 ∈ C∞(R>0)⊗Ω•(M ; End(V )). The positive energy con-
dition requires that the action by E ⊂ H/rZ is by e2piik(τ−τ¯)/2r, and so L0 − L¯0 = k/r.
The full representation extends the above as
ρ(r, τ, τ¯ , θ) = qL0 q¯L¯0(1 + θA)
for an odd operator A. By the description afforded by Lemma 5.15, we require
qL0 q¯L¯0(1 + θA)(f · v) = (f + θdf) · qL0 q¯L¯0(1 + θA)(v),
where v ∈ Ω•(M ;V ) and f ∈ C∞(R>0 × SMfld(R0|1,M)). From this we deduce that A
defines a super connection on V . Compatibility with composition demands
qL01 q¯
L¯0
1 (1 + θ1A)q
L0
2 q¯
L¯0
2 (1 + θ2A) = (q1q2)
L0(q¯1q¯2)
L¯0e−2piiθ1θ2L¯0(1 + (θ1 + θ2)A),
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which requires 2piL¯0 = A2. Using L0 − L¯0 = k/r, we express this as
ρ(r, τ, τ¯ , θ) = qL0 q¯L¯0(1 + θA) = qL0−L¯0+L¯0 q¯L¯0(1 + θA)
= qk/2e2pii(τ−τ¯)L¯0(1 + θA)
= qk/re−4piim(τ)L¯0(1 + θA)
= qk/re−2im(τ)A
2+θA.(40)
Unitarity of this representation is the equality
idegq¯k/re−2im(τ)A
2+iθA = (qk/re−2im(τ)A
2+θA)∗ = q¯k/r(e−2im(τ)A
2+θA)∗
where ideg acts on a differential m-form by im. This follows from the (previously imposed)
unitarity of the Rot(M) action and a condition on the super connections Ak. The compu-
tation in each degree k is identical to the 1|1-dimensional case, requiring Ak be a unitary
super connection (21).
Finally, we observe a super vector bundle isomorphism ϕ ∈ Ω•(M ; Hom(V,W ))× is
compatible with the representations ρ and ρ′ associated with super connections A and A′
if and only if ϕ(A) = A′. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. The positive energy condition means that a representation can be
written as a (possibly infinite) direct sum of finite-dimensional representations, where on
each of these the rotation subgroupoid acts by a fixed weight, with this weight being bounded
below. From the previous lemma, this gives a decomposition
ρ(τ, τ¯ , θ) =
∞⊕
k>−N
qk/re−2im(τ)A
2
k+θAk(41)
for unitary super connections Ak, proving the theorem. 
5.6. Grothendieck groups. The following is an immediate corollary to Theorem 5.1; it is
important because it implies that concordance of representations is an equivalence relation.
Corollary 5.18. The prestack M 7→ Rep(sAnn0(M)) is a stack.
Now we compute Grothendieck groups of representations of super annuli.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. By Theorem 5.1, a concordance class of a unitary representation of
sAnn0(M) is the concordance class of a sequence of unitary super connections on a sequence
of super vector bundles Vk for k > −N ∈ Z. Since the space of unitary super connections
is affine, the set of concordance classes is the same as isomorphism classes of sequences of
super vector bundles. The quotient of the free abelian group on super vector bundles by
the subgroup generated by (14) is exactly the K-theory of M , and so sequences of such give
K(M)JqK[q−1] ∼= KTate(M). 
6. Differential elliptic cohomology at the Tate curve
In this section we study the character theory for positive energy representations of
sAnn0(M), culminating in the proof of Theorem 1.4. A priori, characters of finite-dimensional
representations take values in the (nondegenerate) inertia groupoid, Λnd(sAnn0(M)). In
complete parallel to the 1|1-dimensional case for K-theory, functions on this stack are in-
sufficiently rigid for our intended connection with a differential model for KTate. This
necessitates a refinement of the character theory, and the geometry of the intertia groupoid
points us in the right direction.
The inertia groupoid Λ(sAnn0(M)) consists of constant super annuli in M with the same
source and target super circle. Viewing these annuli as super tori suggests one consider
additional automorphisms from super translation and dilations of super tori, which leads to
a super double loop stack L˜2|10 (M). We define a rescaled partition function with values in
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holomorphic functions on L˜2|10 (M). This structure is what leads to the desired differential
cocycle model for KTate(M).
The motivation regarding the behavior of partition functions under cutoffs again runs
in complete parallel to §4.1. The new feature is that we have chosen cutoffs for each weight
space of the Rot(M)-action, and the modifications to the partition function also decompose
in this manner.
6.1. Dilations of super annuli and Bismut–Quillen rescaling. There is a dilation
action on R2|1,
(z, z¯, θ) 7→ (µ2z, µ¯2z¯, µ¯θ), (z, z¯, θ) ∈ R2|1(S), µ ∈ R>0(S)
that descends to an action on E2|1 through group homomorphisms. Here we use the real
structure on R>0. We promote this to a functor on constant super annuli, which is the
renormalization group (RG) action. Below, R>0 is the discrete super Lie category associated
with the manifold R>0.
Definition 6.1. Define a functor RG: R>0 × sAnn0(M) → sAnn0(M) whose value on S-
points of objects and morphisms is
(µ, r, x, ψ) 7→ (µ2r, x, µ¯−1ψ) (µ, τ, τ¯ , θ, x, ψ) 7→ (µ2τ, µ¯2τ¯ , µ¯θ, x, µ¯−1ψ)
where µ ∈ R>0(S), (r, τ, τ¯ , θ) ∈ (R>0 ×H2|1)/Z(S), and (x, ψ) ∈ SMfld(R0|1,M)(S).
We observe that the diagram commutes,
R>0 × R>0 × sAnn0(M) R>0 × sAnn0(M)
R>0 × sAnn0(M) sAnn0(M)
idR>0 × RG
m× idsAnn0(M) RG
RG
where m is the multiplication on R>0, so that RG defines a strict R>0-action on sAnn0(M).
Let RGµ be the restriction of RG to the subcategory {µ}×sAnn0(M), so RGµ : sAnn0(M)→
sAnn0(M) and RGµ ◦ RGλ = RGµλ.
Precomposing a representation with RGµ leads to an R>0-action on the category of
representations. We characterize this action on positive energy representations in terms of
an action on sequences of super connections using Theorem 5.1.
Lemma 6.2. For µ ∈ R>0, the action of RGµ on a positive energy representation of
sAnn0(M) associated with a sequence of unitary super connections Ak is the Bismut–Quillen
rescaling action on each Ak,
Ak
RGµ7→ µAk(0) + Ak(1) + µ−1Ak(2) + µ−2Ak(3) + . . .
where Ak(i) : Ω•(M ;Vk)→ Ω•+i(M ;Vk) is the degree i piece of the super connection Ak.
Proof. It suffices to check the claim on a representation for which Rot(M) acts by a fixed
weight k. Precomposing by RGµ, we find
qk/re−2im(τ)A
2
k+θAk RGµ7→ exp (2piiµ2τk/(µ2r))
· exp (− 2µ2im(τ)∑
j
(µ−iAk(j))2 + µθ
∑
j
µ−jAk(j)
)
= qk/r exp
(− 2im(τ)∑
j
(µ−j+1Ak(j))2 + θ
∑
j
µ−j+1Ak(j)
)
which is the claimed Bismut–Quillen rescaling on the super connection. 
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6.2. Inertia groupoid and super double loop stacks.
Lemma 6.3. The inerita groupoid of sAnn0(M) is
Λ(sAnn0(M)) ∼=
 (R>0 × E×H)/Z× SMfld(R
0|1,M)
↓↓
(R>0 ×H)/Z× SMfld(R0|1,M)
 ,
where the source and target maps are both projections, and the Z-quotient is by the action
generated by
(r, x, τ, τ¯) 7→ (r, x+ r, τ + r, τ¯ + r¯) r ∈ R>0, x ∈ E(S), (τ, τ¯) ∈ H(S).
The nondegenerate inertia groupoid corresponds to the subspace of objects,
(R>0 × H)/Z× SMfld(R0|1,M) ⊂ (R>0 ×H)/Z× SMfld(R0|1,M),
i.e., the subspace H ⊂ H with im(τ) > 0.
Proof. The inertia groupoid of sAnn0(M) has as objects those constant super annuli with the
same start and endpoint, so we require the largest subspace of the morphisms of sAnn0(M)
on which the target map is the projection. This is
Λ(sAnn0(M))0 = (R>0 ×H)/Z× SMfld(R0|1,M)
To determine the morphisms of Λ(sAnn0(M)), we observe that the invertible endomorphisms
are exactly those corresponding to the image E ⊂ H of the real axis (i.e., im(τ) = 0). These
act by conjugating a super annulus with a rotation. But this action is trivial so Λ(sAnn0(M))
is as claimed. This description of the invertible morphisms also yields the claimed nonde-
generate inertia groupoid, corresponding to the subspace im(τ) > 0. 
We take a moment to spell out the inertia groupoid explicitly in terms of the geometry
of super annuli with maps to M . An S-point of the objects is a map of constant super
annuli
φ : A2|1r = (S × R2|1)/rZ→ S × R0|1 →M
with the same source and target super circle, which is equivalent to invariance of the map φ
under the Z-action generated by the family of translations (τ, τ¯) ∈ E2|1(S) that act on
S × R2|1. This means that the map above descends to the quotient,
(S × R2|1)/rZ⊕ (τ, τ¯)Z→ S × R0|1 →M,(42)
When im(τ) > 0 (corresponding to the nondegenerate inertia groupoid) the source of this
map is a family of super tori, meaning a quotient of S ×R2|1 by an S-family of lattices (we
develop this more systematically in Definition 7.5). Isomorphisms in the inertia groupoid
consist of commuting triangles,
(S × R2|1)/rZ⊕ (τ, τ¯)Z (S′ × R2|1)/rZ⊕ (τ, τ¯)Z
M
∼=
φ φ′(43)
where the top horizontal arrow rotates the annulus, with rotation determined by an S-point
of E. Super tori have additional automorphisms coming from super Euclidean isometries
(see §A.4), and the action of the renormalization group by dilations. The super Euclidean
isometries are determined by S-points of E2|1 o Z/2, whereas the renormalization group
is again the action by R>0. These combine to give an action by E2|1 o R×, acting by
super translation of super tori and global dilations. We will ask that our (rescaled) par-
tition functions are invariant under these additional symmetries, leading to the following
definition.
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Definition 6.4. Define the stack of constant super tori in M with marked meridian, denoted
L˜2|10 (M), as the super Lie groupoid,
L˜2|10 (M) :=
 (E2|1 oR× × R>0 × H)/Z× SMfld(R0|1,M)↓↓
(R>0 × H)/Z× SMfld(R0|1,M)
 ,
where the quotient (E2|1 oR× × R>0 × H)/Z comes from the Z-action generated by
(z, z¯, θ, µ, r, τ, τ¯) 7→ (z + r, z¯ + r¯, θ, µ, r, τ + r, τ¯ + r¯)
(z, z¯, θ) ∈ E2|1(S), µ ∈ R×(S), (τ, τ¯) ∈ H(S), r ∈ R>0(S).
The source map for the groupoid is the projection, and the target map comes from an E2|1o
R×-action. On SMfld(R0|1,M) this action is through the homomorphism E2|1 o R× →
E0|1oR× and then the precomposition action on SMfld(R0|1,M). The E2|1oR×-action on
R>0 × H is through the homomorphism E2|1 oR× → R× followed by the dilation action,
R× × R>0 × H→ R>0 × H, (µ, τ, τ¯ , r) 7→ (µ2τ, µ¯2τ¯ , µ¯2r).
We observe that an S-point of objects of L˜2|10 (M) gives a family of super tori with a
map to M as in (42). An S-point of morphisms gives a commuting triangle
(S × R2|1)/rZ⊕ (τ, τ¯)Z (S′ × R2|1)/r′Z⊕ (τ ′, τ¯ ′)Z
M
∼=
φ φ′(44)
where the horizontal arrow is determined by an S-point of E2|1 o R× which acts on the
family of super tori by super translations and global dilations.
Lemma 6.5. There is a natural isomorphism of algebras,
C∞(L˜2|10 (M)) ∼= Ωevcl (M)⊗ C∞(H/Z).
Proof. Invariance under super translation E2|1 requires that the functions on objects be
functions on R>0 × H with values in closed differential forms on M . Indeed, E2|1 acts
on SMfld(R0|1,M) through the projection homomorphism E2|1 → E0|1 followed by the
precomposition action of E0|1 on R0|1. This action is generated by the de Rham operator.
Invariance under ±1 ∈ R× requires that this differential form be even. It remains to analyze
invariance under the action of R>0 < R×.
A slice for this R>0-action is {1}×H/Z×SMfld(R0|1,M) ⊂ (R>0×H)/Z×SMfld(R0|1,M),
and hence an invariant function is determined by its restriction to this slice. This completes
the proof. 
Definition 6.6. The Laurent polynomial subalgebra of C∞(L˜2|10 (M)), is generated by the
image of
f ⊗ qk ∈ Ω•cl(M)⊗ C∞(H/Z) k ∈ Z, q = e2piiτ(45)
under the isomorphism in Lemma 6.5, giving an injective map
Ωevcl (M)⊗ C[q, q−1] ↪→ C∞(L˜2|10 (M)).
Explicitly, the image of such a generator is qk/rim(τ)j/2⊗f ∈ C∞((R>0×H)/Z)⊗Ωjcl(M) ⊂
C∞(R>0 × H× SMfld(R0|1,M)).
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6.3. Rescaled partition functions of finite-dimensional representations.
Lemma 6.7. The equation for a character of a finite-dimensional representation of sAnn0(M)
is
sTr
(
finite⊕
k
qk/re−2im(τ)A
2
k
)
=
finite∑
k
qk/rsTr(e−2im(τ)A
2
k) ∈ C∞(Λ(sAnn0(M))).
Proof. This is immediate from (40) and (41). 
As in the 1|1-dimensional case, this character is automatically invariant under trans-
lations of super tori, corresponding to the fact sTr(exp(−A2k)) is a closed form for each k.
However, in general the character will not be dilation invariant. So to obtain a character
map valued in functions on L˜2|10 (M), we again use a form of the Bismut–Quillen rescaling.
Consider the composition
(R>0 × H)/Z× SMfld(R0|1,M) → R>0 × (R>0 × H)/Z× SMfld(R0|1,M)
RG→ (R>0 × H)/Z× SMfld(R0|1,M)(46)
= Ob(Λ(sAnn0(M)))
where the first arrow is determined by (r, τ, τ¯) 7→ (1/im(τ), r, τ, τ¯), and RG denotes the
restriction of the smooth functor RG to the subset of morphisms
(R>0 × H)/Z× SMfld(R0|1,M) = Ob(Λ(sAnn0(M))) ⊂ Mor(sAnn0(M)).
Definition 6.8. Consider the pullback of the section of the endomorphism bundle deter-
mined by a representation ρ along the composition (46). For a finite-dimensional represen-
tation, define the rescaled partition function Z(ρ) as the super trace of this pullback
Z(ρ) ∈ C∞((R>0 × H)/Z× SMfld(R0|1,M)).
A bit more explicitly, at (r, τ, τ¯) ∈ (R>0 ×H)/Z we have the formula
Z(ρ)(r, τ, τ¯) = sTr
(
(ρ ◦ RG1/im(τ))(r, τ, τ¯ , 0)
)
Lemma 6.9. The rescaled partition function Z(ρ) of a finite-dimensional representation of
sAnn0(M) descends to the stack L˜2|10 (M), and defines a function in the Laurent polynomial
subalgebra. This gives a map
Z : Repfd(sAnn0(M))→ Ωevcl (M)⊗ C[q, q−1] ↪→ C∞(L˜2|10 (M))
from finite-dimensional representations of sAnn0(M) to this polynomial subalgebra.
Proof. By Lemmas 6.2 and 6.7, a formula for the rescaled partition function is
Z(ρ) =
finite∑
k
qk/rsTr
exp (− 2
∑
j
(im(τ)j/2Ak(j)
2

where Ak(j) is the degree j part of the super connection Ak associated with the kth weight
space of the Rot(M)-action. This descends to a function on the constant super loop stack
L˜2|10 (M), and by Definition 6.6 it lands in the Laurent polynomial subalgebra. 
For a general (possibly infinite-dimensional) positive energy representation, the su-
per trace of the associated endomorphism over Λnd(sAnn0(M)) need not converge. How-
ever, since the eigenspaces of the Rot(M)-action are finite-dimensional representations of
sAnn0(M), the super trace can always be understood in terms of a formal sum of functions
on L˜2|10 (M).
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Definition 6.10. For a positive energy representation ρ of sAnn0(M), define the formal
rescaled partition function as the formal sum
Z(ρ) :=
∑
k>−N
Z(ρk) 7→
∑
k
qksTr(e−A
2
k) ∈ Ω•cl(M)⊗ CJqK[q−1]
where ρk is the restriction of ρ to the kth weight space of Rot(M), and the map applies
Lemmas 6.5 and 6.9.
This gives the formal rescaled partition function
Z : Rep(sAnn0(M))→ Ô(L˜2|10 (M))(47)
where we use the notation Ô(L˜2|10 (M)) := Ωevcl (M)⊗CJqK[q−1] to emphasize the relationship
between differential forms valued in Laurent series and the geometry of the constant super
double loops.
6.4. Differential Grothendieck groups.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. First we spell out the data of differential concordance classes (see
Definition 2.40) of differential cocycles with respect to the formal rescaled partition func-
tion 47. Differential cocycles are
R̂ep(sAnn0(M)) = {ρ ∈ Rep(sAnn0(M)), α ∈ Ω•cl(M × R)⊗ CJqK[q−1] | i∗0α = Z(ρ)}.
Unwinding the definitions, we have
Ẑ(ρ)− Z(ρ) = i∗1α− i∗0α ∈ Ωevcl (M)⊗ CJqK[q−1]
Now, by Theorem 5.1, ρ is equivalent to a sequence of unitary super connections Ak.
We also decompose α as α =
∑
k q
kαk. By Definition 6.10,
Z(ρ) = i∗0α =
∑
k
qki∗0αk =
∑
k
qksTr(e−A
2
k) ∈ Ωevcl (M)⊗ CJqK[q−1].
So we make the identification
R̂ep(sAnn0(M)) ∼= {{Ak}k>−N , {αk} |
∑
k
qksTr(e−A
2
k) =
∑
k
qki∗0αk}
We similarly identify the data of a differential concordance (ρ˜, α˜) (see Definition 2.40)
with a sequence (A˜k, α˜k) for unitary super connections A˜k on a bundle over M × R, and
α˜k ∈ Ω•cl(M × R2). We can compute the quotient by differential concordances for each k
separately. By the argument from the 1|1-dimensional case, this identifies differential con-
cordance classes of the differential cocycles R̂ep(sAnn0(M)) with sequences of differential
K-theory classes, and so
K(R̂ep(sAnn0(M))) ∼= K̂(M)JqK[q−1] ∼= K̂Tate(M)
proving the theorem. 
7. Free fermions, modular partition functions and KMF
In this section, we consider positive energy representations of sAnn0(M) in a category of
modules over the free fermion algebras, Fern. Roughly the free fermion algebra associated to
a circle S1r = R/rZ and a vector space V is the Clifford algebra of V -valued functions on S1r ,
and Fern comes from V = Cn. There are various version of this, e.g., depending on which
flavor of functions one considers (polynomial, smooth, L2, etc.). A convenient choice for us
is the restriction to super annuli of Stolz and Teichner’s definition [ST11]. When M = pt,
Stolz and Teichner show that Fern-linear representations of sAnn0(pt) that are restrictions
of 2|1-Euclidean field theories have partition functions with values in a line bundle ω⊗n/2
over super tori whose sections are weight −n/2 modular forms. This motivates a refinement
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of Fern-linear representations of sAnn0(M) to those whose rescaled partition functions are
sections of such a line bundle.
Let ω˜⊗n/2 denote the pullback of ω⊗n/2 to L˜2|10 (M). To start, we use the Clifford super
trace to define a rescaled partition function
Z : RepFern(sAnn0(M))→ Ô(L˜2|10 (M); ω˜⊗n/2) ∼=
{
Ωevcl (M)⊗ CJqK[q−1] n even
Ωoddcl (M)⊗ CJqK[q−1] n odd(48)
that lands in closed differential forms valued in Laurent series. As in the previous section, we
use the notation Oˆ to denote the formal sums of sections over the stack L˜2|10 (M) coming from
positive energy representations. The first way in which we refine these rescaled partition
functions is to ask that the formal sums actually converge.
Definition 7.1. A Fern-linear positive energy representation is trace class if the formal
character of its rescaled partition function defines a section Γ(L˜2|10 (M); ω˜⊗n/2) via (48). Let
RepFernTC (sAnn0(M)) ⊂ RepFern(sAnn0(M)) denote the full subcategory of trace class Fern-
linear positive energy representations, and similarly R̂epFernTC (sAnn0(M)) ⊂ R̂epFern(sAnn0(M))
denote the full subcategory of trace class differential cocycles.
With this trace class condition in place, we ask that rescaled partition functions possess
extra symmetry defined in terms of descent to a section of a line bundle over a stack L2|10 (M).
This stack consists of constant super tori over M without a choice of meridian super circle.
Hence, L2|10 (M) receives a map from L˜2|10 (M). A square root of the Hodge line bundle
over the moduli stack of elliptic curves determines line bundles ω⊗n/2 over L2|10 (M). The
pullback of ω⊗n/2 to L˜2|10 (M) is a line bundle ω˜⊗n/2, and we get a map on sections
Γ(L2|10 (M);ω⊗n/2)→ Γ(L˜2|10 (M); ω˜⊗n/2),(49)
that turns out to be injective. On a holomorphic subspace of sections, (49) is induced by
the q-expansion map for modular forms of weight −n/2.
Definition 7.2. A differential cocycle associated with a Fern-linear, trace class, posi-
tive energy representation has degree n if its rescaled partition function takes values in
Γ(L2|10 (M);ω⊗n/2), i.e., is in the image of (49). Let RepnMF(M) denote the category of de-
gree n representations, and R̂epnMF(M) denote the category of degree n differential cocycles.
This is the main definition that goes into Theorem 1.6. We finish the section by trans-
lating Stolz and Teichner’s periodicity theorem for 2|1-EFTn(M) from [ST11, §6] into a Bott
element β ∈ R̂ep−24MF (pt) that implements the 24-periodicity of K̂MF.
7.1. Super double loops stacks and differential cocycles for TMF(M)⊗ C.
Definition 7.3. The 2|1-dimensional rigid conformal isometry group is E2|1oC×, where E2|1
is R2|1 as a super manifold with multiplication
(z, z¯, θ) · (z′, z¯′, θ′) = (z + z′, z¯ + z¯′ + iθθ′, θ + θ′), (z, z¯, θ), (z′, z¯′, θ′) ∈ R2|1(S),
and the semidirect product E2|1 o C× comes from the action (z, z¯, θ) 7→ (λ2z, λ¯2z¯, λ¯θ) for
(λ, λ¯) ∈ C×(S). We take the obvious left action of E2|1 oC× on R2|1.
Remark 7.4. The rigid conformal isometry group above is the super Euclidean group
E2|1 o Spin(2) together with the renormalization group R>0, using the Lie group isomor-
phisms Spin(2)× R>0 ∼= U(1)× R>0 ∼= C×; see §A.4.
A family of 2-dimensional framed lattices is an S-family of homomorphisms Λ: S×Z2 →
S × R2 such that the ratio of the images of S × {1, 0} and S × {0, 1} under Λ: S × Z2 →
S × R2 ∼= S × C are in S × H ⊂ S × C. Let L denote the presheaf whose S-points are
framed lattices; note that L ∼= C× × H is representable. Through the inclusion of groups
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E2 ⊂ E2|1, an S-family of framed lattices defines a family of super tori via the quotient
S × R2|1/Λ =: S ×Λ R2|1.
Definition 7.5. The super double loop stack of M , denoted L2|1(M), has as objects over S
pairs (Λ, φ) where Λ ∈ L(S) determines a family of super tori S×ΛR2|1 and φ : S×ΛR2|1 →
M is a map. Morphisms between these objects over S consist of commuting triangles
S ×Λ R2|1 S′ ×Λ′ R2|1
M
∼=
φ φ′(50)
where the horizontal arrow is a map induced by the action of the rigid conformal isometry
group. The stack of constant super tori, denoted L2|10 (M), is the full substack for which φ
is invariant under the translational action of tori, i.e., (Λ, φ) is an S-point of L2|10 (M) if for
all families of isometries associated with sections of the bundle of groups S ×Λ E2 → S, the
triangle (50) commutes with Λ = Λ′ and φ = φ′. For a map M → M ′, postcomposition
S ×Λ R2|1 → M → M ′ defines morphisms of stacks L2|1(M) → L2|1(M ′) and L2|10 (M) →
L2|10 (M ′) .
Definition 7.6. Define an odd line bundle ω1/2 → L2|10 (M) via a functor L2|10 (M) →
pt//C× that assigns the trivial line bundle over S to any family of objects, and to a family
of morphisms takes the line bundle automorphism coming from the map S → C× in the
definition of a rigid conformal isometry. Then ω1/2 is the pullback of the canonical odd line
bundle over pt//C×. Let ω⊗n/2 := (ω1/2)⊗n.
Remark 7.7. The line bundle ω1/2 is a version of the square root of the Hodge line bundle
over elliptic curves: it has as sections functions on the moduli stack of tori that transform
in the expected way under rotations and rescalings of the associated lattices.
The stack L2|10 (M) has an atlas
L× SMfld(R0|1,M) L2|10 (M)
that sends Λ ∈ L(S) and φ0 ∈ SMfld(R0|1,M)(S) to
(S × R2|1)/Λ pr→ S × R0|1 φ0→M.
Let vol ∈ C∞(L) be the function that assigns to a lattice the volume of the torus R2/Λ.
Proposition 7.8 ([BE13]). A function f ∈ C∞(L) ⊗ Ω•(M) ∼= C∞(L × SMfld(R0|1,M))
descends to a section Γ(L2|10 (M), ω⊗n/2) if it can be written as a linear combination of
functions of the form
f = F · volj/2 ⊗ α,
for α ∈ Ωjcl(M) and F ∈ C∞(L)SL2(Z) a function satisfying F (µΛ) = µn−jF (Λ), i.e., F is
a weak Maass form of weight (j − n)/2.
Multiplication of sections results in a graded algebra, Γ(L2|10 (M);ω⊗•/2). Rescaled
partition functions land in a preferred subalgebra.
Definition 7.9. Define the holomorphic subalgebra O(L2|10 (M);ω⊗•/2) ⊂ Γ(L2|10 (M);ω⊗•)
as the image of ⊕
j
Ωjcl(M)⊗MFn−j ↪→ Γ(L2|10 (M);ω⊗n/2)
under the characterization of smooth sections in the previous Proposition, i.e., linear com-
binations of F · volj ⊗ α where F is a modular form of weight (j − n)/2.
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This definition along with Proposition 7.8 immediately yields the following.
Theorem 7.10 ([BE13]). There is a natural isomorphism of sheaves of graded algebras
over C
O(L2|10 (−);ω⊗•/2) ∼→
⊕
i+j=•
Ωicl(−)⊗MFj
whose target is the sheaf of closed differential forms valued in the graded ring MF• of weak
modular forms. This realizes the source sheaf as a differential cocycle model for TMF ⊗ C
in the sense of Hopkins–Singer [HS05].
7.2. Forgetting a marked circle on a super torus as q-expansion. An S-point of
L˜2|10 (M) defines a family of super tori with a map to M by (42), and a morphism between
S-points of L˜2|10 (M) determines a fiberwise rigid conformal isometry between these families
by (44). This rigid conformal isometry is determined by the inclusion of super Lie groups
E2|1 oR× < E2|1 oC×. Together this defines a morphism of stacks
L˜2|10 (M)→ L2|10 (M).(51)
Let ω˜1/2 denote the pullback of ω1/2 along this map.
Lemma 7.11. The restriction of the induced map on sections Γ(L2|10 (M);ω⊗n/2)→ Γ(L˜2|10 (M), ω˜⊗n/2)
to the holomorphic subalgebra⊕
i+j=n
Ωicl(M)⊗MFj ∼= O(L2|10 (M);ω⊗n/2)→ O(L˜2|10 (M); ω˜⊗n/2) ∼= Ωev/oddcl (M)⊗CJqK[q−1]
is determined by the q-expansion of modular forms, where the parity of the differential forms
in the target agrees with n.
Proof. We compute the effect of this map on functions on atlases
R>0 × H× SMfld(R0|1,M)→ L× SMfld(R0|1,M)
determined by the map of stacks. Explicitly, this regards r and (τ, τ¯) as defining a based
lattice. Using a slice for the R>0 ⊂ R×-action (as in the proof of Lemma 6.5) the map
on functions is uniquely determined if further restrict to {1} × H × SMfld(R0|1,M) on the
source.
Next, the map on functions induced by the inclusion H × SMfld(R0|1,M) ↪→ L ×
SMfld(R0|1,M) is simply restriction. So F (τ) · volj/2 ⊗ α restricts to F (q) · im(τ)j/2 ⊗ α,
which automatically descends to a function on the stack L˜2|10 (M). We identify this with the
q-expansion of F : the volume factor and closed differential form α are carried along for the
ride. Hence, as claimed, the section in O(L2|10 (M);ω⊗n/2) pulls back to Ω•(M)⊗CJqK[q−1],
with the map implemented by the q-expansion of modular forms. Finally, since ω1/2 is an
odd line bundle, the claim about the degree of the differential form in the target follows
from the fact that the map on atlases preserves the parity of functions. 
7.3. Free fermions, Fern-linear representations and the fermion super trace. Be-
low we recall the definition of the free fermions from [ST11, §6]. The restricted tensor
product ⊗m∈NAm of algebras consists of the closure of finite sums of tensor products ⊗mam
for am ∈ Am where am = 1 for all but finitely many m.
Definition 7.12 ([ST11, Equation 6.1]). The algebra of n-free fermions on S1r = R/rZ is
the restricted tensor product
Fern(r) :=
(
Cl1⊗
⊗
m∈N
Cl(H(Cm))
)⊗n
∼= Cln⊗
⊗
m∈N
Cl(H(Cnm))
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where Cl(H(V )) is the Clifford algebra of V ⊕ V ∗ → R>0 equipped with the canonical
(hyperbolic) pairing of a vector space and its dual
H((v, w), (v′, w′)) = v(w′) + v′(w) v, v′ ∈ V, w,w′ ∈ V ∗.
Define an action of E/rZ on Fern(r) through actions on each Cm by e2piimx/r for x ∈ E/rZ.
Definition 7.13. Let Fern → sAnn0(M) be the algebra bundle that on objects R>0 =
Ob(sAnn0(M)) has fiber Fern(r) over r ∈ R>0. Define the action of a morphism (r, τ, τ¯ , θ) ∈
(R>0 × H2|1)/Z(S) to be induced by the action on Cm by e2piimτ and the trivial action
on Cl1. This determines an isomorphism of algebra bundles φ : s∗ Fern → t∗ Fern over
Mor(sAnn0(M)) ∼= (R>0 ×H2|1)/Z.
Let Fern also denote the pullback of this bundle to sAnn0(M).
Definition 7.14. A Fern-linear representation of sAnn0(M) is a unitary representation
in self-adjoint Fern-modules, Hom(FernV, FernV ) using the isomorphisms between algebra
bundles s∗Fern → t∗Fern in Definition 7.13. A Fern-linear representation is positive en-
ergy if it has positive energy when forgetting the Fern-actions. Let Rep
Fern(sAnn0(M)) =:
Repn(sAnn0(M)) denote the category of positive energy Fern-linear representations.
Remark 7.15. Elements of Fern have a weight corresponding to their behavior under the
action by circle rotation. Hence, on the lowest energy space of a positive energy repre-
sentation the “half” of Fern corresponding to negative weight operators acts by zero. As
such, we can view a Fern-linear representation as having creation and annihilation operators
corresponding to positive and negative Fourier modes in C∞(R/rZ,Cn).
There is also an evident notion of a Cln-linear representation of sAnn0(M).
Definition 7.16. Let Cln → sAnn0(M) be the algebra bundle over the super Lie category
that is the trivial algebra bundle Cln over objects together with the identity isomorphism
s∗ Cln ∼= t∗Cln over Mor(sAnn0(M)). Let Cln also denote the pullback to sAnn0(M).
Definition 7.17. A Clifford-linear representation of sAnn0(M) is a unitary representation
in self-adjoint Cln-modules, Hom(ClnV, ClnV ) using the (identity) isomorphisms between
algebra bundles s∗Cln → t∗Cln specified above. Let RepCln(sAnn0(M)) denote the category
of Cln-linear representations.
There is an evident inclusion of algebras Cln ↪→ Fern. This extends to a map of algebra
bundles over the objects of sAnn0(M) compatible with the isomorphisms of algebra bundles
defined over the morphisms of sAnn0(M). This gives a functor
RepFern(sAnn0(M))→ RepCln(sAnn0(M)),(52)
that simply restricts the (self-adjoint) Fern-action to a (self-adjoint) Cln-action.
Definition 7.18. The fermion super trace of a Fern-linear representation of sAnn0(M) is
the Clifford super trace of the underlying Cln-linear representation under (52).
We extend the functor RG to Fern-linear representations by pulling back the algebra
bundle and algebra isomorphisms defining Fern → sAnn0(M) to R>0× sAnn0(M) along the
functor RG. The following is the evident generalization of Definition 6.8.
Definition 7.19. Consider the pullback of the section of the Fern-linear endomorphism
bundle determined by a Fern-linear representation ρ along the composition (46). Define the
formal rescaled partition function Z(ρ) as the Clifford super trace of each weight space of
this pullback
Z(ρ) =
∑
k
sTrCln(ρk) ∈ C∞((R>0 × H)/Z× SMfld(R0|1,M)).
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Lemma 7.20. The formal rescaled partition
Z : Repn(sAnn0(M))→ Γ(L˜2|10 (M); ω˜⊗n/2)
function takes values in the subspace Ωev/odd(M)⊗ CJqK[q−1] as claimed in (48).
Proof. Given a Fern-linear representation, we can always forget the algebra action to recover
an ordinary representation. This determines a sequence of unitary super connections. The
Cln-action determined by the Fern-action preserves the weight spaces. Hence the sequence
of super connections is in fact Cln-linear. By Lemmas 6.2 and 6.9, a formula for the rescaled
partition function is
Z(ρ) =
∑
k
Z(ρk) =
∑
k
qk/rsTrCln
exp (− 2( n∑
i=0
(im(τ)i/2Ak(i)
)2
=
∑
k
qk/rsTr
Γ exp (− 2( n∑
i=0
(im(τ)i/2Ak(i)
)2(53)
where Ak(i) is the degree i part of the super connection Ak associated with the kth weight
space of Rot(M). This lands in the Laurent polynomial subalgebra by the same argument
as in the proof of Lemma 6.9. It is an even or an odd function depending on the parity of n
since this is the parity of the chirality operator defining the Clifford super trace. 
7.4. Morita equivalences Fern ' Cln. We observe that there is a Morita equivalence
of algebras, Cln ' Fern, simply coming from the tensor product of Morita equivalences
Cl(H(Cm)) ' C for all m. Stolz and Teichner show that this extends to a projective bundle
of Morita equivalences over sAnn0(M), as we now review.
Lemma 7.21 (Stolz–Teichner [ST11, §6]). There is a Cln-Fern bimodule bundle B →
Ob(sAnn0(pt)) implementing a fiberwise Morita equivalence Cln ' Fern between algebra
bundles. It carries a projective action by sAnn0(pt) whose character is the −nth power of
the Dedekind eta function.
Proof sketch. We overview Stolz and Teichner’s construction. In [ST11, Equation 6.2] they
define the bimodule bundle
B =
(⊗
m∈N
Bm
)⊗n
,(54)
where the Bm are irreducible Cl(H(Cm)-C bimodules over R>0. One would also hope for
a bimodule map over Mor(sAnn0(pt)) between the pullbacks of B along source and target.
However, this is a bit too much to ask for. Instead, Stolz and Teichner construct such a
map over the covering of sAnn0(pt), R>0 ×H2|1↓↓
R>0
→
 (R>0 ×H2|1)/Z↓↓
R>0
 = sAnn0(pt).(55)
Such a map s∗B → t∗B over R>0×H2|1 is in particular a map of vector bundles compatible
with composition. It is essentially determined by the q-expansion of its character, and for
our purposes the character is the only information we need. Stolz and Teichner compute
this [ST11, Equation 6.3] to be η(r, q)−n where
η(r, q) = q1/24r
∏
j
(1− qj/r)
is the Dedekind η-function. Explicitly, this determines the representation of the source
of (55) where each integer coefficient of qk/r in power series expansion of
∏
k(1 − qj/r)−n
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defines a super dimension of a vector space in B that carries an action by qk/r−n/24r. Unless
n is a power of 24, this only defines a projective action by sAnn0(pt). Equivalently, this
defines an action by a 24-sheeted cover of sAnn0(pt) associated with the Z-covering (55). 
The above has a simple corollary.
Corollary 7.22. Tensoring a representation with the Morita bimodule from the previous
lemma gives an equivalence of categories,
RepFern(sAnn0(M)) ∼= qn/24r RepCln(sAnn0(M)), FernV 7→ ClnBFern ⊗ FernV(56)
where we identify a Cln-linear representation with a projective representation of the desired
sort by shifting the annulus action by qn/24r.
Remark 7.23. These projective actions like qL0−c/24 are familiar to conformal field theorists,
where c is the central charge.
7.5. A model for differential KMF.
Proof of Theorem 1.6. A differential cocycle in K̂2nMF(M) is a differential cocycle in K̂Tate(M)
whose curvature takes values in closed differential forms with values in modular forms of the
appropriate degree (see Definition A.11). It remains to describe the objects in Definition 7.2
explicitly in terms of geometric data, and we do this step for all degrees (not necessarily
even). So let (ρ, α) ∈ R̂epnMF(sAnn0(M)) be a degree n differential cocycle.
We start by unraveling the data of the representation ρ. By Corollary 7.22, a Fern-
linear representation determines a Cln-linear one. If we forget the Cln-linear structure, we
obtain a sequence of super vector bundles with super connections, {Vk,Ak} for k > −N .
Adding the Cln-linear structure back in, each Vk is a Cln-module bundle over M , and Ak
is Cln-linear. We calculate the rescaled partition function of the Fern-linear representation
associated with this Cln-linear one using (53), Lemma 7.21 and Corollary 7.22. We find
Z(ρ) = η(q)−n(qn/24)
∑
k
qksTrCln(exp(−A2))
where qn/24 is the modification to the Cln-linear representation that makes it projective, and
η(q)n comes from the super trace of the Morita bimodule B implementing the equivalence
between Cln- and Fern-linear representations. The identity
η(q)q−1/24 =
∏
j
(1− qj) = Φ(q)
shows that this trace does indeed take values power series in q: there are no fractional
powers.
The remaining data of a differential cocycle is a concordance α ∈ Ωev/oddcl (M × R) ⊗
CJqK[q−1] with source Z(ρ), the rescaled partition function of ρ. By virtue of defining a
cocycle in R̂epnMF(sAnn0(M)), the target of the concordance α defines a section of ω
⊗n/2
R̂epnMF(sAnn0(M))
Ẑ→ O(L2|10 (M);ω⊗n/2) ∼=
⊕
i+j=n
Ωicl(M)⊗MFj  TMFn(M)⊗ C,
and hence a differential form with values in modular forms.
To summarize, we have a sequence of Clifford module bundles with Clifford linear
super connections {Vk,Ak} for k ≥ −N . We get a differential form Z(ρ) ∈ Ωevcl (M)JqK[q−1]
by multiplying the power series of their Chern characters by Φ(q)−n. Then we have a
concordance α from Z(ρ) to Ẑ(ρ), where this target is a closed differential form with values
in modular forms. When n is even, we can forget this additional property of the target of the
concordance, and using the Morita equivalence Cl(2n) ' C we get a cocycle in K̂Tate(M) by
Theorem 1.4. This cocycle satisfies the additional property that the q-expansion of Ẑ(ρ, α)
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is an integral form valued in modular forms. But this is exactly the data of a cocycle for
K̂2nMF(M). 
The above proof actually gives a map R̂epnMF(sAnn0(M)) → K̂nMF(M) for all n. As
usual, since not all odd K-theory classes can be represented by finite-dimensional Clifford
module bundles (for M 6= pt) we have a weakening.
Proposition 7.24. The differential cocycles R̂epnMF(sAnn0(M)) map to K̂
n
MF(M). This
map is surjective when n is even or when M = pt.
7.6. 24-periodicity. Stolz and Teichner’s bimodule in Lemma 7.21 has an honest action
by sAnn0(M) when n is divisible by 24. We use this to define a Bott element, which is a
rephrasing of the ideas behind their periodicity theorem in [ST11, §6].
Consider the Fer(−24)-linear representation of sAnn0(pt) given by the tensor product
of the bimodule B−24Fer implementing the Morita equivalence Fer(−24) ' Cl(−24) and a
Cl(−24)-module B24Cl implementing the Morita equivalence Cl(−24) ' C. The action of
annuli on the Morita bimodule is trivial on the Clifford module, and the (honest) action
on B−24Fer as described above. We compute its partition function as
Z(β) = η(r, q)24 =
q1/24r∏
j
(1− qj/r)
24 = ∆(r, q) ∈ O(L2|1(M);ω⊗−24/2),
the modular discriminant. This is indeed a modular form of weight 24/2 = 12, and so
this gives a cocycle as claimed. The Morita equivalences it implements along with the
invertibility of ∆ shows that the map
R̂ep
Fern
MF (M)
β⊗−→ R̂epFern−24MF (M)
is invertible, so β is a Bott class.
8. The string orientation of KMF and the supersymmetric sigma model
In this section we discuss the string orientation of KMF, explaining an analytic model
for this orientation and its relationship to the supersymmetric sigma model. Witten’s
construction in [Wit88] can be viewed as a string orientation of KTate, and the refinement
of this orientation to KMF makes the modularity of the associated (Witten) genus automatic.
It remains to be seen whether there is a further refinement leading to an analytic orientation
for TMF. A goal below is to set the stage for possible geometric refinements of the analytic
orientation of KMF motivated by field theories. Indeed, there are various decorations one
can imagine adding to the field theoretic data considered below.
The string orientation of KMF is the composition of σ : MString → TMF and TMF→
KMF, using the string orientation of TMF that has been constructed homotopy theoreti-
cally [AHS01, AHR10]. One can also build the orientation of KMF analytically. The idea
can be understood in terms of the diagram in spectra,
KMF KTate
HMF HCJqK[q−1].
TMF
MString
σH
σK
σ
There are well-known analytic models for the string orientation σK of KTate and σH of
HMF, so one obtains an orientation MString→ KMF if these orientations can be chosen in a
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model where there is also a compatible homotopy in HC(M)JqK[q−1]. We take the model for
σK in terms of families of Dirac operators. For σH, we use integration of differential forms
modified by the Witten class. The compatible homotopy can then be made explicit through
a choice of rational string structure. There is a lot of overlap in this description and the
construction of secondary invariants of the Witten genus in [BN09], which is no accident:
the map on coefficients MString−4k+1(pt)→ K−4k+1MF (pt) ∼= CJqK[q−1]/ZJqK[q−1] + MF4k is
a complex KTate-variant of the Bunke–Naumann secondary invariants of the Witten genus.
We can further refine this to a differential orientation. Given a geometric family of
rational string manifolds pi : X →M with fiber dimension 2d, we construct a class σ̂(X) ∈
K̂−2dMF (M). When X is even dimensional and M = pt, this construction gives the Witten
genus
Wit(X) = σ̂(X) ∈ K̂−2dMF (pt) ∼= MF−2dZ
as a weight d integral modular form. When M = pt and X is odd dimensional, there is
a version of this construction that gives the Bunke–Naumann invariant. We conclude the
section by explaining the relationship between σ̂(X) and a cutoff version of the sigma model.
8.1. The analytic string orientation for KMF. In this subsection, we describe the an-
alytic model for the string orientation of KMF to lay the groundwork for the differential
orientation constructed in the next subsection. Because of the definition of KMF is as a
homotopy pullback, we will need to keep track of representatives for the classes involved
in a point set model for the relevant spectra when describing the string orientation in this
way. Our model for KTate will involve families of Dirac operators, and we refer to §4.6 for
an overview of the Chern character of the Bismut super connection.
Let pi : X → M be a geometric family of spin manifolds (see §4.6). If pi has a chosen
Riemannian structure, a geometric p1-trivialization on pi is a 3-form H ∈ Ω3(X) such that
dH = p1(T (X/M)), using the metric to refine the first Pontryagin class to a differential
form. A geometric rational string structure on pi is a spin structure, Riemannian structure,
and geometric p1-trivialization. We also call X → M a geometric family of rational string
manifolds.
We use the the model for K-theory consisting of families of generalized Dirac operators.
This can be viewed as the model for K-theory underlying the differential model in [BS09].
Bismut’s formula (29) defines a cocycle-level model for the Chern character of such a family.
We work with de Rham models for HMF and HCJqK[q−1]. There are three steps in construct-
ing the string orientation of KMF: (1) a cocycle level description of σK, (2) a cocycle level
description of σH, and (3) a choice of homotopy between the images of these respective
cocycles in HCJqK[q−1].
First we review the construction of [σK(X)] ∈ K−dTate(M) in such a way that we obtain a
cocycle representing this class. For a vector bundle V , let SqkV denote the total symmetric
power
SqkV := C⊕ qkV ⊕ qkS2V ⊕ · · · ⊕ qklSlV ⊕ · · ·(57)
The vector bundles Sqk(TC(X/M)) on M can be used to twist the fiberwise spinor bundle,
defining a sequence of Dirac operators over X that determine a class[
( /D ⊗
∞⊗
k=1
SqkTC(X/M))
]
=
∑
k≥0
qk /Dk
 ∈ K−d(M)JqK.
where /D ⊗ Rk = /Dk is the Dirac operator twisted by Rk, for Rk the coefficient of qk in
the formal sum of vector bundles SqkTC(X/M). To complete our definition of σK(X) (and
ensure the desired modularity properties), we include the normalizing factor of ηd(q)q−d/24
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of the Dedekind eta function
[σK(X)] =
η(q)dq−d/24 ·∑
k≥0
qk /Dk
 =
Φ(q)d∑
k≥0
qk /Dk
 ∈ K−d(M)JqK[q−1],(58)
where Φ(q) =
∏
j(1− qj) = q−1/24η(q) ∈ ZJqK[q−1] ∼= KTate(pt).
We have [σH(X)] ∈ H−dMF(M) in the de Rham model as the integral
[σH(X)] =
∫
X/M
exp
∑
k≥2
E2k(τ)phk(T (X/M))
2k
 ∈ H−dMF(M)(59)
where E2k ∈ MF−4k is the 2kth Eisenstein series with weight 2k and phk(T (X/M)) =
Chk(TC(X/M)) ∈ H4kC (M) is the 4kth component of the Pontryagin character.
By (29) and Zagier’s description of the multiplicative sequence defining the Witten
genus [Zag86], the Chern character of (58) is represented by the closed differential form
Φ(q)d
∫
X/M
Aˆ(X/M) · Ch
( ∞⊗
k=1
SqkTC(X/M)
)
=
∫
X/M
exp
∑
k≥1
E2k(q)phk(TC(X/M))
2k

in
⊕
j Ω
4j−d(M)JqK[q−1]. To obtain a class in K−dMF(M), we need a homotopy in our
de Rham model for H−dC (M)JqK[q−1] between the cocycle underlying the class above and
the q-expansion of (59), by which we mean a differential form with values in power series
in q that measures the difference between these cocycles.
We compute the difference explicitly
exp
∑
k≥1
E2k(q)phk(TC(X/M))
2k
−exp
∑
k≥2
E2k(q)phk(TC(X/M))
2k
 = p1(X/M)∧Θ(X/M)(q)
where
Θ(X/M)(q) = exp
∑
k≥2
E2k(q)phk(TC(X/M))
2k
(exp(E2p1(X/M)/2)− 1
p1
)
is a closed form, and the second factor in the product on the right hand side uses that
exp(E2p1/2) − 1 is (formally) divisible by p1. For a choice of rational string structure
p1(X/M) = dH we have
d
∫
X/M
H ∧Θ(X/M)(q) =
∫
X/M
p1(X/M) ∧Θ(X/M)(q)(60)
Hence,
∫
X/M
(H ∧ Θ(X/M)(q)) ∈⊕j Ω4j−d+1(M)JqK[q−1] yields a homotopy between the
required classes in H−dC (M)JqK[q−1]. This produces a class in [σ(X/M)] ∈ K−dMF(M) from
the family of string manifolds X → M with geometric spin structures and rational string
structures on the fibers.
For odd-dimensional manifolds, if the chosen rational string structure comes from an
integral string structure, the associated invariant factors through TMF−2k+1(pt), so is nec-
essarily torsion. Bunke and Naumann have constructed such invariants, showing they are
nontrivial. We sketch how this fits into the story above.
Example 8.1 (Invariants of 4k − 1-dimensional string manifolds). Let X be a geometric
spin manifold of dimension 4k − 1. Let H ∈ Ω3(X) be a choice of rational string structure
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(e.g., coming from an integral string structure). From the above, the class in K−4k+1MF (pt)
is determined by the triple
0 ∈
⊕
i+j=−4k+1
Ωi(pt; MFj),
∑
k
qkInd( /Dk)
∫
X
H ∧Θ(X) ∈
⊕
j
Ω4j(pt)JqK[q−1] = CJqK[q−1].
Because KoddTate(pt) = 0, we know there is a homotopy between Ind( /Dk) and the zero vector
space for all k. This can be implemented by a deformation of /Dk to an invertible operator
(called a taming in [BN09]). This necessarily modifies the homotopy by a sequence of eta
invariants, {ηk}, and as a result the only data of the class is this homotopy∫
X
H ∧Θ(X) +
∑
k
qkηk ∈ CJqK[q−1]/ZJqK[q−1] + MF4k = K−4k+1MF (pt).(61)
This is a complex K-theory version of Bunke and Naumann’s secondary analytic invari-
ant [BN09, Definition 3.1].
8.2. A Freed–Lott differential orientation for KMF in even degree. When pi : X →
M has even fiber dimension 2d, we can refine the analytic orientation of KMF from the
previous section to a differential orientation that constructs a cocycle σ̂(X) ∈ K̂−2dMF (M)
in our model. This is a straightforward modification of Freed and Lott’s construction of
the analytic pushforward in differential K-theory [FL10, §7] that we reviewed in §4.6. The
basic idea is to find a finite-dimensional subbundle of each spinor bundle $ ⊗ Rk that
contains the kernel of /Dk, together with a differential form that mediates between Bismut’s
Chern character of /Dk and the Chern character of the finite-dimensional subbundle with
its restricted super connection. This builds a differential cocycle σ̂K(X) ∈ K̂(M)JqK[q−1] ∼=
K̂Tate(M), and the compatibility homotopy is essentially the same as before.
Proof of Theorem 1.8. We apply Lemma 4.13 to each /Dk acting on $⊗ Rk in (58)
( /Dk, $⊗Rk) (Ak, Vk, αk),(62)
yielding a sequence of finite-dimensional vector bundles Vk → M with super connections
Ak and αk ∈ Ωodd(X)/dΩev(X) such that
dαk = Ch( /Dk)− Ch(Ak)
We also promote Φ(q)−d ∈ ZJqK[q−1] to a sequence of vector spaces ⊕ qkFk with sdim(Fk)
equal to the (integer) coefficient of qk (e.g., the bimodule from Lemma 7.21). We promote
this to a trivial bundle with trivial connection over M , denoted Φ̂(q)−d =
⊕
qkF k. Now
we define
σ̂K(X) =
(
Φ̂(q)d ⊗
⊕
k
qkVk, Φ̂(q)
d ⊗
⊕
k
Ak,Φ(q)d
∑
qkαk
)
∈ K̂−d(M)JqK[q−1],
which gives the differential refinement of σK(X).
We take the differential cocycle model for H−dMF(M) given by
⊕
i+j=−d Ω
i
cl(M ; MF
j),
and so (59) has the obvious refinement,
σ̂H(X) =
∫
X/M
exp
∑
k≥2
E2k(τ)phk(T (X/M))
2k
 ∈ ⊕
i+j=−d
Ωicl(M ; MF
j)(63)
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The curvature of σ̂K(X) is
Φ(q)d
∑
k
(Ch(Ak) + dαk) = Φ(q)d
∑
k
qkCh( /Dk)
= Φ(q)d
∫
X/M
∑
k
qkAˆ(X/M) · Ch (Rk)
=
∫
X/M
exp
∑
k≥1
E2k(q)phk(TC(X/M))
2k

where the first equality is by the construction from Lemma 4.13, the second line is the local
index theorem, and the third line uses Zagier’s description of the Witten genus [Zag86].
So by the calculation in the previous subsection, the rational string structure H gives a
concordance
d
(
λ
∫
X/M
H ∧Θ(X/M)(q)
)
∈ Ωoddcl (M × R)JqK[q−1]
where λ is a coordinate on R. The source of this concordance is the curvature of σ̂K(X)
and the target is the q-expansion of σ̂H(X). We can repackage this as∫
X/M
H ∧Θ(X/M)(q) =
∑
qkhk ∈ Ωodd(M)JqK[q−1]
and then
σ̂(X) :=
(
Φ̂(q)d ⊗
⊕
k
qkVk, Φ̂(q)
d ⊗
⊕
k
Ak,Φ(q)d
∑
qk(αk + hk)
)
∈ K̂−2dMF (M)
gives a differential cocycle in KMF associated with the geometric family of rational string
manifolds X → M . To be explicit, Φ̂(q)d ⊗⊕k qkVk is a sequence of vector bundles on
M , Φ̂(q)d ⊗⊕k Ak is a sequence of super connections, and Φ(q)d∑ qk(αk + hk) modifies
the Chern characters of these super connections in a manner that the result is a differential
form valued in modular forms.
We observe that when M = pt, the cocycle σ̂(X) ∈ K̂−2dMF (pt) is determined by a
sequence of vector spaces: MF• is concentrated in even degrees, so in this case the differential
form data is all zero. This identifies σ̂(X) ∈ MF−2dZ with an integral modular form. Its
image in modular forms over C is (63), which is the Witten genus of X. Hence, σ̂(X) is the
Witten genus as an integral modular form. 
Remark 8.2. The above construction works for pi : X → M with odd fiber dimension,
provided the existence of a finite-dimensional subbundle of the spinor bundle containing
the kernel of the (Clifford linear) Dirac operator, as in Lemma 4.13. In particular, when
M = pt there are no obstructions.
8.3. The differential pushforward as a cutoff supersymmetric sigma model. Now
we discuss how the above differential string orientation of K̂MF can be understood (following
Witten [Wit88]) in terms of a cutoff version of the supersymmetric sigma model. This is
really just a translation from the mathematical objects of the previous subsection to their
corresponding avatars in physics.
The first step is to identify σ̂K(X) as an element in R̂ep
−2d(M), so in particular, we need
a positive energy representation of super annuli. Consider the sequence of Dirac operators
acting on the spinor bundles
/DL(X/M) :=
∑
q≥0
qk /Dk y $L(X/M) := q−2d/24
(
$⊗
⊕
qkRk
)
.(64)
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Witten constructed this by a version of Hamiltonian quantization applied to the (classical)
supersymmetric sigma model with target X. The factor of q−2d/24 is important physically
(related to a central charge), and is included in Witten’s definition.
When M = pt, Witten explains how the operator (64) together with the circle action
determined by the powers of q can be viewed as kind of low-energy approximation to the
(super) time-evolution operator on the space of states of the supersymmetric sigma model
with target X. In families, this extends to give a representation of super annuli
ρ(τ, τ¯ , θ) = q−2d/24
⊕
k
qke−2im(τ)A
2
k+θAk
where Ak is the Bismut super connection whose degree zero piece is /Dk. This representation
isn’t (finite-type) positive energy because the weight spaces are infinite-dimensional.
However, Equation 62 and Lemma 4.13 give a way to extract a positive energy repre-
sentation by way of a cutoff version of the sigma model, meaning
/D
cutoff
L(X/M) =
⊕
q≥0
A′k y $cutoffL(X/M) = q
−2d/24⊕ qkV ′k.(65)
where each V ′k is a finite-dimensional vector bundle on M with a superconnection A′k. By
tensoring with the a Morita bimodule implementing the Morita equivalence Cl(−2d) ' C,
we can promote the above to a sequence of Clifford module bundles Vk with Clifford linear
super connections Ak. Equivalently, we could have started with /Dk being the Clifford-linear
Dirac operators.
Ignoring the q−2d/24, (65) defines a positive energy representation of sAnn0(M), by
Theorem 5.1. Including the of q−2d/24, we get a projective representation. However, it is
exactly the sort of projective representation that when tensored with the Morita bimodule
from Corollary 7.22 yields a Fer−2d-linear representation. Hence, to a bundle of string
manifolds X →M we have constructed a positive energy, Fer(−2d)-linear representation of
super annuli,
ρX(τ, τ¯ , θ) = Fer−dB ⊗
(
q−2d/24
⊕
k
qke−2im(τ)A
2
k+θAk
)
that we view as an M -family of time-evolution operators for the family of sigma models.
Now we need to account for the change in the partition function associated with the
chosen cutoff (65). These are the eta forms from Lemma 4.13, which combine to give∑
k q
kαk ∈ Ωodd/dΩev(M)JqK[q−1] ∼= Ô(L˜2|10 (M)). This is a formal sum of functions that
measures the difference between partition functions in the sense that
Z
(
/DL(X/M)
)− Z ( /DcutoffL(X/M)) = d
(∑
k
αk
)
,
where we understand Z
(
/DL(X/M)
)
through the Chern character of Bismut’s super connec-
tion. This sum of is exactly the data we require to promote the positive energy represen-
tation of sAnn0(M) from (65) to a differential cocycle, σ̂K(X) ∈ R̂ep−2d(sAnn0(X)). By
the calculation in the previous subsection, the rescaled partition function of this differential
cocycle is
Ẑ(σK(X)) := Z
(
/D
cutoff
L(X/M)
)
+ d
(∑
k
αk
)
=
∫
X/M
exp
∑
k≥1
E2k(q)phk(TC(X/M))
2k
 ∈ O(L˜2|10 (M)) ∼= Ωevcl (M)JqK[q−1].
Next, we describe a cocycle σ̂H(X) ∈ O(L2|10 (M);ω⊗−2d/2). In brief, this is just the
section of the line bundle associated with the closed differential form on M given by (59).
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However, this cocycle can be constructed as the 1-loop (quantum) partition function of
the fiberwise supersymmetric sigma model; we carry this out in [BE13] when M = pt
and [BE16] for general families. The procedure is the same as the construction of the Aˆ-
genus in the physics proof of the index theorem [AG83], replacing 1|1-dimensional classical
mechanics with the 2|1-dimensional classical sigma model. The stack L2|1(M) is the space
of fields, on which there is a function, the classical action. The action vanishes on L2|10 (M),
identifying these constant super tori with a stack of classical vacua. On the normal bundle
to the inclusion L2|10 (M) ⊂ L2|1(M) the Hessian of this classical action defines a family of
invertible operators called kinetic operators. When p1(X/M) = dH for a chosen 3-form H,
the ζ-regularized super determinant of this family defines a function on L2|10 (X) that we
can integrate along the fibers of L2|10 (X) → L2|10 (M), producing a function on L2|10 (M)
that is σ̂H(X). This is exactly the computation of the partition function in the Lagrangian
formalism.
Finally, we describe the compatibility between the rescaled partition function Ẑ(σ̂K(X))
from the Hamiltonian picture and the 1-loop partition function σ̂H(X) from the Lagrangian
picture. The difference between these is
Ẑ(σ̂K(X))− σ̂H(X) = p1(X/M) ·Θ(X/M) ∈ O(L˜2|10 (M)) ∼= Ωevcl (M))JqK[q−1]
following (60). Generally this difference is nonzero. However, when the family X →M has
a rational string structure, a choice of H with dH = p1(X/M) specifies a concordance from
p1(X/M) · Θ(X/M) to zero, and so gives a concordance between the two versions of the
partition function. Physically, this concordance is a trivialization of an anomaly: Ẑ(σ̂K(X))
does not descend to the moduli stack of tori, but the concordance associated with a rational
string structure identifies it with a function that does descend.
8.4. The odd case when M = pt. When M = pt and X is odd dimensional, we can
also interpret the Bunke–Naumann invariant in terms of the sigma model. In this case, the
kernel of the Dirac operators give a cutoff theory,
σ̂K(X) =

Fer−2d+1B ⊗
∑
k≥0
qkker( /Dk), 0,Φ(q)
2d−1∑ qkαk
 ∈ K̂−2d+1(pt)JqK[q−1],
with the bimodule B from Lemma 7.21. For our description, it is convenient to take /D
as the Cl(−2d+ 1)-linear Dirac operator, so ker( /Dk) is a (finite-dimensional) Cl(−2d+ 1)-
module. Because we have restricted to the kernel and M = pt, the super connections Ak
are the zero map. The Chern character is identically zero, as is the Chern character of the
original Dirac operators. However, the eta forms αk mediating between these zeros need
not vanish; they combine to give a power series,
∑
qkαk ∈ CJqK[q−1]. A choice of rational
string structure further modifies this power series, combining to give
σ̂(X) =

Fer−2d+1B ⊗
∑
k≥0
qkker( /Dk), 0,
∑
qk(hk + αk)
 ∈ K̂−2d+1MF (pt).(66)
We can identify the differential concordance class of this cutoff sigma model with an element
of CJqK[q−1]/ZJqK[q−1] + MF−2d by choosing an invertible odd linear map on each ker( /Dk)
that commutes with the Clifford action. Such maps always exist for Cl(−d)-modules with d
odd. This gives a (differential) concordance from σ̂K(X) to a differential cocycle whose
underlying representation of super annuli represents zero in the Grothendieck group. In
the differential Grothendieck group, we need to remember the Chern–Simons for of the
differential concordance. Together with the forms αk above, this combines to give the
forms ηk in (61): they are the Cheeger–Simons forms that measure the difference between
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the Chern character of the original Dirac operators /Dk and the zero map on the zero vector
space. This shows that the differential concordance class of σ̂K(X) is determined by
Fer−2d+1B ⊗
∑
qk(hk + ηk) ∈ Ωev(pt)JqK[q−1] ∼= CJqK[q−1] K̂oddMF (pt)
which is the Bunke–Naumann invariant (or rather, a complex K-theory version thereof).
When the chosen string structure comes from an integral string structure this invariant
factors through TMF−2d+1(pt), so is necessarily torsion. The above discussion gives physical
meaning to these torsion invariants. They arise from a choice of trivializations of the
anomaly of the supersymmetric sigma model with odd dimensional targets, together with
a path in the space of field theories from the quantum sigma model to the zero theory.
Appendix A. Background miscellany
A.1. Modular forms. Weight n (weak) modular forms, denoted MF2n, are the set of
holomorphic functions on H ⊂ C satisfying
f
(
aτ + b
cτ + d
)
= (cτ + d)nf(τ),
[
a b
c d
]
∈ SL2(Z), τ ∈ H.
We define the half-weight modular forms to be the zero group MF2n+1 = {0}. Multiplication
of functions assembles these abelian groups into a graded commutative ring. We define
MF• = MF−• to be the ring with the reversed grading. The action by the subgroup
Z ↪→ SL2(Z), l 7→
[
1 l
0 1
]
allows us to identify a modular form with a function on the cylinder H/Z with properties.
This permits a Fourier expansion called the q-expansion, MF→ CJqK[q−1], where q = e2piiτ .
An alternate description of modular forms comes from viewing weight n weak modular
forms as functions on framed lattices Λ ⊂ C with the property that f(µ · Λ) = µ−nf(Λ)
for µ ∈ C×. Using µ to set one of the lattice generators to be 1 ∈ C recovers the definition
above.
A.2. super manifolds. A k|l-dimensional supermanifold is a locally ringed space whose
structure sheaf is locally isomorphic to C∞(U) ⊗C Λ•(Cl) as a super algebra over C for
U ⊂ Rk an open submanifold. We follow the usual convention, writing the global sec-
tions of the structure sheaf of a supermanifold N as C∞(N), and referring to these global
section as the (smooth) functions on the super manifold. Partitions of unity guarantee
that maps between supermanifolds are determined by maps between the global sections of
their structure sheaves. We denote the category of supermanifolds and maps of superman-
ifolds by SMfld. In [DM99] these supermanifolds are called cs-manifolds; apart from this
terminological difference our conventions agree with theirs.
Remark A.1. Our use of super manifolds with algebras of functions over C stems from
the study of Wick-rotated field theories. Symmetries and various other basic ingredients
don’t make sense in the context of real super manifolds. See Example 4.9.3 of [DM99] for
a discussion.
For any supermanifold N , there is a reduced manifold we denote by Nred and a canoni-
cal map Nred ↪→ N induced by the map of superalgebras C∞(N)→ C∞(N)/I ∼= C∞(Nred)
where I denotes the ideal of nilpotent elements in the structure sheaf of N . M. Batche-
lor [Bat79] showed any supermanifold N is isomorphic to (Nred,Γ(Λ
•E∗)) for E → Nred
a complex vector bundle over a smooth manifold Nred. We denote such a supermanifold
by ΠE.
We sometimes use notation like z, z¯ or f, f¯ for elements of C∞(N) that are complex
conjugates in their image under the quotient C∞(N) → C∞(Nred). The main example
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comes from viewing the smooth manifold C as a supermanifold. Then S-points can be
described as
C(S) = {a, b ∈ C∞(S)ev | ared = bred}
where ared and bred denote the restriction of a and b to the reduced manifold Sred. Indeed,
conjugation on functions only makes sense on this reduced manifold. In a slight abuse of
notation, we write this pair of functions (a, b) as (a, a¯). In particular, when working with
S-points of R2|1, we implicitly use the identification R2 ∼= C and the above convention to
write and S-point as (z, z¯, θ) ∈ R2|1(S). One must exercise care when using this variant of
the functor of points to define (e.g.) map C → C: the reality condition on (z, z¯) needs to
be preserved by the map on S-points.
A vector bundle over a super manifold N is a locally free sheaf of modules over C∞(N).
We use the common notation Γ(E) for the module over C∞(N) defining a vector bun-
dle E. We caution that the vector space Γ(E) is typically quite different from the literal
sections s : N → E when there happens to be a candidate total space for the vector bun-
dle E → N .
We frequently use results from [HKST11] that identify structures on differential forms
with the super geometry of the odd tangent bundle, C∞(ΠTM) ∼= Ω•(M). Most of this
comes through the isomorphism
ΠTX(S) ∼= SMfld(R0|1, X)(S) := SMfld(S × R0|1, X)
where SMfld(N,M) is the presheaf of sets on super manifolds defined by S 7→ SMfld(S ×
N,M). The above bijections show SMfld(R0|1, X) is a representable presheaf, ΠTX ∼=
SMfld(R0|1, X). Furthermore, in this description the de Rham operator—as an odd vector
field on ΠTX—is the derivative at the identity of the R0|1-action on SMfld(R0|1, X) gotten
from precomposition with the action of R0|1 on itself by translations. Explicitly, this action
is
Ω•(X) ∼= C∞(ΠTX) → C∞(R0|1 ×ΠTX) ∼= Ω•(X)[θ],
f 7→ f − θdf, f ∈ Ω•(X),
where θ is a coordinate function on R0|1, and d is the de Rham operator. We also have an
action of dilations R××R0|1 → R0|1, which gives an action on the odd tangent bundle that
on form is f 7→ µ−jf for µ ∈ R× and f ∈ Ωk(M).
A.3. Stacks. A smooth super stack is a category fibered in groupoids over supermanifolds
satisfying descent, taking covers to be surjective submersions of supermanifolds. We will
often drop the “super” modifier. To any super manifold S, a stack defines a groupoid and
a map S → S′ gives a functor between these groupoids.
A geometric stack X admits at atlas p : U  X for U an ordinary super manifold. Being
an atlas means that for all super manifolds N and maps q : N → X , the weak 2-pullback in
stacks,
U ×X N U
N Xq
p
is a super manifold and U×XN → N is a surjective submersion. All the stacks considered in
this paper are geometric. An atlas determines a groupoid presentation of a stack {U×XU ⇒
U}. We often identify a geometric stack with a super Lie groupoids that presents it.
Define a vector bundle V over a stack X in terms of S-points: to an object of X over S,
V assigns a module over C∞(S) and to a map S → S′, V assigns a map of C∞(S)-modules.
In the case of the trivial bundle, this defines the algebra of functions on the stack.
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For a geometric stack with atlas U , any vector bundle over the stack pulls back to U .
The sections of the vector bundle over the stack are precisely those sections over U that are
invariant under isomorphisms in the groupoid presentation determined by U . This gives a
concrete method of computation, which we will use throughout.
A.4. Super isometry groups in dimensions 1|1 and 2|1. In [HST10, §6.3], Hohnhold,
Stolz and Teichner define model geometries for super manifolds. The definition requires one
specify a super manifold M (called the model space) and a super Lie group G (called the
isometry group) with an action of G on M. Then super manifolds with an (M,G)-geometry
come from gluing open submanifolds of M along isometries in G. We only use a small piece
of their theory, but it provides a link between our framework and theirs so we spell out the
relevant model spaces below.
Let E1|1 denote the (1|1-dimensional) super translation group whose underlying super
manifold is R1|1 and super group structure is
R1|1(S)× R1|1(S)→ R1|1(S), (t, θ) · (s, η) = (t+ s+ θη, θ + η),
for (t, θ), (s, η) ∈ R1|1(S). There S-points are akin to coordinates on R1|1. More carefully,
t ∈ R(S)ev ∼= C∞(S)ev and θ ∈ R(S)odd ∼= C∞(S)odd, and so together (t, θ) determines
a map S → R1|1. The super manifold R1|1 has a real structure coming from complex
conjugation of complex valued functions on R and the isomorphism C∞(R1|1) ∼= C∞(R)[θ]
(compare Example 67 in [HST10]).
Consider the action of Spin(1) ∼= Z/2 = {±1} on E1|1 by (t, θ) 7→ (t,−θ). The semidirect
product E1|1 o Z/2 is the super Euclidean isometry group, and its action on R1|1 defines
the super Euclidean model space. Similarly, consider the action of R× on E1|1 by (t, θ) 7→
(µ2t, µθ) for µ ∈ R×(S). This defines the rigid conformal isometry group, and its action on
R1|1 defines the rigid conformal model space.
Next, consider the (2|1-dimensional) super translation group E2|1 whose underlying
super manifold is R2|1 with the super group structure
R2|1(S)× R2|1(S)→ R2|1(S), (z, z¯, θ) · (w, w¯, η) = (z + w, z¯ + w¯ + iθη, θ + η)
for (z, z¯, θ), (w, w¯, η) ∈ R2|1(S). These S-points require a little clarification (alluded to in the
previous subsection); we have z, z¯ ∈ C∞(S)ev and θ ∈ C∞(S)odd with the requirement that
z and z¯ are complex conjugates of one another only after modding out by nilpotents, i.e.,
on restriction to the reduced manifold of S. We emphasize that z and z¯ are not conjugate
functions ons S; to make sense out of such a statement would require a real structure on S.
The real structure on R1|1 permits a map R1|1(S)→ R2|1(S), (t, θ) 7→ (t, t¯, θ) that is natural
in S and lifts the inclusion of the real axis R ⊂ C to these super manifolds.
There is an action by Spin(2) ∼= U(1) ⊂ C× on E2|1,
(µ, µ¯) · (z, z¯, θ) = (µ2z, µ¯2z¯, µ¯θ), (µ, µ¯) ∈ Spin(2)(S), (z, z¯, θ) ∈ R2|1(S).
The semi-direct product E2|1 o Spin(2) is the 2|1-dimensional super Euclidean isometry
group. Its action on R2|1 defines the super Euclidean model space. This extends to the
obvious C×-action on E2|1 by
(µ, µ¯) · (z, z¯, θ) = (µz, µ¯z¯, µ¯θ), (µ, µ¯) ∈ C×(S), (z, z¯, θ) ∈ R2|1(S).
In the above, the notation (µ, µ¯) ∈ C×(S) carries the same caveats as (z, z¯, θ) ∈ R2|1(S).
The semi-direct product E2|1oC× defines the rigid conformal isometry group and its action
on R2|1 defines the rigid conformal model space.
Remark A.2. The isomorphisms R× ∼= Z/2×R>0 and C× ∼= Spin(2)×R>0 allow us to view
the rigid conformal groups above as the super Euclidean group together with isometries
coming from global rescalings. In the context of field theories, this global rescaling action
is exactly the renormalization group, and so these rigid conformal isometry groups are the
combination of the super Euclidean group and this renormalization group action.
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A.5. Super connections and Chern–Simons forms. Let E → X be a super vector
bundle. A (Quillen) super connection [Qui85] on E is an odd linear map
A : Ω•(X;E)→ Ω•(X;E)
satisfying the Leibniz rule
A(f · s) = df · s+ (−1)|f |f · A(s), s ∈ Ω•(X;E), f ∈ Ω•(X).
For super vector bundles with super connection (E0,AE0), (E1,AE1) on X and an
isomorphism φ : E0 → E1, a path Aµ in the space of super connections with A0 = AE0 and
A1 = AE1 defines a Chern–Simons form
CS(AE0 ,AE1) =
∫
X×I/X
Ch(Aλ) =
∫
X×I/X
Tr(e−(A
λ)2)
where the integral is over the fibers of the projection X × I → X. A different choice of
path changes the integral by an exact form, so the the data of the isomorphism φ gives a
well-defined class CS(AE0 ,AE1) ∈ Ωodd(X)/dΩev(X). This class measures the difference of
the differential form valued Chern character:
Ch(AE1)− Ch(AE0) = dCS(AE0 ,AE1).
A.6. Clifford super traces. There are a few different normalizations for the super trace
of a Clifford module in the literature. Our conventions agree with [ST04, §3]. Another
helpful reference is [MQ86, §2]. The chirality operator Γ ∈ Cln can be written in terms of
an oriented orthonormal basis {e1, . . . , en} of Rn as
Γ = in/22−n/2e1 · · · en ∈ Cln .
The element Γ ∈ Cln is independent of this choice of basis. Our normalization for Γ is chosen
so that sTr(Γ: $ → $) = 1 for an irreducible Clifford module $. Then for A : ClnV → ClnV
a map of Clifford modules, define
sTrCln(A) := sTr(ΓA : V → V ).
This super trace vanishes on super commutators, taking values in Cln /[Cln,Cln] which is a
1-dimensional even vector space when n is even and a 1-dimensional odd vector space when
n is odd.
A.7. Concordances. The notion of concordance generalizes smooth homotopies to stacks.
Definition A.3. Let F be a stack. A pair of objects ρ, ρ′ ∈ F(M) are concordant if there
exists an object ρ˜ ∈ F(M × R)) and isomorphisms
i∗0ρ˜ ∼= ρ i∗1ρ˜ ∼= ρ′(67)
for i0, i1 : M ↪→ M × R the inclusions at 0, 1 ∈ R respectively. The data of ρ˜ and the
isomorphisms (67) is called a concordance with source ρ and target ρ′.
Example A.4. For a representable stack associated to a smooth manifold N , sections over
S are smooth maps S → N . A concordance between a pair of smooth maps is a smooth
homotopy.
Using the stack property to glue sections shows that concordance is an equivalence
relation, denoted ∼c. The argument is identical to the one that shows smooth homotopy
is an equivalence relation. When M 7→ F(M) is an essentially small groupoid for each M
and satisfies the stack condition, the assignment M 7→ F(M)/∼c is presheaf that assigns
the same map of sets to smoothly homotopic maps of manifolds. In particular, F(M)/∼c
only depends on the smooth homotopy type of M . This leads one to think of the natural
map
F(M)→ F(M)/∼c
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as a type of cocycle map, sending (possibly) geometric information about M to purely
topological information.
The following has an obvious generalization to stacks, but for our applications we only
need it for sheaves of sets.
Definition A.5. Let F be a sheaf of sets. A pair of concordances α, α′ ∈ F(M × R)
are concordant rel boundary if there is a section α˜ ∈ F(M × R2) whose restrictions satisfy
i∗y=0α˜ = α, i
∗
y=1α˜ = α
′, and i∗x=0α˜ = p
∗α0 and i∗x=1α˜ = p
∗α1, where the restrictions
correspond to the inclusions R ↪→ R2 at x = 0, x = 1, y = 0, and y = 1 for the standard
(x, y)-coordinates on R2, and p : M × R→M is the projection.
Note in particular that if α is concordant rel boundary to α′, then these concordances
have the same source and target.
A.8. Concordances of differential forms.
Lemma A.6. Consider the sheaf Ωkcl of closed differential forms. A pair of sections are
concordant if and only if the closed differential forms are cohomologous. In particular,
concordance classes of sections are de Rham cohomology classes.
Proof. To see this, suppose we are given α0, α1 ∈ Ωkcl(M) with α1−α0 = dβ. Then there is
a concordance α = α0 +d(tβ) ∈ Ω•cl(M×R) from α0 to α1. Conversely, given a concordance
α from α0 to α1, by Stokes theorem the integral of α over the fibers of M × I →M satisfies
d
∫
M×I/M
α = i∗1α− i∗0α = α1 − α0,
and defining this fiberwise integral to be β ∈ Ωk−1(M) we have α1 − α0 = dβ. 
Lemma A.7. The set of concordances α ∈ Ωkcl(M × R) with a fixed source α0 = i∗0α ∈
Ωkcl(M) up to concordance rel boundary is in bijection with the set Ω
k−1(M)/dΩk−2(M)
with the natural map given by fiberwise integration over [0, 1] ⊂ R,
I : Ωkcl(M × R)/∼ −→ Ωk−1(M)/dΩk−2(M) α I7→
∫
M×I/M
α
Proof. First we show the map I is well-defined. For α˜ ∈ Ωkcl(M × R2) a concordance rel
boundary between α and α′, the fiberwise integral over I2 ⊂ R2 gives by Stokes theorem
d
∫
M×I2/M
α˜ =
∫
M×I/M
α′ −
∫
M×I/M
α
where we have used that constancy of the concordance on the other two boundary compo-
nents of the rectangle I2 imply that the associated integrals vanish. The integrals differ by
an exact form, verifying the map is well-defined.
Next we define a candidate inverse map J . To make the formulas readable, we adapt
the notation where, e.g., α0 denotes both a differential form on M and the differential form
on M × R gotten by pulling back along the projection M × R → M . For an equivalence
class in the target, choose a representative β ∈ Ωk−1(M) and take the concordance
J([β]) = [α0 + d(tβ)] ∈ Ωkcl(M × R)/∼.
To see this is well-defined, if β − β′ = dγ ∈ Ωk−1(M), define the concordance rel boundary
α˜ = α0 + d(tβ) + d(sγdt) = α0 + d(tβ + sdγ) + dsγdt ∈ Ωkcl(M × R2).
When s = 0 or s = 1, we have that ds pulls back to zero and so the pullback to s = 0
is the concordance associated with β, and s = 1 is the concordance associated with β′.
On restriction to t = 0, dt pulls back to zero and we get the constant concordance on
α0; similarly restricting to t = 1 is the constant concordance on α1. This verifies that
J([β]) = J([β′]) and so J is well-defined.
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We have composition I ◦J = id by inspection, as it holds for the maps as defined before
passing to equivalence classes.
To see that J ◦ I is also the identity, first we claim that α− α0 ∈ Ω•cl(M ×R) is exact:
the restriction of the de Rham cohomology of M×R to M×{0} is an isomorphism, and the
restriction of α− α0 is the zero form. So suppose that α− α0 = dβ˜ for β˜ ∈ Ωk−1(M × R).
Consider
α˜ = α− d(sβ˜) + d(stβ) ∈ Ω•cl(M × R2).
The restriction to s = 0 is the original concordance, and the restriction to s = 1 is the
concordance α0 + d(tβ), which is in the image of J . The formula α− α0 = dβ˜ tells us that
the restriction of β˜ to t = 0 is 0 and the restriction to t = 1 is α1 − α0 = dβ. Hence, the
restriction of α˜ to t = 0 is α0 and the restriction to t = 1 is α1. This verifies the lemma. 
A.9. Differential (Tate) K-theory. In this paper we use explicit models for differential
cohomology theories, all of which will be elaborations on Klonoff’s model for differential
K-theory from [Klo08], Section 4.1.
For a smooth manifold M , consider a groupoid V(M) whose objects triples (V,A, α) for
V a super vector bundle on M , A a super connection, and α ∈ Ωodd(M)/dΩev(X). Define
a morphism from (V,A, α) to (V ′,A′, α′) to be an isomorphism φ : V → V ′ of super vector
bundles such that
α = α′ + CS(A, φ∗A′).
Let F(M) denote the free abelian group on isomorphism classes in V(M). Let Z(M) denote
Consider the subgroup generated by the elements
(V ⊕ V ′,A⊕ A′, α+ α′)− (V,A, α) + (V ′,A′, α′) and (V ⊕ΠV,A⊕ΠA, 0)
where (ΠV,ΠA) denotes the parity reversal of the super vector bundle (V,A).
Definition A.8. Define the differential K-theory of M to be the abelian group
K̂(M) := F(M)/Z(M).
This has a ring structure with multiplication
[V,A, α] · [V ′,A′, α′] = [V ⊗ V ′,A⊗ A′, α ∧ Ch(A′) + Ch(A) ∧ α′ + α ∧ dα′].
The curvature map is
R : K̂(M)→ Ωevcl (M), R(V,A, α) = Ch(A) + dα.(68)
Remark A.9. Note that we can repackage the data of a differential cocycle as (V,A, α˜) where
α˜ is a concordance, α˜ ∈ Ωevcl (M × R) with source Ch(A) and target R(V,A, α).
Definition A.10. Define the differential elliptic cohomology at the Tate curve of M as
K̂Tate(M) = K̂(M)JqK[q−1],
where differential cocycles on the right are formal sums of cocycles
∑
qk(Vk,Ak, αk) in
Klonoff’s model for K̂(M). There is a ring structure on K̂Tate(M) inherited from K̂(X) and
ZJqK[q−1]. The curvature map is
R : K̂Tate(X)→ Ωevcl (M)JqK[q−1], R(∑ qk(Vk,Ak, αk)) = ∑ qk(Ch(Ak) + dαk).
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To explain our explicit definition for K̂MF we require a digression on the abstract frame-
work of differential cohomology theories. A differential refinement Ê of a cohomology the-
ory E is a homotopy pullback
Ê E
ΩA HEC .
I
R Ch
taken, e.g., in sheaves of spectra on the site of smooth manifolds. In the above, EC =
E(pt) ⊗ C is the complexification of the coefficient ring of E and ΩA is the de Rham
complex with values in A. The map R is called the curvature map and the map I takes
the underlying cohomology class of a differential cocycle. The map ΩA → HEC comes from
a chosen isomorphism A → EC and the de Rham map. Finally, Ch is the Chern–Dold
character. Hopkins–Singer [HS05] and Bunke–Gepner [BG13] give universal constructions
of differential refinements as sketched above. A map into the homotopy pullback is a map
into the spectrum E, a differential form with coefficients in A, and the data of a homotopy
between the images of these classes in a cochain model for HEC .
In the example of K-theory, the relevant diagram is
K̂ K
ΩC[u,u−1] HC[u,u−1].
I
R Ch
where u is a degree −2 element. In Klonoff’s model, a vector bundle with connection (V,A)
gives a map M → Kn, and the curvature of the cocycle R(V,A, α) gives a closed, even
differential form. The Chern character of the bundle and the image of this closed form in
cohomology differ by dα, and so α itself furnishes a homotopy between them.
When considering a differential refinement of K̂MF and the definition of KMF itself as
a homotopy pullback, we get a pair of adjoining homotopy pullback squares
K̂ KMF
ΩMF HMF
KTate
HCJqK[q−1]
I
R
and so the outer square is also a homotopy pullback. The composition of the lower arrows
factors through ΩCJqK[q−1] using the (injective) map on differential forms induced by q-
expansion of modular forms,⊕
i+j=n
Ω2i(M ; MF2j)→ Ωev(M)JqK[q−1].(69)
By the universal property of the differential spectrum K̂Tate, this gives a map K̂MF(M)→
K̂Tate(M). Lifting a map into K̂Tate(M) to one into K̂MF amounts to requiring the curvature
factor through ΩMF → ΩCJqK[q−1] up to homotopy. Fixing the model for differential elliptic
cohomology at the Tate curve from Definition A.10, this leads to the following.
Definition A.11. Define K̂2nMF(M) to have as differential cocycles pairs (x, h) for x ∈
K̂Tate(M) and h a concordance (i.e., smooth homotopy) from the curvatureR(x) ∈ Ωev(M)JqK[q−1]
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to an element in the image of (69). The curvature map,
R : K̂2nMF(M)→
⊕
i+j=n
Ω2icl (M ; MF
2j)
is the uniquely defined differential form with values in modular forms from the target of the
concordance h.
By adjusting the the sequence of odd differential forms αk defining x ∈ K̂Tate(M), we
can always replace this data (x, h) by a cocycle x ∈ K̂Tate(M) whose curvature factors
through (69) on the nose. The curvature map in this case is
R : K̂2nMF(M)→
⊕
i+j=n
Ω2icl (M ; MF
2j), R
(∑
qk(Vk,Ak, αk)
)
=
∑
qk(Ch(Vk,Ak)+dαk),
where the differential form on the right is in the image of (69), and so can be identified
uniquely with a differential form valued in modular forms.
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